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Wireless power transmission (WPT) is currently being used in a number of applications, 
including monitoring the health of concrete infrastructure such as bridges, buildings, 
tunnels, and dams, where antennas of different types, geometries and sizes have been 
designed for powering sensors that are embedded in concrete structures. However, 
dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs), which have shown great potential in free-space for 
microwave WPT applications, have not been investigated in concrete. In this thesis, 
different DRAs are designed and their performance in the X-band frequency range for the 
WPT in concrete is investigated using an electromagnetic computational tool: CST 
Microwave Studio (MWS). In addition, selected DRAs are manufactured and measurement 
results are compared to simulation results. Furthermore, CST MWS is utilised to design 
and investigate surface-mountable electromagnetic sensors that can be used for concrete 
characterisation, crack location and crack width estimation.  
  
Firstly, rectangular DRAs of different lengths operating in the X-band are designed, and a 
two-antenna setup with an external transmitting antenna and an embedded receiving 
antenna is used to investigate WPT to embedded sensors in concrete. It is found that, the 
designed DRAs can be used for WPT to the embedded sensors in concrete. However, it is 
also found that some of the electromagnetic energy from the external transmitting antenna 
radiates away from the embedded antenna. Short and long DRAs are fabricated and 
measured in free-space and a good agreement with simulation results is observed. The short 
DRA has better WPT performance than long DRA over the entire X-band. To achieve a 
reliable WPT system, the sensitivity of the WPT to variations in the electrical (loss tangent 
tan δ and the relative dielectric constant) of concrete is investigated. It is found that WPT 
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using the long and short DRAs appear to be more sensitive to the electrical properties of 
concrete at frequencies that are closer to the lower and upper frequency limits, respectively.  
  
Secondly, gratings techniques are used to redirect the radiated electromagnetic energy from 
the transmitting antenna towards the receiving antenna. For this purpose, rectangular-, 
hexagon-, and octagon-shaped DRAs with metal loaded dielectric gratings are designed, 
investigated, and optimised to maximise microwave WPT to embedded sensors in concrete. 
These antennas are suitable for wireless powering of multiple sensors, which is illustrated 
by changing the positioning of the embedded/receiving antenna with respect to the 
transmitting antenna. Furthermore, the sensitivity of WPT using these antennas to 
variations in the electrical properties of concrete is investigated and the simulation results 
are recorded. The obtained results show that reliable WPT can be obtained with the 
octagon-shaped DRA because it is less sensitive to variations in the electrical properties of 
concrete. 
 
Finally, surface-mountable electromagnetic sensors using dual-port rectangular DRA, 
hexagon-, and octagon-shaped planar DRAs are designed and investigated for 
characterisation of concrete and crack detection. It is found that the surface-mountable 
electromagnetic sensor using the rectangular DRA has the highest sensitivity to variations 
of the electrical properties of concrete and can be used to approximate the loss tangent and 
the relative dielectric constant of concrete, whereas hexagon-shaped planar DRA is highly 
sensitive to the crack width at different locations, and can be used to estimate crack width 
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The safety and reliability of civil infrastructure systems are essential for supporting the 
vitality of our society as civil structures are continuously subjected to loads and other 
environmental effects [1]. Various non-destructive testing technologies for construction 
and  performance monitoring of civil infrastructures have been studied for decades [2]. In 
the past, Infrastructure Health Monitoring (IHM) has been done by active acoustic 
transducers [3] and inverse synthetic aperture radars [4], which are labour-intensive and 
expensive techniques.  
 
The rapid evolution of wireless sensors network technologies has enabled the development 
of sensors that can be embedded in concrete for IHM [1]. Such sensors can be buried inside 
concrete, and can collect and report valuable data related to the health of the concrete 
structure during and/or after construction [2]. For example, embedded sensors can detect 
cracking and rebar corrosion, and can also collect data, such as, temperature, displacement, 
pressure, strain, and humidity [1]. However, such wireless embedded sensors need to 
operate for a long time [2], but sensor batteries have finite life spans. Therefore, to prolong 
the operational life of wireless embedded sensors, effective wireless power transmission 
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(WPT) systems need to be developed, that can wirelessly power sensors and/or recharge 
sensors’ batteries [2]. 
 
1.2. Problem Statement 
Embedded or mounted sensors in civil structures such as bridges, buildings and dams have 
been developed and used to monitor infrastructures health [5], but the radio frequency (RF) 
communication between the free-space antenna and embedded sensor in concrete suffer 
from high losses. Frequency disruption [6] is a fundamental problem for all wireless 
communication when sensors are buried in concrete, and this occurs due to the high 
attenuation of RF signals in concrete [2]. Therefore, to ensure the long operational life of 
embedded sensors, an effective wireless power transmission (WPT) system is required that 
is designed with high-performance antennas. Several antennas have been developed to 
improve the WPT performance between embedded and free-space antennas, such as an air 
core coil, magnetic coils, microstrip patch antenna, circularly polarised rectenna, and planar 
inverted-F antennas [7]. Recently, dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) have shown great 
potential for WPT in free-space [8]; however, they have not been applied for WPT in 
construction materials such as concrete. This presents high-performance DRAs for 
effective WPT between the free-space and embedded antenna. This thesis illustrates that 
an embedded antenna can be used as a sensor which is sensitive to electrical properties of 
concrete. 
 
1.3. Research Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to develop high-performance dielectric resonator 
antennas (DRAs) for WPT to sensors embedded in civil structures such as concrete. The 
objectives of this thesis are as follows: 
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• Design and optimise a short and long rectangular dielectric resonator antenna that can 
be embedded in concrete.   
• Investigate and optimise the performance of short and long DRAs in a two-antenna 
setup for WPT in concrete. 
• Design and optimise dual-port DRAs of rectangular, hexagonal-, and octagonal-
shaped with periodic gratings for WPT in concrete. 
• Optimise dual-port DRAs with periodic gratings to be used as surface-mountable 
sensors for both characterisation of concrete and crack detection in concrete structures.  
 
1.4. Research Methodology  
To achieve the goal of this research a theoretical approach and a preliminary experimental 
approach will be taken. The block diagram describing the research methodology is shown 
in Figure 1.1. 
 
1.4.1. Simulation Approach 
The theoretical program includes the state-of-the art literature review, and analysis and 
modelling, simulation and calculation-based post processing. The research will start with 
design of a high gain, highly efficient travelling wave dielectric antennas. In this stage, we 
will investigate the effect of different civil structures on the performance of the designed 
antennas by simulation. For simulation of the antennas CST Microwave Studio (MWS) will 
be used. Using CST MWS, the research will be carried out by the following procedures: 
• Modelling of antennas and setup of two antennas in free-space and media 
(concrete), optimisation of the antenna’s parameters for better performance done by 
using parametric sweep in the CST MWS. Time domain solver, adaptive mesh 
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setting features and material library of CST MWS will be used in these studies to 
achieve desired design parameters. 
• Simulation of reflection and transmission coefficients, electric-field distributions, 
farfield radiation patterns, and gains will be performed to observe the performance 
of the antennas and systems. 
• Calculation-based post processing in CST MWS, and Matlab (using data collected 
from CST MWS) will be completed. 
 













DRAs in free-space 











































1.4.2. Experimental Program 
After finishing the design of the antennas and modelling of the link of WPT system, 
measurement will be done in free-space to validate the performance of the simulated 
antennas. The Agilent N5225A performance network analyser (PNA), in the IHM 
laboratory of Centre for Infrastructure Engineering at Western Sydney University, will be 
used as the main measurement instrument of this research study. It can generate 10 MHz 
to 50 GHz microwave signals, having two ports with a single source. This PNA is shown 
in Figure 1.2, which has high output power (up to +13 dBm) and a wide power sweep range 
(up to 38 dB), with best dynamic accuracy of 0.1 dB compression and +12 dBm input power 
at the test port. 
 
Figure 1.2: Agilent N5225A performance network analyser (PNA). 
 
1.5. Thesis Outline 
This thesis presents the designs and development of rectangular dielectric resonator 
antennas (DRAs), rectangular DRAs with periodic gratings, and planar DRAs with periodic 
gratings for WPT to the embedded sensors into a civil structure like concrete. Also 
presented is the characterisation of concrete. DRAs are fed by an open-ended waveguide. 
This thesis contains eight chapters, of which this chapter is included. An outline of the 
remaining seven chapters is given below, highlighting the key contributions. 
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• Chapter 2: briefly reviews the WPT in a concrete medium. Studies the antennas 
proposed for WPT. Details studies that show dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) 
have demonstrated good potential for WPT devices in free-space. In addition, 
dielectric leaky wave antennas are reviewed because of their beam scanning 
capability. A detailed comparison between the DRA and microstrip antennas is 
presented. Moreover, the antennas proposed for infrastructure health monitoring 
(IHM) are studied, particularly estimations of electrical properties of concrete and 
detection of crack within the concrete. Finally, this chapter closes with a summary 
of scope for the research. 
 
• Chapter 3: presents the design and development of rectangular DRA with radiation 
towards the antenna axis. Using parameter analysis in CST Microwave Studio the 
coupling between the rectangular DRA and open-ended waveguide (OEW) is 
optimised. The WPT performances are studied using a two-antenna setup in free-
space and passing through a concrete medium. The developed antenna is 
investigated with two different lengths: a relatively long DRA (110 mm long), and 
a relatively short DRA (33 mm long). Moreover, the WPT performance is studied 
when the electrical properties of concrete vary between dielectric constant and loss 
tangent. The sensitivities of the WPT system are briefly investigated to evaluate the 
WPT performance of the antennas—both long and short DRAs—when the 
electrical properties of concrete vary. 
 
• Chapter 4: presents the design and development of a rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings (metal loaded dielectric gratings). The antennas presented in 
Chapter 3 suffers from unwanted radiation along the boresight direction, while its 
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main lobe is pointing towards the endfire direction, which is the direction of the 
embedded/receiving antenna. Note that, the endfire direction is along the antenna 
axis and boresight direction is perpendicular to the antenna plane. The development 
goal for the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings is to remove the unwanted 
radiation towards the unwanted direction. The gratings are optimised so that better 
radiation from the antenna is achieved and scattered radiation from the antenna is 
minimised, which has been observed at the lower frequency limit of the X-band 
frequency range. This antenna can scan beam at different directions in the region 
between endfire and boresight, while the approximate scan centre is the boresight 
radiation. This scan capability is used to wireless powering of multiple sensors, 
which is shown by changing the location of the embedded/receiving antenna with 
respect to the transmitting antenna. The WPT performance in free-space and 
concrete medium are studied using a two-antenna setup, where the transmitting 
antenna is the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings and the receiving antenna is 
long and short DRAs (presented in Chapter 3). Also studied is the WPT 
performance when the loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete varies, and 
the sensitivities of WPT are analysed. The rectangular DRA with periodic gratings 
has better WPT performance in the frequency range of 9.7-12.4 GHz, compared to 
the WPT performance in the frequency range of 8.2-8.8 GHz. A poor WPT 
performance is observed in the frequency range of 8.2-8.8 GHz, due to scattered 
radiation from the transmitting antenna. 
 
• Chapter 5: presents the design and optimisation of a dual-port rectangular DRA 
with metal laded dielectric gratings (periodic gratings). This dual-port antenna can 
be used as a surface mounted electromagnetic sensor for concrete characterisation, 
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and crack location and crack width estimation, using an antenna-concrete setup. 
This chapter presents an estimation of the electrical properties of concrete, and the 
crack location and crack width, using the transmission coefficient of the dual-port 
rectangular DRA with periodic gratings. This dual-port antenna, with beam 
scanning capability, is used to estimate crack width at different locations, but is 
unable to better estimate crack width when it is located close to the feed of the 
antenna because the antenna has scattered radiation in the frequency range of 8.2-
8.8 GHz. This means the antenna has a negligible electric field towards the concrete. 
Moreover, the sensitivities of the antenna-concrete setup are briefly analysed for 
concrete characterisation and crack detection when the electrical properties of 
concrete and crack width at different locations vary, respectively. 
 
• Chapter 6: presents the design and development of dual-port planar DRAs, with 
periodic gratings targeting to remove scattered radiation, which was observed from 
the single-port rectangular DRA with period gratings (presented in Chapter 4 and 
5). The design goal of these planar DRAs with periodic gratings is to allow better 
electric field coupling between the transmitting planar DRAs and 
embedded/receiving antenna. Three planar DRAs, rectangle-, hexagon-, and 
octagon-shaped, with periodic grating are designed and optimised using parameter 
analysis in CST, so that minimum power transfer takes place from one port of the 
antenna to the other, ensuring no scattered radiation. These antennas are optimised 
in two steps: planar DRAs with the ground planes are optimised and antennas are 
optimised when the periodic gratings are applied. Like the rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings, these planar DRAs can scan the beam in the region between the 
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boresight and endfire directions, while scanning the centre close to the boresight 
direction. 
 
• Chapter 7: presents the WPT performance in free-space and concrete medium 
using the two-antenna setup where the transmitting antenna is planar DRAs 
(presented in Chapter 6) and embedded/receiving antenna is long and short DRAs 
(presented in Chapter 3). The effect of the change of the electrical properties of 
concrete, loss tangent and dielectric constant, on WPT performance are analysed to 
test the sensitivities of the developed dual-port planar DRAs. These planar DRAs 
have better WPT performance over the entire X-band frequency range, in contrast 
to the WPT performance which was achieved with the rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings. Multiple sensor powering capability is presented by changing the 
location of the embedded/receiving antenna with respect to the transmitting 
antenna. The octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings has better WPT 
performance than other DRAs with periodic gratings and lower sensitivity to the 
changes of the electrical properties of concrete. Like the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with periodic grating, these planar DRAs are used as a surface mounted 
electromagnetic sensor for concrete characterisation and crack detection at different 
locations without accounting for the embedded antenna and using the antenna-
concrete setup. The hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings has better 
sensitivity to the crack width variation at different locations than other DRAs with 
periodic gratings. 
 





To date the following paper has been published based on a part of the study presented in 
Chapter 3: 
• Sumyea Sabrin, Sergey Kharkovsky, and Robert Salama, “Dielectric Resonator 
Antenna Integrated Sensors for Characterisation of Concrete,” in Proc. Eleventh 
International Conference on Sensing Technology (ICST), 4-6 December, Sydney, 
Australia.  








In this chapter, the literature on infrastructure health monitoring (IHM) and the application 
of antennas in different types of IHM techniques is discussed, focusing on dielectric 
permittivity, displacement, and strain estimation and crack detection sensors. In addition, 
wireless power transmission (WPT) in free-space and concrete, and dielectric resonator 
antennas (DRAs) for infrastructure health monitoring (IHM) are reviewed in this chapter. 
Literature related to the following topics is reviewed: a different method of WPT, WPT 
system configuration, theory related to propagation of electromagnetic waves in free-space 
and materials, WPT in concrete, and antennas used for WPT in concrete.  Finally, a brief 
description of DRAs and a comparison of DRAs with microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) 
and their application in WPT in free-space are presented. This chapter ends with a summary 
of the scope for this research. 
 
2.2. Infrastructure Health Monitoring 
Infrastructure health monitoring (IHM) and damage detection have been of great concern 
in the design, operation, maintenance, and repair of various mega structures such as bridges, 
buildings, dams, and machine equipment [9]. Health monitoring incorporates detection of 
damage and monitoring of the propagation of damage or degradation in large structures. In 
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addition, health monitoring focuses on developing methods for accessing the effects of 
damage or degradation on monitoring system performance. These monitoring procedures 
are based on the signal outputs from various kinds of sensors including stress sensors [10], 
strain gauges [11, 12], displacement transducers [13, 14], temperature sensors [15], 
humidity [16], pH [17], accelerometers, anemometers, and weigh-in-motion sensors. These 
sensors are positioned at different places and bonded on or embedded in the large structures 
to be monitored. In general, the sensing, data acquisition, and processing components for 
health monitoring are physically linked. The IHM not only reveals the design drawbacks 
that could be improved, but also assists in ensuring measures are taken to avoid serious loss 
of lives and property through timely maintenance and replacement when necessary. 
Therefore, health monitoring of large structures using different sensors is essential [9]. 
 
During the past decade, several researchers have proposed and implemented various kinds 
of infrastructure health monitoring systems, which can be found in the review papers by 
Chong [18], Ettouney et al. [19], Fuhr et al. [20], Housner et al. [21], and Kiremidjian et 
al. [18]. However, these systems have the following drawbacks: (1) normal operational life 
of the structure may be hampered due to the wires, which have to run all over the structure, 
(2) deploy costly health monitoring equipment, (3) expensive installation cost due to 
extensive wiring, and (4) expensive maintenance cost [22]. Furthermore, these wires are 
easy to be damaged during the construction, fault diagnosis, and servicing. Therefore, 
health monitoring of infrastructure using the wireless transmission is highly desired. The 
wireless retrieval of the sensory information is thought of as nonintrusive and can be 
acquired at a distance place the data source. For powering the remote sensors, a WPT 
system is required which can be thought of as a three-dimensional means of transferring 
electrical power from one location to another without the support of wires or cables [23]. 
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2.3.  Application of Antennas for Infrastructure Health 
Monitoring 
The electrical properties of material, such as  permittivity, permeability and conductivity, 
control the responses of the material to the electrodynamic fields [24]. Characterising such 
properties to detect changes in the material is important in infrastructure health monitoring 
[24]. Different types of non-destructive techniques are available for characterisation of such 
properties. In the following sub-sections, some antennas as microwave sensors in IHM will 
be presented for permittivity estimation, strain and displacement measurement, and the 
identification of cracks in an infrastructure material. 
 
2.3.1.  Dielectric Permittivity Estimation Sensors 
The dielectric permittivity measurement of concrete specimens containing aggregates up 
to 30 mm is demonstrated using a large coaxial closed cell [25], an open-ended coaxial 
probe [26-28] and a rectangular waveguide probe [29-35], which is the simplest, robust and 
most promising approach for dielectric characterisation of concrete materials. The 
electromagnetic (EM) fields at the end of the probe changes, depending on the interaction 
with the material being tested, and its dielectric permittivity is computed from the measured 
reflection coefficient which is illustrated in [36]. 
 
Illustrated in [34, 35] one technique using open-ended rectangular waveguide and another 
technique using the embedded modulated scattering, both for determining the dielectric 
properties of sand. [37] reports estimations of the complex permittivity of mortar and 
materials such as wood and polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) rubber using a coplanar waveguide. 
A complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) is proposed and an accurate measurement of 
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the complex permittivity of concrete materials [38], and the measurement setup using 
CSRR is shown in Figure 2.1. In this measurement setup, the sensor antenna is connected 
to the vector network analyser through a coaxial cable and connector. The material under 
test (MUT) is placed on top of the sensor antenna with zero gaps. The measured 
transmission coefficients by Ansari et al. [38] are shown in Figure 2.2 [38], and the results 
illustrate that the magnitude and frequency of minimum transmission coefficient vary with 
the change of dielectric permittivity. 
 





Figure 2.2: Measured S21 (dB) for various samples of different dielectric permittivity [38]. 
 
2.3.2. Displacement and Strain Sensors 
The strain and displacement measurement sensor provide information about loading, 
boundary, fatigue and material conditions [36]. A quarter-wavelength microwave resonator 
sensor has been proposed for displacement measurement, that consists of an empty 
rectangular waveguide section, a metal plate and a dielectric slab inserted into the 
waveguide midway along its wall [39], and the schematic of such a sensor is shown in 
Figure 2.3 [39]. Presented in [40] is another strain sensor (based on a patch antenna with a 
resonant frequency that is sensitive to strains) that was applied along the direction of its 
corresponding radiation mode; the geometry of such a strain sensor is shown in Figure 2.4 
[39]. The feasibility of using a circular microstrip patch antenna to measure strain and the 
effects of different materials on the sensitivity of the sensor antenna are investigated in 
[41]. In addition, the effect of the strain direction on the frequency shift is studied. The 




Figure 2.3: Schematic cross-section of the dielectric-slab-loaded waveguide resonator with 
a movable metal plate: (a) top view; (b) side view (not to scale) [39]. 
 
Figure 2.4: Rectangular patch antenna sensor for measurement of strain [40]. 
 
Figure 2.5: Circular microstrip patch antenna attached to two different materials: (a) carbon 
fibre composite and (b) aluminium [41]. 
 
2.3.3. Crack Detection Sensors  
Inspection of surface and subsurface cracks in metallic and non-metallic materials is critical 
for quality assessment and maintenance [24]. In [42], an open-ended waveguide was 
successfully used as a microwave technique for detection of a 840 m wide surface crack 
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in metallic materials using the reflection coefficient characteristics of the sensor. In 
addition, an open-ended waveguide antenna was used to detect holes with diameters from 
0.025 to 0.59 mm in ceramic materials which are usually used in fabricating gas turbines 
[43]. Moreover, a sub-millimetre surface crack in metallic material was detected using 
complementary split-ring resonator (CSRR) sensors which use a near-field microscopy 
technique [44]. The CSRR sensor is able to detect sub-millimetre surface cracks with a 
resolution of λ/600, and are also able to detect two adjacent cracks separated by 1 mm. A 
comprehensive analysis for the CSRR sensor to detect sub-millimetre cracks in metallic 
and non-metallic surfaces was done in [24]. This CSRR sensor is effective not only for 
sensing cracks in metallic surfaces, but also non-metallic material, such as fiberglass, 
plastics, carbon fibres, among other dielectric materials that are increasingly used in aircraft 
structures and high-performance applications [24]. The geometry of such a CSRR sensor 
is shown in Figure 2.6 [24], and this sensor is used to detect defects in metallic surfaces, 
such as cracks. Figure 2.7 [24] shows the transmission coefficient when the sensor passes 
over a fibreglass material with crack widths of 150 m and 200 m (depths of 1.5 mm). A 
maximum shift of more than 312 MHz was observed with respect to the reference case. 
 
Figure 2.6: A schematic of a CSRR excited by a microstrip line used as a near-field sensor 





Figure 2.7: Transmission coefficient of the sensor for detecting a crack of width of 150 m 
(Case 1) and 200 m (Case 2) compared with solid dielectric material (reference case) [24]. 
 
2.4. Wireless Power Transmission 
In the literature, several methods are used for wireless power transmission (WPT): using 
microwaves [8, 45, 46], laser [47], and magnetic resonance [8, 48], etc. In addition, 
different comparative studies have been conducted to compare these WPT methods [8, 45-
49]. Magnetic resonance method is useful for implementing in small distance applications 
(i.e. nearfield application), whereas a microwaves method can be used for long distance 
applications (i.e. farfield application) [49]. On the other hand, the laser method can be used 
for a small distance, but could also be used for longer distances when a high intensity beam 
is involved [49].   
 
The performance of microwave components improved significantly due to new solid-state 
devices, increased precision in fabrication and compact layout techniques (such as 
microwave integrated circuits, micro-machined, and multi-layer circuits), and faster design 
iterations with more accurate models [23]. Moreover, emergent interest has been 
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demonstrated for WPT systems in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) application 
band. The applications related to ISM band involve the transmission of very high 
microwave power levels over a large distance. Recent progress in microwave components 
is encouraging researchers to consider the microwave method for WPT. 
 
2.4.1. Microwave Wireless Power Transmission System Configuration 
A simplified schematic of a WPT system is shown in Figure 2.8. The left side of the 
schematic is the transmitting section and the right side of the block is the receiving section, 
while both sides are separated by free-space.  
 
Figure 2.8: Schematic of a wireless power transmission system [23]. 
 
On the transmitting side, the AC or DC power is the input to the RF source. The RF source 
converts the AC or DC power into RF power. The RF power is input to the transmitting 
antenna to transmit wirelessly. In the receiving side, the receiving antenna receives the RF 
power wirelessly. The receiving antenna and rectifier convert the RF power into DC power 
which is further filtered through a DC circuit to remove any harmonics which exist in the 
signal. The purified DC power feed to the target device are stored in a battery. In summary, 
the AC or DC power is converted into RF power and fed to the transmitter antenna. The 
power is transmitted in free-space as electromagnetic energy and received at the receiving 
antenna or rectenna (rectifying antenna). It is then converted back to DC power according 
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performance antennas for the transmitting and receiving block in order to improve the 
performance of WPT system. 
 
2.5. Wireless Power Transmission in Concrete 
This section presents the literature on WPT to the sensors embedded in concrete. At first, 
the two-antenna setup for WPT in concrete is discussed. Then, reflection and attenuation 
losses associated with WPT in concrete are described. The transmitting antenna and 
embedded antenna are reviewed from the available literature, following a review of 
antennas being used for WPT in concrete. 
 
2.5.1. Two-Antenna Setup 
In two-antenna setup in concrete, the transmitting antenna is kept in free-space whereas the 
receiving antenna is embedded in concrete. According to the direction of propagation of 
maximum electromagnetic fields radiated from the transmitting and receiving antenna, the 
orientation of the antennas is chosen such that point to point communication is established.  
 
In this section, literature is reviewed which considers a number of examples of two-antenna 
setups. An antenna has been designed and investigated which consists of a microstrip inset-
fed patch antenna and electronic components encased in a protective housing. A model of 
a two-antenna setup for WPT in concrete was modelled using a microstrip inset-fed patch 
antenna in [50], and the model of two-antenna setup is shown in Figure 2.9. In this two-
antenna setup, the transmitting antenna is in free-space and the receiving antenna system is 
embedded inside the concrete. Here, the receiving antenna system consists of a receiving 




Figure 2.9:  Model of the two-antenna setup in CST, including the antenna module 
embedded in a concrete cube [50]. 
 
In [51], the feasibility of sending wireless power to a buried sensor antenna within concrete 
was studied with 75.8% conversion efficiency at 5.7 GHz. The two-antenna setup used in 
that study is shown in Figure 2.10. In this setup, a 4×4 microstrip patch array acts as a 
transmitting antenna (positioned at the right side of the figure), while a stacked patch 
rectenna buried in concrete acts as receiving antenna (positioned at the left side of the 
figure). Here, the receiving antenna is placed in the farfield region of the transmitting 
antenna, and the distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna are kept constant 
while the performance of two-antenna setup for WPT with varying concrete cover thickness 
is investigated. For better illustration, the structure of the concrete block used during 
measurement, demonstrated in Figure 2.10, is shown in Figure 2.11. In order to connect the 
antenna with the coaxial cable a rectangular hole is created, as shown at top side of the 
block. Using the two-antenna setup shown in Figure 2.10, the received DC power at the 
rectenna was measured in dry and wet concrete samples, and with various cover 
thicknesses, when the air gap between the cover plate and concrete block varied [51]. This 
thesis will develop a two-antenna setup in free-space and with concrete using the developed 





Figure 2.10: Two-antenna setup of WPT in concrete using the stack patch antenna and 
patch array rectenna [51]. 
 
Figure 2.11: Geometry of a concrete block with an embedded antenna [51]. 
 
2.5.2.  Reflection and Attenuation 
All the power transmitted wirelessly from the external transmitting antenna cannot reach 
the embedded sensor inside concrete. An amount of power is lost in the free-space and air-
concrete interface of the two-antenna setup system. Research is being done to discover how 
to transfer the optimum amount of power to the embedded sensor, considering the power 
losses associated with WPT.  For a plane wave penetrating concrete, the total power loss is 
the sum of transmission loss and propagation loss, and it represents the difference between 
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the power transmitted and the power received at certain depths of concrete [2]. An 
analytical formulation is represented in [2] to describe both loss mechanisms and calculate 
the total losses for the following cases:  
Case 1: losses of a plane wave impinging on an air-concrete interface at normal 
incidence, assuming the thickness of concrete is infinite, as shown in Figure 2.12 (a).  
Case 2: losses of a plane wave impinging on an air-concrete interface at normal 
incidence assuming the thickness of concrete is finite, as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). 
 
The power loss caused by the air-concrete interface can be calculated in dB as follows [2]: 
 






where T is the transmission coefficient and t is the attenuation constant;  𝜂0 and  𝜂1 stand 
for the intrinsic impedance of air and concrete, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.12:  Plane wave penetrating concrete at normal incidence. (a) Concrete half-space. 




In Figure 2.12, 𝜀?̅? =  𝜀𝑟
′ − 𝑗𝜀𝑟
′′  stands for the relative complex permittivity of concrete. 
Also, the propagation loss inside the concrete can be written as [2]: 
 𝛼𝑝 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑒
−2𝛼𝑑) 2.2 
where 𝛼𝑝 is the propagation loss coefficient; d is the propagation depth of the transferred 
power inside concrete. Therefore, the total loss of the normal incidence is written as 
 𝛼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  𝛼𝑡 + 𝛼𝑝 2.3 
and is dependent on the complex permittivity of concrete and the depth of propagation [2]. 
 
2.5.3. Antennas for Wireless Power Transmission 
Different antennas have been investigated in the past for wireless powering of sensors 
embedded in civil structures. The following varieties of antennas are just some examples 
of those that have been developed:  RFID tag [52, 53], patch [50, 54], circularly polarised 
[55], inverted-F [56], and dipole [2] antennas. Wireless power transmission through air and 
two walls, using two repeater antennas, is investigated in [57] which shows the feasibility 
of WPT from outdoor to the indoor via different building materials. As demonstrated, the 
WPT system performance is greatly affected when a conducting medium is present within 
the building material, and this should be carefully considered during the system design. In 
addition, it is required to investigate the wireless link separated by more than two concrete 
walls, and that comes with more than two repeaters where each repeater is connected with 
star topology [58]. Also, the presence of building materials such as wood, lumber, plastic, 
concrete, and steel frames needs to be considered and investigated using highly efficient 
sensing antennas [59]. 
 
Since the receiving antenna is embedded inside concrete, the incident electric field from 
the transmitting antenna needs to penetrate the concrete [59]. The mobility of the 
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transmitting antenna with respect to the embedded antenna can be an additional benefit for 
WPT [60]. Therefore, in these circumstances, an antenna that is highly efficient and 
omnidirectional—for robust communication between the embedded sensors and the distant 
transmitting antenna—is required while powering the sensors remotely [2, 50, 60, 61]. 
Moreover, it is important to design the antenna such that other electronic devices create 
low interference to ensure better WPT [62]. Such restrictions demand highly efficient 
embedded antennas for structural health monitoring, wireless powering of sensors and 
effective link model between the embedded sensors and transmitting antenna isolated by 
single or multiple building materials [59]. 
 
The achieved maximum transmission coefficient is -10 dB at 75 MHz using patch antenna 
[50, 54], -30 dB at 2.54 GHz using the patch antenna [50, 54], -24 dB at 0.2 GHz using 
dipole antenna [2], and -38 dB at 915 MHz using inverted-F antennas [56]. Better WPT 
performance is observed using patch antenna in [50, 54] because the antenna operates at a 
very low frequency (75 MHz) compared to the operating frequencies of other reported 
antennas (GHz), and a thin concrete cover plate (5 mm) is used while other  setup uses 25-
40 mm thick concrete cover plate. Therefore, most of the proposed antennas for wireless 
powering of sensors embedded in civil structures come with a printed circuit board which 
suffers from lower power transfer to the embedded sensors. 
 
2.6. Slot Arrays for Beam Steering 
Slot array on the side of a metallic waveguide have high gain because the power distribution 
network of the array has low loss but these antennas usually have highly directional 
radiation and unable provide beam scanning capability [63, 64]. These highly directional 
antennas can be converted into beam steerable antenna either using electronic technique 
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(phased array) [65] or mechanical technique (rotating the radiating element or moving the 
feed element by means of mechanical equipment) [66]. Both techniques allow beam 
scanning opportunity, but the antenna becomes complex and costly. 
 
2.7. Dielectric Resonator Antennas 
DRAs have demonstrated good potential for WPT in free-space [67]. DRAs of various 
shapes are used mostly at microwave frequencies or higher frequencies [67]. Different 
shapes of DRA are available specifically rectangular, cylindrical, and hemispherical 
conformal shape. Figure 2.13 shows DRAs made of different materials and with various 
shapes. The most popular shape studied for particular application has been cylindrical and 
rectangular [68-75], however, other shapes such as spherical [76-78] and cylindrical ring 
[79] have also been used in various applications. When the rectangular shaped is applied 
the resonant frequencies can be chosen by properly choosing the three dimensions of the 
resonator. Cylindrical shapes readily available and simple to cut, grind and mould. Both 
rectangular and cylindrical shapes have been used for different applications, such as point 
to point communications and WiFi base stations [68-75]. 
 




Some features of DRA are listed below [80]: 
• The dimensions of DRAs are of the order of λ0/εr [67], where λ0 is the free-space 
wavelength and εr dielectric constant of the resonator material. Therefore, the size 
of the antenna can be significantly reduced by taking a high value of εr (≈ 10 -100). 
However, careful consideration should be taken while choosing a higher dielectric 
constant material because of the dielectric loss [80]. 
• The radiation efficiency of the antenna is high.  
• The DRA usually has wide operating bandwidth. 
• Simple coupling scheme with coaxial or waveguide connector. 
More features of the dielectric resonator antennas over microstrip patch antenna are 
discussed in the following section. 
 
2.7.1. Dielectric Resonator Antenna versus Microstrip Patch Antenna 
Microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) and DRAs are two low-profile antennas [81]. Both 
antenna types are very similar as they both have comparable feed mechanisms and radiation 
properties. Few works have addressed a comparative study of DRAs and MPAs [82-84]. A 
comparative study is considered in [81], which examines all commonly used feeding 
techniques including coaxial feed, planar microstrip feed, and electromagnetically coupled 
aperture feed for a set of circular MPA and cylindrical DRA resonating at their respective 
fundamental mode around 4 GHz. The investigation considers antennas with broadside 
radiation and a single main lobe, operating in their fundamental mode. The measured 
reflection coefficient, S11, of the circular MPA and cylindrical DRA with different feed 
configurations are shown in Figure 2.14, and it is clear from the figure that the circular 
patch operates over about 2-3% bandwidth, whereas that of a DRA varies over 




Figure 2.14: The measured S11 plots with different feed configurations for the (a) circular 
MPA and (b) cylindrical DRA [81]. 
 
The simulated and measured data are listed in Table 2.1 for MPA and DRA when different 
feeds are used. It is clear from the table that the DRA always has a wider bandwidth, 
beamwidth and higher efficiency than that of the MPA. However, the gain of the MPA is 
always higher than that of the DRA for the same feeding arrangement, except in the case 
of differential feed. Therefore, it is evident from the Table 2.1 that the DRA is well ahead 
of the MPA regarding bandwidth and efficiency, but at the cost of compromising with the 
gain value by approximately 1 dB [81]. The transmitting and receiving antennas with higher 
antenna efficiency enable to design a better WPT system. Two special types of DRA are 
dielectric leaky-wave antenna [85] and dielectric cavity resonator antenna [86] which 
provide highly directional radiation with higher antenna efficiency. The following section 






Table 2.1: The comparison of MPA and DRA with probe feed, microstrip line feed, aperture 
feed, and differential feed [81, 87, 88]. 






MPA  DRA MPA DRA MPA DRA MPA DRA 
Bandwidth (MHz) 90 380 90 350 110 210 260 800 
Beamwidth 
(degree) 
E-Plane 69 78 87 69 82.5 110 20 20 
H-Plane 80 80 75 81 84 99 50 60 
Gain(dBi) 6.5 5.4 6.1 5.2 5.8 4.8 7 12.2 
Efficiency (%) 87 96 80 92 82 93 90 96 
 
2.7.2. Dielectric Leaky wave Antennas 
Leaky-wave antenna (LWA) is a class of travelling wave antenna with a fast wave that uses 
a guiding structure as a radiating element. The leaky-waves radiated (leakage radiation) 
from the antenna are the radiation that forms the main lobe of the antenna [85]. There are 
two different basic types of leaky-wave antennas, depending on whether the geometry of 
the guiding structure is uniform or is loaded with grating [85]. These two types are similar 
in principle to each other, but their performance properties differ in several ways [85].  The 
uniform leaky-wave antenna is uniform along the length of the guiding structure, as 
opposed to possessing some grating [85].  
 
Periodic dielectric waveguides are uniform dielectric waveguides with a periodic surface 
perturbation. Several types of uniform dielectric waveguides are shown in cross-section in 
Figure 2.15 (a) – (e). A simple rod of rectangular shape is shown in Figure 2.15 (a); a 
rectangular dielectric image guide is shown in Figure 2.15 (b) which has a ground plane 
just beneath the rectangular rod; and the insular guide is shown in Figure 2.15 (c) which 
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has an extra dielectric layer with lower dielectric constant between the ground plane and 
rectangular rod. A tapered image guide and an inset guide are shown in Figure 2.15 (d) and 
(e), respectively. The two most common dielectric waveguides are shown in Figure 2.15 
(a) and (b). 
 
The most common grating is a grating of grooves, a grating of metal strips, and, to a lesser 
extent, a series of metal disks. These perturbations are ordinarily placed on the top surface 
(the wide dimension) of a main dielectric rod, but they also may be placed on the sides, 
when accessible. Dielectric image guide antennas with a grating of grooves and with a 
grating of metal strips are shown in Figure 2.16 (a) and (b), respectively. The gratings 
shown in the figure are of uniform shape, but the shapes of these gratings can be modelled 
according to the design requirements. 
 
Figure 2.15: Cross sections of several types of uniform dielectric waveguides: (a) a rod of 
rectangular shape; (b) rectangular form of dielectric image guide; (c) the insular guide, with 
an extra dielectric layer of lower εr on the ground plane; (d) trapped image guide; and (e) 
inset guide [85]. 
 





Figure 2.16: Dielectric image guide with (a) a grating of grooves and (b) a grating of metal 
strips [85]. 
 
The inherent properties of LWA is it can scan beam with its operating frequency [85]. 
These inherent properties makes the antenna suitable for imaging and radar systems [89]. 
The mathematical formulation of the propagation of electromagnetic waves along dielectric 
waveguides is presented in [90]. In addition, a theoretical model for designing dielectric 
gratings antennas is presented with an example for millimetre-wave application in [91]. In 
this design grounded dielectric slab contains dielectric gratings and both are made of the 
same material. The dielectric gratings are used to get fast-wave space harmonics which are 
responsible for radiation. A millimetre-wave (Ka-band) omnidirectional circular dielectric 
rod with grating is investigated theoretically and experimentally in [92].  
 
Moreover, the performance of different shaped dielectric gratings, e.g. isosceles trapezoid, 
right-angled triangle, isosceles triangle, and rectangular are investigated in [93]. A dual-
beam dielectric gratings antenna is presented in [94] where the dual beam is obtained from 
the forward and backward radiation. In [95], a LWA based with rectangular dielectric 
gratings on the two sides of the dielectric image line (DIL) is proposed. The DIL can also 
be used as a feeder to achieve a frequency beam scanned radiation pattern in dielectric 
resonators (DRs) array antennas [96]. In [97], a design of a linear array of rectangular DRAs 
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fed by dielectric image guide is proposed for X-band. The proper selection of the grating 
resulted in an increase in the scan angle [98]. This antenna can scan beam from -35 to +35 
degrees, as shown in Figure 2.17, with highly directional beam. 
 
 
Figure 2.17: Normalised radiation patterns at (a) 8, (b) 9, (c) 9.5, (d) 10, (e) 10.5, and (f) 
12 GHz [85].  
 
2.7.3. Dielectric Resonator Antennas in Wireless Power Transmission  
This section discusses the performance of different DRAs when applied to WPT. A DRA 
for transmitting power wirelessly in free-space is demonstrated, where a loop antenna is 
coupled to a surface of the dielectric resonator and supplies power to the dielectric resonator 
[99], and the antenna geometry is shown in Figure 2.18. Efficient power transmission over 
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short and long distance ranges in free-space is possible by using this loop coupled DRA 
[99]. The wireless power transmission and receipt setup using DRA coupled with loop 
antenna (shown in Figure 2.18) is shown in Figure 2.19. The wireless power transmission 
and receipt system includes a power transmitting antenna marked as T1 and two power 
receiving antennas marked as R1 and R2, see Figure 2.19. The power transmitting antenna 
T1 receives power from the coupled loop antenna and transmits power to the power 
receiving antenna R1 or R2. The power receiving antenna R1 or R2 receives power from the 
power transmitting antenna T1 and transfers the received power to a desired device through 
the coupled loop antenna. 
 
 
Figure 2.18: DRA coupled with loop antenna for WPT application: (a) DRA, (b) Loop 







Figure 2.19: Wireless power transmission and receipt system using DRA, coupled with 
loop antenna [99]. 
 
In addition, numerical investigation of a WPT system spherical dielectric resonators is 
completed in [100], targeting to increase efficiency by minimizing the ohmic and radiation 
losses. Using high refractive index dielectric resonators, the ohmic and radiation losses 
were significantly reduced. This spherical dielectric resonator based WPT system is 
capable of transferring power with 70% efficiency [100]. The WPT system based on two 
high refractive index dielectric spherical resonators is shown in Figure 2.20.  
 
The transmitter and receiver resonators with radius R is separated by a distance d. These 
spherical dielectric resonators act as a lens, while the metical loop is source or destination. 
The prototype of the spherical dielectric resonators based WPT system is shown in Figure 
2.21 (a). Two identical ceramic sphere resonators with a radius of 1 cm were fabricated and 
fixed in a foam material holder with permittivity close to 1. The measured and simulated 






measured data is compared to that from simulated results in Figure 2.21 (c) and (d).  
Maximum efficiency of 80% was achieved using these spherical dielectric resonators. 
 
 
Figure 2.20: WPT system based on high refractive index spherical dielectric resonators. 
One metallic loop is used to excite the transmit resonator and the other one to receive the 
energy from the receive resonator and spherical dielectric resonators act as a lens [100]. 
 
This section illustrates how the two-antenna setup can be used in free-space for WPT 
system design. It is evident from the available literature review that the WPT using DRA 
are studied in free-space only, that is both the transmitting and receiving antennas are in 
free-space. However, the WPT using DRA in a medium other than free-space (for example, 




Figure 2.21: (a) Experiment setup of the WPT system, (b) Reflection coefficient of a single 
sphere. (c) WPT efficiency of the system operating at MD mode as a function of normalised 
distance. (d) WPT efficiency of the system operating at MQ mode as a function of 
normalised distance. (e) Measured WPT efficiency as a function of the angle θ for the 
distance d=2cm at MD and MQ modes. In panels (c)–(e), the simulated and measured data 
are shown by markers, whereas the lines are a guide for eye [100]. 
 
2.8. Summary and Need for Research 
This chapter detailed the fundamentals of infrastructure health monitoring and different 
antennas designed as a sensor for dielectric permittivity, displacement, strain estimation 
and crack detection. To ensure a long operational lifespan for these sensors, an efficient 
and effective wireless power transmission (WPT) system is essential. This thesis details the 
study of a high-level block diagram of a basic WPT system. The major problem of WPT to 
the sensors embedded in concrete is the propagation loss due to attenuation of microwave 
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and RF signals in concrete. This loss results in low system efficiency; therefore, the 
development and optimisation of WPT systems with better wireless powering capability 
for sensors embedded in concrete should be the main concern.  
 
This chapter also details different types of antennas reported in the literature and tested for 
WPT in free-space and concrete. It was found that WPT performance of DRA in free-space 
was better compared to the microstrip antennas, but WPT in concrete using DRA has never 
been tested. A WPT system using DRA for wireless powering of embedded sensors was 
not designed and developed. It is worth mentioning here that the impedance bandwidth of 
DRA is wider, and efficiency of DRA is higher than that of the microstrip patch antenna 
which makes the DRA a potential candidate for improvement of WPT system performance. 
DRAs are also very attractive for miniaturisation of the WPT system, since their size can 
be significantly reduced by using material with higher dielectric constants. Therefore, 
research and development of WPT systems with DRA embedded in concrete is highly 
needed. For this purpose, this thesis will develop high-performance WPT systems using 
DRAs embedded in concrete. Successful completion of this work will be a significant 





















In this chapter, rectangular dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) are designed and 
investigated in the X-band (8.2-12.4 GHz) and optimised for wireless power transmission 
(WPT) to embedded sensors in concrete.  For this purpose, two (long and short) rectangular 
dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) fed by an open-ended waveguide (OEW) are designed 
to operate in the X-band at the frequency range of (8.2-12.4 GHz). First, the antennas are 
designed and modelled using a computational tool, CST Microwave Studio MWS. Next, 
the designed antenna is manufactured and a comparison between the measured and 
simulated results is provided. Then, a two-antenna setup is used in CST MWS to investigate 
the performance of these antennas for wireless power transmission in free-space and in 
concrete medium. The antennas configured in a two-antenna setup are investigated for 
WPT in free-space and concrete medium, and as a sensing system for characterisation of 
concrete. In the two-antenna setup, a DRA that acts as a sensor-integrated antenna is 
embedded inside concrete and another external DRA is placed in free-space. The external 
and embedded DRAs act as a transmitting and integrated antenna (receiving sensor), 
respectively. Finally, the reliability of wireless power transmission using the rectangular 
DRAs is investigated by performing a sensitivity analysis on the effect of variations in the 
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electrical properties (the relative dielectric constant and the loss tangent tan δ) of concrete 
on the performance of WPT.  
 
3.2. Design and Optimisation of Rectangular Dielectric 
Resonator Antennas 
The CST model of the rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) fed by an X-band 
(8.2-12.4 GHz) open-ended waveguide (OEW) is shown in Figure 3.1. The length of the 
OEW is LW = 50 mm. The length of the rectangular DRA is L = 33 mm (short DRA) and 
110 mm (long DRA). The dielectric material of the DRA is made of acrylic with dielectric 
constant εr = 3.3, and loss tangent tan δ = 0.009. The width and height of the rectangular 
DRA are a = 22 mm, and b = 9.1 mm, respectively. The inserted end of the DRA is tapered, 
as shown in Figure 3.1 (b), to provide an impedance matching between the OEW and the 
rectangular DRA. In addition, insertion of the rectangular DRA is required to provide 
further improvement of impedance matching between the rectangular DRA and the OEW. 
The length of the inserted DRA is d2 = 17 mm, as can be seen from Figure 3.1 (b). A 
parametric study is performed to investigate the effect of the tapered section and an inserted 
section of the rectangular DRA on the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, S11, and the 
results are shown in Figure 3.2 for the following combinations: 
• no insertion and no tapered section, 
• with insertion but no tapered section, 
• with a tapered section but without insertion, and 






Figure 3.1: CST model of the rectangular DRA fed by OEW in (a) three dimensions, cross-
sectional (b) side view, and (c) top view. Here, a = 22 mm, b = 9.1 mm d1 = 24 mm, d2 = 
17 mm, Lw = 50 mm, and L = 110 mm. 
 
In this study, the following parameters values are considered: L = 110 mm, d1 = 24 mm, 
and d2 = 17 mm. It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the coupling between the rectangular 
DRA and the OEW is dependent on the tapered section length d1 and insertion length d2. 
From the figure it is also clear that the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the 
rectangular DRA cover the X-band only when both the insertion and tapering of the DRA 
are used. In all of the other three configurations, the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth 


















Therefore, the parametric study is extended to investigate the effect of the variations in the 
tapered and insertion lengths d1 and d2, on the reflection coefficient of the antenna. In this 
study, the length of the rectangular DRA is L = 110 mm and insertion length d2 = 18 mm. 
The investigation is performed by using a wide and short-range variations in d1 and the 
corresponding magnitude of the reflection coefficient was recorded. The magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient S11 of the rectangular DRA for different values of the tapered length 
d1 in the range of 0 to 30 mm, with a step width of 5 mm is shown in Figure 3.3. It can be 
seen from Figure 3.3 that the antenna has a -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth that 
does not span the entire X-band for d1 = 0 to 20 mm. However, for d1 = 25 and 30 mm the 
antenna has a -10 dB bandwidth that spans the entire frequency range from 8.2 GHz to 12.4 
GHz. From the reflection coefficient values, the antenna has five resonant frequencies when 
tapered length d1 = 0 to 15 mm, but has four resonant frequencies for d1 = 20 to 30 mm. 
Furthermore, Figure 3.3 shows that for d1 = 25 mm and d1 = 30 mm, the antenna has four 
similar main resonant frequencies of ~9.17, ~10.1, ~10.9, and ~11.6 GHz, with magnitudes 
of the reflection coefficients that are significantly lower than -10 dB. 
 





Figure 3.3: S11 (dB) versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the tapered length d1 
varies from 0 to 30 mm with a step width of 5 mm (L = 110 mm and d2 = 17 mm). 
 
The rectangular DRA is further optimised by investigating the effect of a small range 
variations in d1 from 23 mm to 27 mm with a step width of 1 mm, and the results of this 
investigation are shown in Figure 3.4. It can be seen from the Figure 3.4 that with small 
range variations the number of resonant frequencies remains unchanged, but the 
magnitudes of the reflection coefficient at each resonant frequency varies with changes in 
the length of the tapered section. It can also be observed that the effect on the reflection 
coefficient in the frequency range of 8.2 - 9.5 GHz is higher than the effect observed in the 
frequency range of 9.5 - 12.4 GHz. The results suggest that the tapered length has influence 
on the coupling between the rectangular DRA and the waveguide. Considering the 
magnitude of the reflection coefficient at the resonant frequencies and maximum reflection 




Figure 3.4: S11 (dB) versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the tapered length d1 
varies from 23 mm to 27 mm with a step width of 1 mm (L = 110 mm and d2 = 17 mm). 
 
Similar to the tapered length d1 analysis previously presented, the effect of the insertion 
length d2 on the reflection coefficient of the antenna is divided into two major steps: firstly, 
the reflection coefficient is studied for a wide range of insertion length d2; secondly, the 
reflection coefficient is studied for a short range of insertion length d2. The reflection 
coefficient of the rectangular DRA for d2 = 0 to 25 mm is shown in Figure 3.5. It is clear 
from the figure that the antenna has five resonant frequencies when d2 = 0 to 20 mm, and 
four resonant frequencies when d2 = 25 mm. In addition, the maximum value of the 
reflection coefficient is -8.26, -8.14, -8.97, -8.34, -10.21, and -8.62 dB when insertion 
length d2 = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm, respectively. Therefore, the -10 dB reflection 
coefficient of the antenna covers the X-band only when d2 = 20 mm, and for five other 
values (d2 = 0, 5, 10, 15, and 25 mm) the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the 




Figure 3.5: S11 (dB) versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the insertion length d2 
varies from 0 to 25 mm (L = 110 mm and d1 = 24 mm). 
 
 
Figure 3.6: S11 (dB) versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the insertion length d2 
varies from 16 mm to 21 mm with a step width of 1 mm (L = 110 mm and d1 = 24 mm). 
 
It can also be seen from Figure 3.5 that the variations in d2 have more impact on the resonant 
frequency than the variations in d1 (c.f. Figure 3.3). The effect of the insertion length d2 on 
the reflection coefficient of the antenna is studied for a small range of d2 values to find the 
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optimum value. The effect of variations in d2 from 16 mm to 21 mm with a step width of 1 
mm on the reflection coefficient of the rectangular DRA is shown in Figure 3.6. From the 
results presented in Figure 3.6, it can be seen that the antenna has a -10 dB reflection 
coefficient bandwidth that spans from 8.2 GHz to 12.4 GHz. Furthermore, the antenna has 
an S11 with a maximum value of -9.21, -10.65, -10.14, -10.03, -10.2, and -9.32 dB when d2 
= 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 mm, which indicates that the antenna reflection coefficient covers 
the whole X-band when the insertion length d2 = 17, 18, 19, and 20. Therefore, insertion 
length d2 is chosen to be 17 mm. 
 
3.2.1. Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antennas of Different Length 
This section briefly discusses the effect of the length L on reflection coefficient and gain of 
the rectangular DRA. In this investigation, the insertion length d2 and tapered length d1 are 
17 mm and 24 mm, respectively. The reflection coefficient and gain of the antenna for a 
wide range of DRA length L, from 20 to 120 mm with a step width of 10 mm (~λ to ~6λ 
with a step of ~½ λ), are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively. Here, λ is the 
guided wavelength at 8.2 GHz in the dielectric medium. It can be seen from Figure 3.7 that 
the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the antenna covers the complete X-band 
when L = 30, 40, 50, and 110 mm. On the other hand, Figure 3.8 shows that the maximum 
gain of the antenna is 9.88, 11.29, 11.68, and 13.44 dBi at the frequency of 12.4, 12.4, 10.2, 
and 8.2 GHz, and the minimum gain of the antenna is 6.84, 9.11, 9.85, and 7.69 dBi at the 
frequency of 10.2, 8.2, 8.6, and 10 GHz when L = 30, 40, 50, and110 mm, respectively. 
Therefore, the reflection coefficient of the antenna covers the whole X-band when L = 30, 
40, 50, and 110 mm. The antenna is further optimised by performing a parametric study on 
the relatively short DRA (30 mm) and the relatively long DRA (110 mm). The study on 
reflection coefficient and gain of the antenna is required when the length L of the antenna 
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is around 30 mm (relatively short) and 110 mm (relatively long), to fine-tune the length of 
the rectangular DRA. 
  
Figure 3.7: S11 (dB) versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the DRA length L 







Figure 3.8: Gain versus frequency of the rectangular DRA when the DRA length L varies 
(a) from 20 to 60 mm, and (b) from 70 to 120 mm, with a step of 10 mm. 
 
The reflection coefficient and gain of the rectangular DRA for the change of the DRA 
length L from 31 to 35 mm is shown in Figure 3.9 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen 
from Figure 3.13 (a) that the antenna has a -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth that 
covers the whole X-band when length L = 31, 32, and 33 mm. It is also clear that the antenna 





lower band frequency does not change and stays at ~8.64 GHz; however, the magnitude of 
the reflection increases. On the other hand, as L increases from 31 mm to 35 mm the 
resonant frequency in the upper band decreases from 12.0 GHz to 11.25 GHz. Considering 
the minimum reflection coefficient value at the resonant frequencies, while the -10 dB 
reflection coefficient bandwidth covers the X-band, the length of the DRA is chosen to be 
L = 33 mm which is ~1.7λ long and will be referred to as short DRA in this thesis. The 
peak gain of the antenna increases from 10.35 to 10.9 dBi as L increases from 31 mm to 35 
mm. In addition, the minimum gain of the antenna increases from 6.85 to 7.55 dBi as the 
DRA length L increases 31 to 35 mm. Therefore, the gain of the antenna increases with the 
increase in the length of the antenna. 
 
The results of the parametric study which explore the effect of minor changes in L on the 
reflection coefficient and gain of the relatively long (110 mm) DRA are shown in Figure 
3.10 (a) and (b), respectively. The maximum and minimum gain of the antenna is at 8.2 
GHz and 10 GHz for L = 108 - 112 mm. Furthermore, the DRA has the same gain pattern 
for all the different values of L from 108 to 112 mm, which means that the minor range of 
variations in the length of the DRA has no effect on the gain of the antenna. 
 
The antenna’s resonant frequency varies when the length L varies within the range of 108 
to 112 mm, as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). Unlike the case for the short DRA, which only had 
two resonant frequencies, the relatively long DRA has five resonant frequencies and it is  
apparent that the resonant frequencies decrease as the length is increased from 108 mm to 
112 mm. The maximum reflection coefficient value is -9.67, -9.81, -10.46, -9.64, and -9.31 
dB for L = 108, 109, 110, 111, and 112 mm, respectively; indicating that the -10 dB 
reflection coefficient bandwidth of the antenna covers the whole X-band frequency range 
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when L = 110 mm. Hence, the length L of the DRA is selected to be110 mm and will be 
referred to as long DRA in this thesis.  
  
Figure 3.9: (a) Reflection coefficient versus frequency, and (b) gain versus frequency of 
the rectangular DRA when the DRA length L varies from 31 to 35 mm with a step of 1 mm. 
 
This section studied the reflection coefficient and gain for a wide and short range of DRA 
length. These studies were undertaken to discover the optimum length of the rectangular 





frequency range with maximum gain. This study proved that the optimum length of the 
short and long DRA is 33 and 110 mm, respectively. The following two sections will 
present the study of the radiation patterns and electric field intensity distributions, together 
with the gain and reflection coefficient of the relatively short (L = 33 mm) and long (L = 
110 mm) DRAs. 
  
Figure 3.10: (a) Reflection coefficient versus frequency, and (b) gain versus frequency of 






3.2.2. Long Dielectric Resonator Antenna 
This section details the reflection coefficient, gain, electric field intensity distribution, and 
radiation patterns of the long DRA. The reflection coefficient of the long DRA with length 
L = 110 mm is shown in Figure 3.11. The -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the 
antenna covers the whole X-band, while the magnitudes of reflection coefficient vary 
between -10 dB to -41 dB. The maximum and minimum gain of the antenna is 13.44 and 
7.69 dBi at the frequency of 8.2 and 10 GHz, respectively. 
 
Figure 3.11: (a) S11 (dB) and (b) gain versus frequency of the long rectangular DRA (L = 
110 mm). 
 
Figure 3.12 (a) - (d), respectively, show the side- (in y-z plane) and top-views (in x-z plane) 
of the electric field intensity distributions at the resonant frequencies of 9.15, 9.99, 10.86, 
and 11.66 GHz of the long DRA. It can be seen that the electromagnetic wave propagates 
along the DRA and a significant part of this wave is radiated into free-space along the +z-
axis direction. It can also be seen from Figure 3.12 that some of the electromagnetic waves 
radiates towards the ±y-axis, as shown in side view in Figure 3.12. These figures clearly 
demonstrate the radiation of microwave electromagnetic energy from the feed and the end 





Figure 3.12: Side (left), top (middle), and front (right) views of electric-field intensity 
distributions of the long DRA (L = 110 mm) at the resonant frequencies of (a) 9.15, (b) 
9.99, (c) 10.86, and (d) 11.66 GHz.  
 
The radiation patterns in three dimensional (3-D) and the polar format at the resonant 
frequencies of the antenna are shown in Figure 3.13 (a) – (d). It can be seen from these 
figures that major radiation occurs along the antenna axis, which is along the +z-axis. 





Side view Top view Front view 
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when it appeared as a side lobe in the radiation patterns (c.f. Figure 3.13). The side lobes 
can be attributed to the radiated electromagnetic wave from the side of the DRA. 
 
Figure 3.13: Radiation patterns in 3-D (left), E-plane (middle), and H-plane (right) of the 











3.2.3. Short Dielectric Resonator Antenna 
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient S11 (dB) versus the frequency of the short DRA 
(L = 33 mm) is shown in Figure 3.14. The antenna has two resonant frequencies in X-band 
and the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth cover the entire X-band frequency range. 
The magnitudes of reflection coefficient vary between -10 dB to -32 dB, and have a value 
of -16.77 dB and -30.84 dB at the resonant frequency of 8.66 and 12.09 GHz, respectively. 
The maximum and minimum gain of the short DRA is 10.61 and 7.11 dBi at the frequency 
of 11.2 and 8.6 GHz, respectively. From Figure 3.11 (b) and Figure 3.14 (b) it can be seen 
that the gain of the long DRA is better than the gain of short DRA within the frequency 
range of 8.2-9.8 GHz, but the gain of the short DRA is better than the gain of the long DRA 
in the frequency range of 9.8-11.8 GHz. However, both antennas have comparable gain in 
the frequency range of 11.8-12.4 GHz. 
 
Figure 3.14: (a) Reflection coefficient, S11 (dB), versus frequency, and (b) gain versus 
frequency of the short rectangular DRA (L = 33 mm) fed by open ended waveguide. 
 
The top (x-z plane) and side (y-z plane) views of the electric field intensity distributions in 
the short DRA and in the vicinity of the DRA are shown in Figure 3.15 at the resonant 




electric fields along the antenna axis (+z-axis), and negligible unwanted electric fields 
along the ±y-axis. From Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.15 it is also clear that the unwanted 
electric field intensity distribution along the ±y and ±x-axes is significantly higher for long 
DRA compared to short DRA. The radiation patterns in 3-D and polar at the resonant 
frequency of 8.66 GHz and 12.09 GHz of the short DRA is shown in Figure 3.16. The short 
DRA has directed radiation along the antenna axis (+z-axis) with negligible side lobe 
radiation along the ±x- and ±y-axis.  
 
Figure 3.15: Side (left), top (middle), and front (right) views of electric field intensity 
distributions of the short rectangular DRA (L = 33 mm) at the resonant frequency of (a) 









Figure 3.16:  Radiation patterns in 3-D (left), E-plane (middle), and H-plane (right) of the 
short rectangular DRA (L = 33 mm) at the resonant frequency of (a) 8.66 GHz, (b) 12.09 
GHz. 
 
The reflection coefficient of the designed and optimised long and short DRAs cover the 
whole X-band frequency range, but long DRA has unwanted radiation compared to the 
short DRA. On the other hand, gain of the long DRA is higher than the short DRA. The 
following section will present the wireless power transmission (WPT) performance in free-





E-plane H-plane 3-D 
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3.3. Measured Results 
The proposed DRA with the open-ended wave guide (OEW) feed has been fabricated and 
tested using a performance network analyser (PNA). The manufactured antenna and the 
experimental setup is shown in figure 3.34. The antenna was made from an acrylic material 
(εr = 3.3and tan δ = 0.009) that is (width x length) and is fed by an OEW, as shown in 
Figure 3.34 (a).  
 
 
Figure 3.17: Picture of: (a) a fabricated X-band long DRA fed by an OEW with a coaxial-
waveguide adapter, and (b) measurement setup with the PNA measured S11 of the DRA. 
 
A coaxial-waveguide adapter with adapter “N – 2.4 mm” was attached to the waveguide 














PNA. The PNA was calibrated at the aperture of the waveguide section using standards 
(short, shim and matched load), and the complex reflection coefficient of the DRA was 
measured. 
 
The results of the measurement of the complex reflection coefficients of long DRA, 
together with the simulation results are shown in Figure 3.18. The comparison of measured 
and simulated results for the complex reflection coefficients demonstrated similar trends 
and features. The -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of long DRA, for both the 
simulated and measured results, cover the whole X-band frequency range. Figure 3.19 
shows the results of the measurement, together with the simulation of the complex 
reflection coefficients for the short DRA. The comparison of measured and simulated 
results, for the complex reflection coefficients, demonstrated similar trends and features. 
However, the measured -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth do not cover the whole X-
band frequency range, which is due to the fabrication tolerance effect caused at the tapered 
section of the short DRA. 
 
Figure 3.18: Measured and simulated magnitude (dB) of reflection coefficient, S11 (dB), for 




Figure 3.19: Measured magnitude (dB) of S11 for the X-band rectangular short DRA fed by 
an OEWA section with a coaxial-waveguide adapter. 
 
3.4. Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) 
In this section, the performance of wireless power transmission (WPT) in free-space and 
concrete medium using the designed short and long rectangular dielectric resonant antennas 
(DRAs) is investigated. CST models of the two-antenna setup in free-space and in concrete 
medium for both the long and short DRAs are developed and investigated for WPT in free-
space and in concrete. Furthermore, this section studies the sensitivities of the WPT 
performance when the electrical properties of concrete (dielectric constant and loss tangent) 
varies. 
 
3.4.1. Two-Antenna Setup in Free-Space and Concrete Medium 
The CST model of the two-antenna setup in free-space using long DRA is shown in Figure 
3.20. The transmitting and receiving antennas are placed at the separation distance, DF, of 
50 mm from each other. The transmitting and receiving antennas in each two-antenna setup 
are the same, that is, a long or short DRA. The transmitting DRA is fed by a flanged open-
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ended waveguide (OEW), whereas the receiving DRA is connected to non-flanged OEW 
to make it smaller and easier to be embedded in concrete. The CST model of the two-
antenna setup in a concrete medium is shown in Figure 3.21, where the transmitting antenna 
is placed in the free-space and the receiving antenna is embedded into the concrete.  
 
Figure 3.20: Model of a two-antenna setup in free-space with long DRA. 
 
For the two-antenna setup in a concrete medium, the receiving antenna is surrounded by an 
air-filled case which isolates the antenna from the chemical composition of concrete. This 
is to reduce the influence of the concrete on the performance of the antenna and to increase 
the lifetime of the antenna. The receiving antenna is placed at the centres of both the 
concrete block and the air-filled case. The separation distance, DT, between the transmitting 
antenna and the outside surface of the concrete block is 50 mm, as shown in Figure 3.21 
(b). The embedded receiving antenna is placed at a distance, DR, of 35 mm from the outside 
surface of the concrete block, as shown in Figure 3.21 (b). The thickness of the concrete 
wall between the transmitting and receiving antenna is d2 = 25 mm. The distance between 
the bottom of the embedded antenna and the outside bottom surface of the concrete block 
is d1 = 42.75 mm. The short and long DRAs used for WPT investigation have the same 
electrical parameters and dimensions, as mentioned in the previous section (Section 3.2). 
For the cases of free-space and concrete, the transmitting antenna is connected to port 1 










Figure 3.21: Model of the two-antenna setups where transmitting antenna is in free-space 
and receiving antenna is embedded in concrete material with DRAs (a) 3-D, and (b) cross-
sectional view. Here, DT = 50 mm, DR = 35 mm, h = 33.65 mm, d1 = 42.75 mm, d2 = 25 
mm, t1 = 10 mm, and w = 100.4 mm. 
 
3.4.2. WPT Using Long and Short DRAs 
The two-antenna setup in free-space and with concrete were simulated. Furthermore, the full 
set of the S-parameters were recorded, including the magnitude of the reflection coefficient 
of the transmitting antenna, S11, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the receiving 





















coefficient from port 2 to 1, S12. The full set of the S-parameters of the two-antenna setups 
with long and short DRAs in free-space and with concrete are shown in Figure 3.22 (a)-(d).  
 
 
Figure 3.22: S-parameters versus frequencies for the two-antenna setup using long DRA 
(a) in free-space, and (b) with concrete medium, and using short DRA (c) in free-space, 
and (d) with concrete medium. 
 
It can be seen form Figure 3.22, that the magnitude of transmission coefficient, S21, for long 
DRA in free-space vary between -14.31 dB at 11.05 GHz to -8.09 dB at 8.2 GHz; whereas, 
the transmission coefficient for short DRA varies between -11.39 dB at 8.2 GHz and -8.5 
dB at 10.8 GHz. In addition, the magnitude of transmission coefficient for a two-antenna 





frequency of 10 GHz and 8.95 GHz, respectively; whereas, the transmission coefficient for 
a short DRA vary between -21.45 dB and -13.83 dB at the frequency of 8.97 GHz and 10.57 
GHz, respectively.  The peak transmission coefficient value decreases for a two-antenna 
setup with concrete compared to the transmission coefficient in free-space, because of the 
loss within the concrete medium. From Figure 3.22 it can be seen that the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient S11 (dB) in concrete is different from the reflection coefficient S11 (dB) 
in free-space, because of the concrete for both DRAs. Moreover, the number of resonant 
frequencies in the magnitude of reflection coefficient S22 (dB) increases because of the 
concrete compared to the number of resonant frequency in the magnitude of reflection 
coefficient S11 (dB) in free-space. 
 
The electric field intensity distributions of the two-antenna setup in free-space with long and 
short DRAs are shown in Figure 3.23. The electric field distributions are shown at the 
frequencies of the highest magnitudes of transmission coefficients for a two-antenna setup 
with concrete, that is 8.2 GHz for long DRA and 10.8 GHz for short DRA. It can be seen 
that although some of the electromagnetic wave radiated from the transmitting antenna is 
lost in free-space, a significant amount of this wave is captured by the receiving antenna and 
delivered to the OEW feed. On the other hand, Figure 3.24 shows the electric field intensity 
distributions for the short and long DRAs in the case of a two-antenna setup with concrete 
medium. Here, the electric field intensity distributions are shown at the frequency of 
minimum transmission coefficient, that is 8.95 GHz for long DRA and 10.57 GHz for short 
DRA.  It is evident from the figure that there is an interaction of an electromagnetic wave, 
including reflection, refraction and penetration, at the boundary of air and the concrete 
block. However, some of this electromagnetic wave penetrates through the concrete block 
and is captured by the embedded/receiving antenna and delivered to the OEW. 
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By inspecting Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24, it can be observed that the intensity of the 
electromagnetic wave captured by the embedded antenna in concrete is less than the electric 
field captured by the receiving antenna in free-space. In the case of a concrete medium, the 
electric field is associated with free-space loss, reflections at the air-concrete interface and 
losses inside the concrete medium. This explains why the transmission coefficients with the 
embedded receiving antenna inside concrete have magnitudes that are less than the 
magnitudes of the transmission coefficients with the receiving antenna in free-space. 
 
Figure 3.23: Top (lower) and side (upper) views of the electric field intensity distribution 
of the (a) long DRA (8.2 GHz) and (b) short DRA (10.8 GHz) in the two-antenna setup in 










Figure 3.24: Top (lower) and side (upper) views of the electric field intensity distribution 
of the (a) long DRA (8.95 GHz) and (b) short DRA (10.57 GHz) in the two-antenna setup 











3.5. Sensitivity Analysis 
In this section, the two-antenna setup with concrete using long and short DRAs is used to 
perform a sensitivity analysis on the performance of WPT with variations in the electrical 
properties of concrete, loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr. 
 
3.5.1. Sensitivity for Long DRA 
Changes in the transmission coefficients of the two-antenna setup with long DRA for 
changes of the loss tangent tan δ of concrete is shown in Figure 3.25. The transmission 
coefficients are presented for the changes of the loss tangent tan δ from 0.0125 to 0.0525 of 
the concrete block. The magnitude of transmission coefficients S12 (dB) and S21 (dB) 
decreases with the increase of the loss tangent tan δ of concrete within the whole X-band 
frequency (8.2-12.4 GHz). Moreover, the magnitude of transmission coefficients S12 (dB) 
and S21 (dB) varies between -15 dB and -22 dB.  
 
The magnitudes of the transmission coefficients versus the changes of relative dielectric 
constant εr from 4 to 4.5 of concrete are shown in Figure 3.26. It can be seen that there is a 
considerable decrease in the magnitudes of the transmission coefficients with the increase 
of the dielectric constant of concrete.  In addition, the magnitude of transmission coefficients 
S12 (dB) and S21 (dB) varies between -15 dB and -21 dB within the X-band frequency for 
the changes of the dielectric constant εr from 4 to 4.5. Hence, the overall changes in the 
magnitude of transmission coefficients S12 (dB) and S21 (dB) are almost equal to the change 




Figure 3.25:  Transmission coefficients (a) S12 (dB), and (d) S21 (dB) for the two-antenna 
setup with concrete using long DRAs when the loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes 
from 0.0125 to 0.0525. 
 
 
Figure 3.26: Transmission coefficients (a) S12 (dB), and (d) S21 (dB) for the two-antenna 
setup with concrete using long DRAs when the dielectric constant εr of the concrete varied 
from 4 to 4.5. 
 
From the transmission coefficients study, it is possible to identify the frequency of maximum 
and minimum transmission coefficient values corresponding to a specific loss tangent and 
dielectric constant values. In addition, the transmission coefficient for the two-antenna setup 





Figures 3.23 and 3.24. In case of a good and stable WPT system, the variation of the 
electrical properties of concrete have minimal effect on the transmission coefficient of the 
two-antenna setup. This section will present a study on the variation of the transmission 
coefficients at a specific frequency point at which the transmission coefficient variation is 
maximum with the change of the electrical properties of concrete. To identify the frequency 
at which the transmission coefficient variation is maximum the sensitivity for the two-
antenna setup with concrete is calculated and analysed.  The sensitivity (ΔS21/Δtan δ) versus 
frequency of the long DRA when loss tangent of concrete varies from 0.0125 to 0.0525 with 
a step of 0.0125 is shown in Figure 3.27 (a); Figure 3.27 (b) shows the sensitivity (ΔS21/Δεr) 
versus frequency of the long DRA when dielectric constant of concrete varies from 4 to 4.5 
with a step of 0.1. From Figure 3.27 the maximum sensitivities are 77.7 dB/tan δ and 8.32 
dB/εr at 9.29 GHz and 9.36 GHz for the changes of the loss tangent and dielectric constant 
of concrete, respectively.  
 
Figure 3.27: Sensitivity for long DRA when (a) loss tangent and (b) dielectric constant of 
concrete varies. 
 
The magnitude of transmission coefficient S21 for the two-antenna setup with long DRA is 




dielectric constant of concrete varies, respectively. With the changes of the loss tangent the 
magnitude of transmission coefficients varies between -16 dB and -19 dB; and with the 
changes of the dielectric constant of concrete the magnitude of transmission coefficients 
varies between -16.5 dB and -20.5 dB, as shown in Figure 3.28. In both cases, the 
transmission coefficient decreases with the increase of the loss tangent and dielectric 
constant of concrete. 
 
Figure 3.28: Magnitude of transmission coefficients for long DRA at the frequency of 
maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete varies: (a) S21 
(dB) versus tan δ at 9.29 GHz, and when εr = 4, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 9.36 GHz, and 
when tan δ = 0.0125. 
 
3.5.2. Sensitivity for Short DRA 
The effect on transmission coefficients for the change of the loss tangent tan δ of concrete 
is illustrated in Figure 3.29, and the change of the dielectric constant εr of concrete is 
depicted in Figure 3.30. Like the sensitivity study presented for long DRA, the transmission 
coefficients for short DRA will be studied for the changes of the loss tangent tan δ from 
0.0125 to 0.0525, and the change of the dielectric constant εr of the concrete block from 4 




coefficients S12 (dB) and S21 (dB) changes significantly with the change of the loss tangent 
tan δ of concrete compared to the change of the dielectric constant εr within the frequency 
range 8.2-12.4 GHz. It is also clear from the figures that the peak transmission coefficient 
significantly varied for the change of the loss tangent of concrete, but the peak transmission 
coefficient was nearly unchanged with the change of the dielectric constant of concrete.  
 
Figure 3.29:  Transmission coefficients (c) S12 (dB), and (d) S21 (dB) for the two-antenna 
setup with concrete using short DRAs when the loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes 
from 0.0125 to 0.0525. 
 
The sensitivity versus frequency for the short DRA is shown in Figure 3.31, when the loss 
tangent and dielectric constant of concrete varies. The figure clearly demonstrates that the 
sensitivity of the two-antenna system is at its maximum at 11.57 GHz and 12.4 GHz for 
changes of the loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete, respectively. In addition, 
from the Figure 3.28, the maximum sensitivities are 70 dB/tan δ and 2.82 dB/εr at 11.57 
GHz and 12.4 GHz, respectively. The variation of the transmission coefficient at the 
frequency of maximum sensitivity is shown in Figure 3.32 (a) and (b) when the loss tangent 
and dielectric constant of concrete, respectively. The transmission coefficient of the two-
antenna setup decreases with the increase of the loss tangent and dielectric constant of 




dB for the change of loss tangent; and the transmission coefficients vary between -14.2 dB 
and -15.6 dB for the change of the dielectric constant of concrete. 
 
Figure 3.30: Transmission coefficients (c) S12 (dB), and (d) S21 (dB) for the two-antenna 
setup with concrete using short DRAs when the dielectric constant εr of the concrete from 
4 to 4.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.31: Sensitivity versus frequency for short DRA when (a) loss tangent and (b) 






Figure 3.32: Magnitude of transmission coefficients for short DRA at the frequency of 
maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete varies: (a) S21 
(dB) versus tan δ at 11.57 GHz and when εr = 4, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 12.4 GHz and 
when tan δ = 0.0125. 
 
3.6. Summary 
The design of rectangular dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) with different lengths, short 
and long DRAs, fed by open-ended waveguide were presented in this chapter. Both DRAs 
have reflection coefficient value less than -10 dB within the X-band frequency range, and 
they radiate towards the antenna axis, but unwanted radiation perpendicular to the antenna 
axis was observed. Both antennas were fabricated and measured the reflection coefficient 
and compared with the simulation results. Using the similar rectangular DRA, a two-
antenna setup was developed and presented in free-space and a concrete medium for 
wireless power transmission (WPT). The WPT performance was analysed when electrical 
properties of concrete varied, to discover a less sensitive antenna for stable WPT 
performance. It was found that the short DRA showed better WPT performance and also 





In this chapter the design, development, and investigation of rectangular long and short 
DRAs were presented. These DRAs radiate towards the antenna axis but unwanted 
radiation along the perpendicular direction to the antenna axis was observed. In addition, 
the unwanted radiation from the long DRA was higher than the observed unwanted 
radiation from the short DRA. In the next chapter, a design method/technique will be 
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In Chapter 3, it was found that the electromagnetic energy radiated from the long and short 
DRA are along antenna axis but unwanted radiation perpendicular to the antenna axis was 
observed. The unwanted radiation from the long DRA was higher than the observed 
unwanted radiation from the short DRA. This chapter presents the development of a 
rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) with periodic gratings to remove the 
unwanted radiation from the developed antennas, short and long DRAs, which was 
observed in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figures 3.16 and 3.19). Firstly, a ground plane is applied to 
remove the unwanted radiation along one direction, and secondly, a metal loaded dielectric 
gratings is applied to direct the radiation along the opposite direction from the ground plane, 
which is the direction to the embedded sensor in concrete. The metal loaded dielectric 
gratings are optimised to achieve maximum directed radiation towards the embedded 
sensor/antenna. The wireless power transmission (WPT) performance of the antenna is 
investigated, using a two-antenna setup, while the embedded/receiving antenna is long and 





4.2. Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna with a Ground 
Plane 
The electric field intensity distributions shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.19 that there are 
unwanted radiations (leakage radiation) along the y-axis from a long DRA, which is greater 
than that of the short DRA; here the rectangular DRA placed in the x-z plane in the direction 
of the main lobe along the +z-axis. This chapter shows a method to shift the main lobe from 
endfire to boresight such that unwanted radiation is removed. In Chapter 3 is was observed 
that the long DRA has higher unwanted radiation along the boresight direction than the 
short DRA. To get maximum unwanted radiation from the antenna, the length of the 
rectangular DRA is chosen to be very long (25λ). The configuration of a rectangular DRA 
with and without a ground plane is shown in Figure 4.1. This rectangular DRA is fed by an 
open-ended waveguide (OEW) and is designed using acrylic material with a dielectric 
constant εr = 3.3 and loss tangent tan δ = 0.009. The overall length of the rectangular DRA 
is L = 500 mm (25 λ), including 18 mm inside of the OEW. The width and thickness of the 
rectangular DRA are 22 and 9.1 mm, respectively. The size of the ground plane is 500 mm 
× 40 mm and made of aluminium. The impedance matching method between the empty-
waveguide and the rectangular DRA is the same as presented in Chapter 3 which means a 
section of length 18 mm is inserted in the OEW. The simulated reflection coefficients, S11, 
of the rectangular DRAs with and without the ground plane are shown in Figure 4.2. The 
antenna without ground plane has two -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidths of 8.88-
9.98 GHz and 10.33-12.4 GHz, and the antenna is a dual-band antenna with two 
corresponding resonant frequencies of 9.45 GHz and 11.11 GHz. Furthermore, adding the 
ground plane converts the antenna to a wideband antenna such that the reflection coefficient 




Figure 4.1: Configuration of a rectangular DRA (not to scale): (a) without ground plane 
and (b) with a ground plane (L = 500 mm, WGP = 40 mm, and LGP = 500 mm). 
 
 



















The electric field intensity distribution and the radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA 
with and without the ground plane at the resonant frequencies are shown in Figures 4.3 and 
4.4, respectively. From the electric field intensity distribution and radiation patterns, the 
antenna radiates towards endfire (along +z-axis) when no ground plane is applied. 
However, there is unwanted radiation along the +y-axis is observed, as shown in Figure 4.3 
(a), and hence the direction of radiation is between the + z and + y-axes are observed as a 
strong side lobe, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a).  
 
Figure 4.3: Electric field intensity distribution of the rectangular DRA at the resonant 
frequencies: (a) without ground plane (top) at 9.45 GHz and (bottom) at 11.11 GHz, and 
(b) with ground plane (top) at 9.84 GHz and (bottom) at 11.39 GHz. 
9.45 GHz 







It is also evident from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 that the endfire (+z-axis) radiation shifted to the 
region between endfire (+z-axis) and boresight (+ y-axis) when the ground plane was 
applied. This is because the electric field along + y-axis increases with the use of the ground 
plane than without the use of ground plane. However, there are unwanted radiation towards 
the +z-axis still exists indicating ground plane is not sufficient to remove unwanted 
radiation. 
 
Figure 4.4: Radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA at the resonant frequencies: (a) 
without ground plane (left) at 9.45 GHz and (right) at 11.11 GHz, and (b) with ground plane 
(left) at 9.84 GHz and (right) at 11.39 GHz. 
(a) 
(b) 
9.45 GHz 11.11 GHz 




4.3. Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna with Periodic 
Gratings 
This section presents the design, and optimisation of the rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings, and the antenna is optimised using parameter analysis in CST 
Microwave Studio. The performance of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings are compared with the rectangular DRA with metal gratings, and rectangular DRA 
with dielectric gratings. 
 
4.3.1. Rectangular DRA with Metal Loaded Dielectric Gratings 
The configuration of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings is shown 
in Figure 4.5. The antenna has the following dimensions: total number of gratings n = 16 
that are metal loaded dielectric gratings. The length of the DRA is L = 500 mm, width of 
each grating is Wg = 8 mm, gap between two consecutive gratings is Gg = 8 mm, thickness 
of the rectangular DRA is b = 9.1 mm, length of each grating or width of the rectangular 
DRA is a = 22 mm, height of the dielectric gratings is h = 3 mm, thickness of metal grating 
is 0.0125 mm, spacing between the first grating and the OEW is dg = 82 mm, and thickness 
of the ground plane is 2 mm. Here, the DRA and gratings are designed using the same 
acrylic material of the DRA. The length and width of the ground plane are 500 and 40 mm, 
respectively.  
 
Initially, the antenna is optimised by investigating the effect of the change of grating 
number n from 8 to 20 mm. The reflection coefficient of the rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings when the number of gratings changes from n = 8 to n = 20 with 
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a step of 4 is shown in Figure 4.6. The magnitude of the reflection coefficient at the upper 
most two resonant frequencies vary with a change of the number of grating n but, the 
magnitude of reflection coefficient becomes identical for n = 16 and n = 20.  
 
Figure 4.5: Configuration of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings (not 
to scale). Here, dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, h = 3 mm, n = 16, and thickness of 
metal gratings is 0.0125 mm. 
 
Figure 4.6: S11 versus frequency in free-space for rectangular DRA with metal loaded 


















Figure 4.7: Gain versus frequency in free-space for rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when number of grating, n, is 8, 12, 16, and 20. 
 
The gain of the antenna for the total number of grating n = 8, 12, 16, and 20 is shown in 
Figure 4.7, and it can be seen from the figure that the peak gain of the antenna increases 
with the increase of the total number of grating. The peak gain of the antenna is 11.84, 
13.61, 14.8, and 15.48 dBi for the total number of grating n = 8, 12, 16, 20 which means 
the peak gain of the antenna increases with the increase of the grating number.  
 
The radiation patterns of the antenna are studied when the total number of gratings vary 
from n = 8 to 20 with a step of 4. The antenna with total number of grating n = 12 produces 
scattered beam (multiple beams in different directions), as shown in Figure 4.8 (a), at a 
frequency close to the frequency 8.2 GHz whereas the antenna produces a single directed 
beam, shown in Figure 4.8 (b) to (d), at each frequency in the frequency range of 9 - 12.4 
GHz. From Figure 4.8 (a), the antenna has three scattered beams at an angle of θ = 22o, 31o, 
38o with gain 2.6, 2.5, and 2.1 dBi, respectively, where, θ = 0o along the +z-axis and θ = 
90o along the +y-axis. The single beam formation frequency is the frequency at which the 
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antenna has a single directed beam [c.f. Figure 4.8(b)] and the antenna has scattered beam 
[c.f. Figure 4.8 (a)] at any frequency which is lower than that frequency within the 
frequency range of 8.2-12.4 GHz.  
 
Figure 4.8: Radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings 
at (a) 8.6, (b) 9, (c) 10, and (d) 12.4 GHz when total number of grating n = 12, dg = 82 mm, 
Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, and h = 3 mm. 
 
Therefore, single beam formation frequency for the rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings with n = 12 is 9 GHz indicating that the antenna has single directed beam 
in any frequency within the frequency range 9-12.4 GHz and has scattered radiation in the 





lobe changes with the change of the frequency, for example, the main lobe direction is θ = 
114o, 104o, and 79o at the frequency of 9, 10, and 12.4 GHz indicate the antenna with grating 
number n = 12 scans from θ = 79o to 114o in the frequency range of 9-12.4 GHz. The scan 
range and single beam formation frequency when the total number of grating changes from 
n = 8 to 20 are listed in Table 4.1.  
 
Table 4.1: Scan range and the frequency at which a single beam is formed with the changes 
of the number of grating for the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric grating. 
No. of grating (n) Scan range (θ)1 Single beam formation frequency2 
8 79o – 114o 9 GHz 
12 79o – 114o 9 GHz 
16 78o – 118o 8.89 GHz 
20 78o – 118o 8.89 GHz 
 
For n = 8, and n = 12, the antenna scan from θ = 79o to 114o in the y-z plane, and the antenna 
has directional radiation at each frequency within the frequency range of 9 - 12 GHz of X-
band. For n = 16 and n = 20 the antenna scan from θ = 78o to 118o in the y-z plane, and the 
antenna have directional radiation at each frequency within the frequency range of 8.89 - 
12.4 GHz within the X-band. In summary, with the increase of the total number of grating 
n = 12 to 16, the single beam formation frequency decreases from 9 GHz to 8.89 GHz, 
however, the antenna does not have directed radiation at each frequency within the entire 
X-band frequency range for n = 8 to 20. The total number of grating n = 16 is considered 
for further study and optimisation of the antenna targeting to decrease the single beam 
                                                 
1 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with single directed 
beam. 
2 Scan range in the y-z plane, where θ = 90o along the +y-axis and θ = 0o along the +z-axis. 
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formation frequency from 9 GHz means the antenna will have scattered radiation within a 
narrow frequency range. The effect of the height of the dielectric gratings, the width of 
metal loaded dielectric gratings, and the gap between two successive metal loaded dielectric 
gratings are studied on the magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the antenna. During 
the study of the effect of one parameter the other parameters of the antenna are kept the 
same, as mentioned in Figure 4.5. The reflection coefficient of the antenna with the changes 
of the height of the dielectric gratings h from 1 to 5 mm with a step of 1 mm is shown in 
Figure 4.9.  
 
Figure 4.9: S11 versus frequency in free-space for rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when grating height h changes from 1 mm to 5 mm, and when dg = 82 
mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
 
It can be seen clearly from the figure that the reflection coefficient of the antenna varies 
significantly in the frequency range 10.2-11.5 GHz for changes of the dielectric gratings 
height h. The -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth does not cover the entire X-band for 
the dielectric gratings height h = 1 and 2 mm, however, the reflection coefficient is always 
below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range for h = 3, 4, and 5 mm. Though the 
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reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB within the entire X-band for h = 3, 4, and 5 
mm, but the magnitude of reflection coefficient at the resonant frequency of 9.44, 9.96, 
10.51, and 11.52 GHz is at least 3 dB higher for h = 4 and 5 mm than for h = 3 mm, but at 
11.12 GHz the reflection coefficient for h = 3 is higher than it is for h = 4 and 5 mm. 
Therefore, considering the reflection coefficient values at all resonant frequencies the 
dielectric gratings height is chosen to be 3 mm. 
 
The reflection coefficient of the antenna with the changes of the grating width, Wg, and 
grating gap, Gg, is shown in Figures 4.10 (a) and (b), respectively. The reflection coefficient 
of the antenna is studied when the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg changes from 6 to 
10 mm with a step of 1 mm. In addition, when one parameter is varying the other parameter 
kept constant at 8 mm such that the period, which is equal to Wg + Gg, is varied from 14 to 
18 mm. The maximum reflection is -7, -7.3, -11.6, -8.7, -7.8 dB at the frequency of 8.84, 
8.3, 8.8, 10.2, and 9.2 GHz for the grating width Wg = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm, respectively, 
as shown in Figure 4.10 (a). Therefore, with the change of the grating width from 6 mm to 
10 mm, the -10 dB reflection coefficient of the antenna covers the entire X-band only when 
Wg = 8 mm, and for all other values of Wg (= 6, 7, 9, and 10 mm) the antenna reflection 
coefficient does not cover the entire X-band frequency range (8.2-12.4 GHz). It can be seen 
from Figure 4.10 (b) that the maximum reflection coefficient is -7.4, -11.3, -11.5, -9.2, and 
-8.1 dB at the frequency of 8.2, 8.8, 8.3, 10.7, and 10.2 GHz for the grating gap Gg = 6, 7, 
8, 9, and 10 mm, respectively. Hence, the reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB 
within the frequency range 8.2-12.4 GHz when Gg = 7 and 8 mm, and for all other values 
of grating gap Gg (= 6, 9, and 10 mm) the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth does not 
cover the entire X-band frequency range. From this analysis it is found that the antenna 
reflection coefficient is below -10 dB within the entire X-band frequency range for grating 
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width Wg = 8 mm and grating gap Gg = 8 mm, which indicates the grating period is Wg + 
Gg = 16 mm. 
 
Figure 4.10: S11 versus frequency in free-space for rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when (a) grating width Wg and (b) grating gap Gg changes from 6 mm to 







Finally, the effect of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg on antennas performance are 
studied when they varied together so that the grating period Wg + Gg = 16 mm is maintained, 
and other parameters are kept as dg = 82 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. The study aims to 
determine the optimum grating width Wg and grating gap Gg combination so that the 
antenna reflection coefficient is below -10 dB within X-band, and the antenna has scattering 
radiation within as short frequency range as possible within the X-band frequency range. 
For this study, the reflection coefficient is recorded for the following combination of the 
grating width and grating gap (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) 
mm and the results are shown in Figure 4.11. It can be seen from this figure that the 
reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB within the entire X-band frequency range for 
(Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), and (8, 8). From Figure 4.11 (a), the magnitudes of reflection 
coefficient for (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10) mm is -14.16, -18.9, -20.33, -17.65, -25.28, and -22.56 
dB at the resonant frequency of 9.03, 9.84, 10.1, 10.77, 11.25, and 11.61 GHz, respectively; 
the reflection coefficient value for  (Wg, Gg) = (7, 9) mm is -14.71, -19.46, -22.52, -17.56, 
-29.27, and -26.83 dB at the resonant frequency 8.96, 9.54, 10.06, 10.64, 11.2, and 11.56 
GHz, respectively; the reflection coefficient value for  (Wg, Gg) = (8, 8) mm is -15.8, -22.51, 
-21.76, -17.69, -39.34, and -32.89 dB at the resonant frequency 8.91, 9.45, 9.97, 10.51, 
11.16, and 11.51 GHz, respectively. These results show that the antenna has better 
reflection coefficient performance within the entire X-band when (Wg, Gg) = (8, 8) than 




Figure 4.11: (a) S11 and (b) gain versus frequency for rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg as varied as (Wg, Gg) = (6, 
10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm and when dg = 82 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 
16. 
 
The effect of the grating width and grating gap on the radiation performance of the antenna 
is studied when they varied as (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) 





formation frequency are listed in Table 4.2 with the grating width and gap varying from 
(Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm. It is seen from Figure 4.11 
(b) that the gain of the antenna was significantly affected in the frequency range of 8.2 - 
9.7 GHz, compared to the antenna’s gain in the frequency range of 9.7 - 12.4 GHz when 
the grating gap and width varied together. The antenna’s gain reaches 8 dBi at 9.7 GHz, 
9.4 GHz, 8.89 GHz, 8.7 GHz, 8. 5 GHz, and 8.45 GHz for the grating width and gap values 
of (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm, respectively. The 
maximum gain of 14.73 dBi at 11 GHz is achieved when the grating width and grating gap 
are equal, that is, Wg = Gg = 8 mm. In addition to the antenna gain, the direction of the main 
lobe changes from 81o to 113o with the change of the frequency from 12.4 GHz to 9.4 GHz, 
and the antenna has scattered radiation in the frequency range of 8.2 - 9.3 GHz when grating 
width is Wg = 6 mm and grating gap is Gg = 10 mm; hence, the scan range of the antenna 
is 81o – 113o and the single beam formation frequency is 9.4 GHz. The scan range of the 
antenna increases with the increase of the grating width (and with the decrease of the 
grating gap), as shown in Table 4.2. The maximum scan range is achieved when the grating 
width is Wg = 11 mm and grating gap is Gg = 5 mm, which is 79
o – 134o, and antenna has 
a directed beam within the whole X-band, but the reflection coefficient bandwidth of the 
antenna does not cover the entire X-band (c.f. Figure 4.11).  
 
The radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings have 
been investigated for the following combinations of grating width and grating gap; (Wg, 
Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), and (10, 6) mm, and (11, 5). It was found that for a grating 
width and grating gap of (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), and (10, 6) mm, the antenna does not 
scan over the complete X-band frequency range. On the other hand, it was found that when 
the grating width = 11 mm, and grating gap = 5 mm the antenna has directed beam at the 
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entire frequency range from 8.2 to 12.4 GHz.  As of illustration, the radiation patterns at 
the frequency of 8.2, 9.2, 10.2, and 12.4 GHz are shown in Figure 4.12.  Therefore, 
considering the reflection coefficient value, gain, scan range, and single beam formation 
frequency of the antenna, the grating width and grating gap was chosen to be (Wg, Gg) = (8, 
8) mm. 
 
Table 4.2: Scan range and the frequency at which a single beam is formed with the changes 
of the grating width and grating gap together for the rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings. 
Period (16 mm) Scan range (θ)3 Single beam formation frequency4 
Wg (mm) Gg (mm) 
6 10 81o – 113o 9.4 GHz 
7 9 81o – 114o 9.2 GHz 
8 8 78o – 118o 8.89 GHz 
9 7 79o – 119o 8.89 GHz 
10 6 79o – 121o 8.6 GHz 
11 5 79o – 134o 8.2 GHz 
 
The electric field intensity distribution of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings is shown in Figure 4.13, at the resonant frequencies of 8.89, 9.44, 9.96, 10.54, 
11.08, and 11.51 GHz. It is clear from the figure that the antenna with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings has a strong electric field along the +y-axis at all the resonant 
frequencies.  
                                                 
3 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with single directed 
beam. 




Figure 4.12: Radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings at 8.2, 9.2, 10.2, and 12.4 GHz when the grating width Wg = 11 mm, and grating 
gap Gg = 5 mm and when dg = 82 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings at the 
resonant frequencies of 8.89, 9.44, 9.96, 10.54, 11.08, and 11.51 GHz are shown in Figure 
4.14. The antenna has a highly directed beam along the +y-axis at all the resonant 
frequencies of 8.89, 9.44, 9.96, 10.54, 11.08, and 11.51 GHz with a gain of 9.2, 11.8, 10.1, 
13.9, 14, and 13.6 dBi, and the direction of the main lobe is θ = 118o, 110o, 106o, 99o, 93o, 
and 89o, respectively. Among the six resonant frequencies the antenna has a high gain of 
14 dBi at 11.08 GHz and the lowest gain of 9.2 dBi at 8.89 GHz. The gain of the antenna 
at 11.08 GHz is at its maximum because the strong electric field of the antenna travels more 
8.2 GHz 9.2 GHz 
10.2 GHz 12.4 GHz 
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distance along the +z-direction. The antenna gain at 8.89 GHz is at its minimum because 
the strong electric field does not travel a large distance along the +z-direction as well as the 
antenna has a relatively weak electric field along the +y-axis, as shown in Figure 4.13. 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Electric field intensity distribution at the resonant frequency of 8.89, 9.44, 
9.96, 10.54, 11.08, and 11.51 GHz for the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 










Figure 4.14: The radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings at the resonant frequencies (c.f. Figure 4.5) of 8.89, 9.44, 9.96, 10.54, 11.08, and 
11.51 GHz. 
 
The rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings with n = 12 was fabricated, and 
the antenna reflection coefficient was measured in free-space to verify the concept. The 
8.89 GHz 9.44 GHz 
9.96 GHz 
10.54 GHz 
11.08 GHz 11.51 GHz 
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prototype of the antenna is shown in Figure 4.15. The measured reflection coefficient of 
the antenna with n = 12 is shown in Figure 4.16 and compared with the simulation results 
of the antenna with n = 12 and n = 16. The simulated and measured reflection coefficient 
is always below -10 dB within the entire X-band. From the measured reflection coefficient, 
the antenna has six resonance frequencies at 8.49, 8.87, 9.52, 10.22, 10.79, and 11.54 GHz. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Prototype of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings (a) 
without ground plane, and (b) with ground plane. 
 
Figure 4.16: Measured and simulated reflection coefficients of the rectangular DRA with 






4.3.2. Comparison between Rectangular DRA with Metal, Dielectric, and Metal 
Loaded Dielectric Gratings and Metal Waveguide Slot Array 
This section compares the performances of rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings, rectangular DRA with metal gratings, and rectangular DRA with dielectric 
gratings. Firstly, the reflection coefficient of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings is compared with the rectangular DRA with dielectric gratings, and 
rectangular DRA with metal gratings. The configuration of the antenna with dielectric 
gratings and metal gratings are shown in Figure 4.17.  
 
Figure 4.17: Configuration of the rectangular DRA with (a) dielectric gratings and (b) metal 
gratings. Here, dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, h = 3 mm, n = 16, length of the 
rectangular DRA is 500 mm, and thickness of metal gratings 0.0125 mm. 
 
The length, width of the grating, and gap between two successive gratings is the same as 
what was used for metal loaded dielectric gratings, see Figure 4.5, and the location of the 
first grating is dg = 82 mm away from the OEW which is the same as what was used in 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. The reflection coefficient for the 














rectangular DRA with dielectric gratings, metal gratings, and metal loaded dielectric 
gratings is shown in Figure 4.18. It can be observed from Figure 4.18 that for the dielectric 
gratings, there is only one resonant frequency at 11.1 GHz together with two weak resonant 
frequencies at 9.8 and 11.5 GHz.  On the other hand, for the case of the metal grating only, 
four strong resonant frequencies are observed at 9.52, 10.08, 11.56, and 12.11 GHz. 
 
Figure 4.18: S11 versus frequency in free-space for rectangular DRA with dielectric 
gratings, metal gratings, and metal loaded dielectric gratings when dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 
mm, Gg = 8 mm, h = 3 mm, n = 16, and thickness of metal gratings 0.0125 mm. 
 
Moreover, the maximum reflection coefficient is -9.96 and -5.54 dB at the frequency of 
11.08 and 10.38 GHz for the antenna with dielectric gratings and metal gratings, 
respectively. This means that -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth when using the 
dielectric gratings or metal gratings does not cover the X-band completely. On the other 
hand, for the antenna with metal loaded dielectric gratings the reflection coefficient is 
always below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range with six resonant frequencies are 




The radiation performance (including gain, scan range, and scattering frequency range) of 
the rectangular DRA with metal, dielectric, and metal loaded dielectric gratings were 
compared, and the comparisons between the scan ranges, gain, frequency range at which 
antennas have directed radiation are listed in Table 4.3. The rectangular DRA with metal 
grating, dielectric gratings, and metal loaded dielectric gratings has scattered radiation in 
the frequency range of 9.2 - 10, 8.2 - 10.4, and 8.2 - 8.89 GHz, respectively. 
 
Table 4.3: Radiation performance comparison for rectangular DRA with metal, dielectric, 
and metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
Parameters 
Metal gratings Dielectric gratings Metal loaded 
dielectric 
gratings 
Scan range (θ)5 79o – 97o and 111o 
– 132o 




8.2 - 9.2 GHz and 
10 – 12.4 GHz 




9.2 – 10 GHz 8.2 – 10.4 GHz 8.2 – 8.89 GHz 
Maximum gain 14.69 dBi at 12.4 
GHz 
10.43 dBi at 12.2 
GHz 
14.73 dBi at 11 
GHz 
Minimum gain 4.19 dBi at 9.2 GHz 5.98 dBi at 10.4 GHz 9.2 dBi at 8.89 
GHz 
 
In addition, the gain variation within the frequency range at which the antennas have 
radiated with a directional beam is 10.5, 4.45, and 5.53 dB for the antenna with metal, 
                                                 
5 This is the frequency range within X-band at which the antenna has single directed beam. 
6 Scan range in the y-z plane, where θ = 90o along the +y-axis and θ = 0o along the +z-axis. 
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dielectric, and metal loaded dielectric gratins, respectively. Though the antenna with 
dielectric gratings has very low gain variation, the peak gain of the antenna is only 10.43 
dBi whereas the peak gain of the metal loaded dielectric gratings antenna is 14.73 dBi. 
Therefore, considering the reflection coefficient, scan range, gain of the antennas, the 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings has better performance than the 
antenna with metal grating or dielectric gratings but the antenna suffers from scattered 
radiation within the frequency range 8.2 - 8.8 GHz making the antenna useful only for the 
frequency range 8.89 - 12.4 GHz. 
 
The proposed rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings scan beam from 78o 
to 118o (i.e., -28o to +12o) in the frequency range of 8.89 – 12.4 GHz. No phase shifter or 
mechanical support is required to achieve this beam scanning capability from the antenna 
whereas either a phased array or mechanical movement is required to achieve beam 
switching in metal waveguide slotted arrays [65, 66]. 
 
4.4. Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) 
This section presents the performance of the wireless power transmission (WPT) using the 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a transmitting antenna and short 
and long DRAs as receiving antenna. To ensure efficient WPT to the embedded receiving 
antenna using the rectangular DRA (transmitter) with metal loaded dielectric gratings, it is 
essential to know the positioning of the transmitting antenna with respect to the receiving 
antenna. Since the direction of the main lobe changes with the change of the frequency and 
hence the location of the strong electric field along the +y-axis varies. This feature of the 
transmitting antenna can be used to power multiple sensors using the same antenna without 
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changing the positioning of the transmitting antenna. The electric field intensity distribution 
of the rectangular DRA at two different frequencies of 9.96 and 10.54 GHz are studied to 
identify the location for positioning an embedded antenna. The cross-sectional side and 
front views of the electric field intensity distribution of rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings are shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 at the frequency of 9.96 and 10.54 
GHz, respectively. Here, the front view is presented at different distances along the +z-axis 
with respect to the feed point, where Z = 0 mm. For example, the antenna has maximum 
electric field intensity along the +y-axis at Z = 140 and 150 mm at the frequency of 8.89 
and 10.54 GHz, respectively. Therefore, the positioning of the embedded antenna in 
concrete, should be aligned with respect to the transmitting antenna such that maximum 
electric field coupling between the transmitting and receiving antennas is possible. This 
will ensure maximum power transfer from the transmitting antenna into the embedded 
antenna. 
 
Figure 4.19: Electric field intensity distribution of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings at 8.89 GHz: cross-sectional (a) side view and (b) front view. 
Z = 0 mm Z = 140 mm 
(a) 
(b) 




From the previous section, the direction of the main lobe changes (c.f. Figure 4.14) as the 
location of the strong electric field along the antenna axis changes with the change of the 
frequency. The location of the strong electric field will be used for positioning of the 
embedded/receiving antenna with respect to the transmitting antenna in a two-antenna setup 
in the following sections. Therefore, this transmitting antenna can be used to power 
multiple embedded sensors because of the beam scanning capability that is illustrated by 
changing the location of the embedded antenna with respect to the transmitting antenna. In 
the case of a wireless powering of the embedded sensor using this transmitting antenna, an 
adaptable WPT system is possible to design, where a perfect alignment between the 
transmitting and embedded antenna is not required, as the transmitting antenna can scan 
beam around the embedded antenna placement to locate the best WPT link. 
 
Figure 4.20: Electric field intensity distribution of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings at 10.54 GHz: cross-sectional (a) side view and (b) front view. 
 
Z = 0 mm Z = 150 mm 
(a) 
(b) 
Z=140 mm Z=130 mm Z=120 mm Z=150 mm Z=160 mm 
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Multiple embedded sensors can be powered with this transmitting antenna by utilising its 
beam scanning capability. This phenomenon is illustrated in the following section by 
changing the positioning of the embedded antenna with respect to the transmitting antenna. 
 
4.4.1. WPT in Free-Space 
In this section, the short and long DRAs designed in Chapter 3 will be used as an 
embedded/receiving antenna into concrete to evaluate the feasibility of wireless powering 
of embedded sensors using the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
Figure 4.21 presents the two-antenna setup for WPT, using a rectangular DRA with a metal 
loaded dielectric gratings as a transmitting antenna and a long DRA (length = 5.5λ) as a 
receiving antenna.  
 
Figure 4.21: A perspective view of the two-antenna setup in free-space using rectangular 
DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a transmitting antenna and long DRA as a 
receiving antenna where the positioning of the receiving antenna at Z = 140 mm. 
 
The distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna is 50 mm. The WPT 








Z = 0 mm 
Z = 140 mm 
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receiving antenna changes along the +z-axis that is along the transmitting antenna axis to 
align the receiving antenna so that maximum electric field coupling between two antennas 
can be allowed. In Figure 4.21 the positioning of the receiving antenna is at Z = 140 mm. 
 
The transmission coefficients for the two-antenna setup with a long and a short DRA as 
receiving antenna are shown in Figures 4.22 (a) and (b), respectively. It is seen from the 
figures that the peak transmission coefficient value varies with frequency, while the 
positioning of the receiving antenna changes; this is due to the change of the location of the 
strong electric field with frequency towards the receiving antenna from the transmitting 
antenna. The maximum power transfer takes place from the transmitting antenna to the 
receiving long and short DRA when the positioning of the receiving antenna is at Z = 140 
and 150 mm, respectively. 
 
The maximum transmission coefficient is -15.88 and -15.04 dB at the frequency of 9.96 
and 10.41 GHz when the positioning of the long and short DRA is Z = 140 and 150 mm, 
respectively. In addition, comparing the WPT performance in free-space for short and long 
DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna, the maximum power transfer takes place from the 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings to the embedded/receiving short 





Figure 4.22: Transmission coefficient S21 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup 
in free-space using rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a transmitter 
and with (a) long, and (b) short DRAs as a receiving antenna. 
 
4.4.2. WPT in Concrete 
The two-antenna setup for wireless powering of embedded sensors where the transmitting 
antenna is a rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings in free-space and 





Here, the dimension of the concrete block is 250 mm × 250 mm × 250 mm, separation or 
vertical spacing between the transmitting antenna and surface of concrete is 50 mm, and 
surface of concrete to encased embedded antenna distance is 35 mm, including 10 mm 
spacing between the antenna surface and encased box, as shown in Figure 4.23. The 
dielectric constant and loss tangent of concrete is 4 and 0.0125, respectively. These 
dimensions of concrete block, electrical properties of concrete and the placement of the 
receiving antenna into the concrete medium are the same as discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
The transmission coefficients when the location/positioning of the embedded/receiving 
antenna changes from Z = 140 mm to Z = 180 mm with a step of 10 mm in a two-antenna 
setup are shown in Figure 4.24. The results are presented for long (Figure 4.24 (a)) and 
short DRAs (Figure 4.24 (b)) as the embedded antennas while using the rectangular DRA 
with metal loaded dielectric gratings as the transmitting antenna. It is evident from the 
figure that the transmission coefficients change with the change of the embedded/receiving 
antenna position, which is due to the change of the electric field of the transmitting antenna 
along the +y-axis with the change of the frequency (that is the direction of the main lobe 
changes with the change of frequency).  
 
It can be seen from Figure 4.24 (a) that the maximum transmission coefficient for the long 
DRA takes place at 9.68 GHz when the embedded/receiving antenna is positioned at Z = 
150 mm. On the other hand, Figure 4.24 (b) shows that the maximum transmission 
coefficient for the short DRA is observed at 10.13 GHz when the embedded/receiving 
antenna is positioned at Z = 150 mm. For receiving antenna placement at Z = 150 mm, the 
minimum wireless power transfer takes place at 8.59 GHz (transmission coefficient value 





Figure 4.23: Two-antenna setup for wireless powering of sensors embedded in concrete 
using rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a transmitter and long DRA 
as an embedded antenna: (a) perspective view and (b) cross-sectional side view. 
 
From Figure 4.24, the magnitude of transmission coefficients is very low within the 
frequency range of 8.2 - 8.8 GHz, whether the embedded/receiving antenna is a long or 
short DRA. For example, the minimum transmission coefficient is -47.97 and -47.74 dB at 
the frequency of 8.67 and 8.59 GHz when the embedded antenna is long and short DRAs, 
respectively, indicating minimum wireless power transfer takes place from transmitting 
(a) 
(b) 


















antenna to the embedded antenna when the embedded antenna is positioned at Z = 150. 
Different positioning of the embedded antenna with respect to the transmitting antenna does 
not improve the WPT performance within the frequency range of 8.2 - 8.8 GHz, which is 
due to the scattered radiation from the transmitting antenna in the frequency range of 8.2 - 
8.8 GHz (c.f. Figure 4.8). 
 
Figure 4.24: Transmission coefficient S21 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup 
in concrete medium using rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a 





The radiation patterns of the transmitting antenna at the frequency of minimum 
transmission coefficient (8.67 and 8.59 GHz for the embedded antenna long and short 
DRAs, respectively, with Z = 150 mm) is shown in Figure 4.25, when, dg = 82 mm, Wg = 
8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, h = 3 mm, n = 16, and thickness of metal gratings 0.0125 mm. It is seen 
from the Figure 4.25 that the transmitting antenna has scattered radiation at the frequency 
of minimum transmission coefficient and direction of radiation is not towards the 
embedded/receiving antenna causing poor wireless power transfer from the transmitting 
antenna to the embedded/receiving antenna. On the other hand, the transmission coefficient 
in the frequency range 8.8 - 12.4 GHz is better than the transmission coefficients in the 
frequency range 8.2 - 8.8 GHz because the transmitting antenna has directed beam within 
that frequency range 8.8 - 12.4 GHz which is towards the embedded/receiving antenna and 
scattered beam within the frequency range of 8.2 - 8.8 GHz which is not in the direction of 
embedded/receiving antenna.  
 
To investigate these phenomena further, the electric field intensity distribution for the two-
antenna setup with concrete while positioning of the receiving antenna is fixed but the 
observation frequency is different are studied. The electric field intensity distribution for 
the receiving antenna positioned at Z = 150 mm with long and short DRAs as an 
embedded/receiving antenna are shown in Figures 4.26 and 4.27, respectively. The electric 
fields are presented at the frequencies of the minimum and maximum transmission 




Figure 4.25: Radiation patterns of the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings at (a) 8.59 and (b) 8.67 GHz, when, dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, h = 3 
mm, n = 16, and thickness of metal gratings 0.0125 mm. 
 
From Figures 4.26 (a) and 4.27 (a), at the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient 
(8.67 and 8.59 GHz) minor electric field coupling takes place between the transmitting and 
embedded/receiving antenna because of the scattering radiation from the transmitting 
antenna (c.f. Figure 4.25) and embedded antennas are not aligned to the direction of 
radiation. Whereas, at the frequency of maximum transmission coefficient (9.68 and 10.13 
GHz) a significant amount of electric field coupling between the transmitting and 
embedded antenna takes place as the receiving antennas are aligned to the direction of the 
main lobe of the transmitting antenna, and the transmitting antenna has a single directed 
beam (c.f. Figure 4.16). Therefore, the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings is suitable for wireless powering of embedded sensors for a wide frequency range 






Figure 4.26: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 8.67 GHz, and (b) 9.68 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete using rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 










Figure 4.27: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 8.59 GHz, and (b) 10.13 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete using rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings as a transmitter and short DRA as an embedded antenna positioned at Z = 150 mm. 
 
In practical, the electrical properties of concrete vary due to the different weather 
conditions. Therefore, a WPT system is said to be a reliable and stable WPT system when 
the variation of electrical properties of concrete will have minimal effect on its WPT 
performance. The following section will investigate the sensitivity of the WPT system 
when the electrical properties of concrete, loss tangent and dielectric constant, vary to 










4.5. Sensitivity Analysis 
This section briefly discussed the WPT performance of the two-antenna setup with concrete 
when the electrical properties of concrete, loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr vary. 
In addition to the WPT performance investigation, these results can be used to estimate the 
electrical properties of concrete. The WPT performance is investigated by studying the 
transmission coefficient S21 (dB) for the two-antenna setup when (i) the loss tangent of 
concrete tan δ changes from 0.0125 to 0.0525 with a step of 0.0125 while the dielectric 
constant of concrete block is εr = 4; and when (ii) the dielectric constant of concrete εr 
changes from 4 to 4.5 with a step of 0.1 while the loss tangent of concrete block is tan δ = 
0.0125. 
 
4.5.1. Sensitivity for Long DRA as an Embedded Antenna 
The transmission coefficient S21 (dB) for the two-antenna setup in concrete medium when 
the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies, and the 
embedded/receiving antenna is long DRA is shown in Figures 4.28. The magnitude of peak 
transmission coefficient decreases with the increase of the loss tangent tan δ of concrete 
block, as can be seen from Figures 4.28 (a). The maximum transmission coefficients are -
21.52, -21.97, -22.53, and -23.13 dB at the frequency of 10.38, 10.35, 10.36, and 10.36 
GHz when the loss tangent tan δ of concrete is 0.0125, 0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, 
respectively. For the change of the dielectric constant εr of concrete, the maximum wireless 
power transfer takes place at 10.38, 10.38, 10.37, 10.39, 10.38, and 10.39 GHz with the 
magnitudes of the transmission coefficients are -21.52, -21.46, -21.37, -21.12, -20.94, and 





Figure 4.28: Transmission coefficient S21 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup 
with concrete using long DRA as an embedded antenna and when the (a) loss tangent tan 
δ, and (d) dielectric constant εr of the concrete vary. 
 
The WPT performance is said to be stable when the transmission coefficient for the two-
antenna setup changes as low as possible with the change of the electrical properties of 
concrete. To find out the frequency at which the transmission coefficients changes 





will be studied for the two-antenna setup with concrete when the electrical properties of 
concrete, loss tangent and dielectric constant, vary. A sensitivity study will be undertaken 
for the frequency range of 8.2 - 12.4 GHz. Note that, higher sensitivity means the WPT 
performance will be significantly affected with the change of the electrical properties of 
concrete indicating an unstable WPT system; however, lower sensitivity means the WPT 
performance will not be significantly affected with the change of the electrical properties 
of concrete, indicating a stable WPT system.  
 
Figure 4.29: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete using 
long DRA as an embedded antenna, and grating DRA as a transmitter when (a) loss tangent 
and (b) dielectric constant of concrete vary. 
 
The sensitivities for the two-antenna setup using rectangular DRA with periodic gratings 
as a transmitter and long DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna as a function of frequency 
is shown in Figures 4.29 (a) and (b) when loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of 
concrete varies, respectively. The sensitivity is maximum at the frequency of 11.48 and 
8.67 GHz for the change of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, 
respectively. The magnitudes of transmission coefficient at the frequency of maximum 




with the increase of the tan δ and εr, as shown in Figure 4.30. In addition, the transmission 
coefficient changes from -26.4 to -30 dB when tan δ changes from 0.0125 to 0.0525; and 
the transmission coefficient changes from -40.2 to -51.8 dB when εr changes from 4 to 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.30: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.48 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 8.67 GHz for 
the two-antenna setup with concrete using long DRA as an embedded antenna and 
rectangular DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitter. 
 
4.5.2. Sensitivity for Short DRA as an Embedded Antenna 
The transmission coefficients S21 (dB) for the two-antenna setup using the rectangular DRA 
with periodic gratings as a transmitter and the short DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna 
are shown in Figures 31 (a) and (b) when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of 
concrete varies, respectively. The effect of the change of the loss tangent tan δ on 
transmission coefficients is like the effect observed in the previous sub-section, that is the 
magnitudes of the peak transmission coefficient decreases with the increase of the loss 
tangent of concrete block. The maximum transmission coefficients are -19.49, -20.11, -
20.71, and -21.31 dB at the frequency of 10.25, 10.34, 10.34, and 10.34 GHz when loss 
tangent tan δ of concrete is 0.0125, 0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, respectively. For the 




-19.49, -19.61, -19.65, -19.5, -19.44, and -19.12 dB at the frequency of 10.25, 10.38, 10.43, 
10.41, 10.43, and 10.42 GHz when the dielectric constant εr of concrete is 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 
4.4, and 4.5, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.31: Transmission coefficient S21 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup 
with concrete using short DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna and when the (a) loss 






The sensitivities for the two-antenna setup using rectangular DRA with grating as a 
transmitter and short DRA as an embedded antenna, as a function of frequency, are shown 
in Figures 4.32 (a) and (b) when loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete 
varies, respectively. The maximum sensitivity is 89.91 dB/ tan δ and 4.81 dB/εr at 12.4 and 
8.26 GHz for the change of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, 
respectively. The S21 decreases with the increase of loss tangent tan δ and S21 changes from 
-26.4 to -29.7 dB when tan δ changes from 0.0125 to 0.0525, but the transmission 
coefficient increases with the increase of dielectric constant εr of concrete and S21 changes 
from -35.3 to -32.8 dB when εr changes from 4 to 4.5, as shown in Figure 4.33. 
 
Figure 4.32: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete using 
short DRA as an embedded antenna, and grating DRA as a transmitter when (a) loss tangent 
and (b) dielectric constant of concrete varies. 
 
The maximum sensitivity is 95.12 dB/tan δ and 23.05 dB/εr when loss tangent and dielectric 
constant of concrete varies for the two-antenna setup with the long DRA as an 
embedded/receiving antenna. On the contrary, the maximum sensitivity is 89.91 dB/ tan δ 
and 4.81 dB/εr, when loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete varies for the two-




performance of the two-antenna setup, with the short DRA as an embedded/receiving 
antenna, is less sensitive to the change of the electrical properties of concrete than the WPT 
performance of the two-antenna setup with the long DRA as an embedded/receiving 
antenna. Therefore, the WPT system with the short DRA is more stable than the long DRA, 
while the transmitting antenna is the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
 
Figure 4.33: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 12.4 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 8.26 GHz for 
the two-antenna setup with concrete using short DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna 
and rectangular DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitter. 
 
4.6. Summary 
In this chapter, the performance of a rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) with 
ground plane was studied for the unwanted radiation which is not in the direction of the 
receiving antenna. Also, studied were metal loaded dielectric gratings which removes 
unwanted radiation significantly and is able to produce highly directional radiation towards 
the receiving antenna. The antenna was optimised using a parameter study to determine the 
optimum dimension of the gratings and period of the gratings, so that the antenna can 
radiate towards the receiving antenna while unwanted radiation is completely removed for 




with metal loaded dielectric gratings was compared with the performance of the rectangular 
DRA with metal grating or dielectric gratings, and it was found that the antenna with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings showed better radiation performance together with a better 
reflection coefficient value. The rectangular DRA with a metal loaded dielectric gratings 
antenna was fabricated and measured in free-space. The simulation and measured reflection 
coefficient value was always below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range. 
 
The wireless power transmission (WPT) performance of the rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings was investigated using the two-antenna setup, while the antenna 
presented in this chapter performed as a transmitting antenna, and long and short DRAs 
were used as an embedded antenna (presented in Chapter 3). Because of the beam scanning 
capability of the transmitting antenna the location of strong electric field towards the 
embedded antenna was identified which makes the antenna suitable for wireless powering 
of multiple sensors without altering the transmitting antenna position, as illustrated by 
varying the location of the embedded antenna along the transmitting antenna axis. In 
addition, an automated WPT system is possible to design using the transmitting antenna, 
where the positioning of the transmitting antenna with respect to the embedded antenna are 
not required to be perfectly aligned for wireless powering sensors, as the transmitting 
antenna can align the wireless powering link by switching the main lobe direction. The 
WPT performance in free-space and with concrete is better in the frequency range of 8.89 
- 12.4 GHz, compared to the WPT performance in the frequency range of 8.2 - 8.8 GHz, 
because the transmitting antenna has scattered radiation within the frequency range of 8.2-
8.8 GHz. The WPT performance for the two-antenna setup with long and short DRAs as 
an embedded antenna was studied when the electrical properties of concrete varied, and it 
was found that the WPT performance with the short DRA as an embedded antenna was 
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more stable to the change of the electrical properties of concrete compared to the sensitivity 
observed with the long DRA as an embedded antenna.  
 
For concrete characterisation using the single-port rectangular DRA with gratings require 
a two-antenna setup with an embedded antenna which is a complex setup. However, it is 
possible to design dual-port surface mounted electromagnetic sensor using this developed 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings for concrete characterisation and 
crack detection, which will require simple setup. The following chapter discusses about the 
dual-port surface mounted electromagnetic sensor to estimate the electrical properties of 






Dual-Port Rectangular Dielectric 





This chapter presents the design and optimisation of a dual-port rectangular dielectric 
resonator antenna (DRA) with periodic gratings from a single-port antenna. The main 
objective of the transition to the dual-port rectangular DRA from one port is to utilise a 
single antenna as a surface mounted electromagnetic sensor instead of using two-antenna 
setup. In addition, a method to estimate electrical properties of concrete and detection of 
cracks in concrete are presented, using this dual-port antenna as a surface mounted 
electromagnetic sensor in an antenna-concrete setup. The estimation of electrical properties 
of concrete is presented with different gaps between the antenna and concrete in an antenna-
concrete setup.  The maximum sensitivity is 636.5 dB/tan δ and 66.5 dB/εr for the antenna-
concrete setup with zero gap, when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of 
concrete varies, respectively. However, the maximum sensitivity is 159.14 dB/tan δ and 
24.2 dB/εr when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies, 
respectively. Moreover, due to the change of the electric field intensity towards the concrete 
and along the antenna axis with the change of the operating frequency, this antenna sensor 
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is suitable for estimating the crack location and estimating the crack width in a location 
without altering the test setup. This chapter presents using the antenna-concrete setup to 
test the performance of the antenna as sensor, where four crack locations are considered 
and, in each location, four crack widths are considered. 
 
5.2. Dual-Port Antenna Design and Optimisation 
This section presents the design and optimisation of dual-port rectangular DRA with metal 
periodic gratings, which is used as a surface mount electromagnetic sensor for 
infrastructure health monitoring, especially for concrete characterisation and crack 
detection. Here, the periodic gratings are metal loaded dielectric gratings with a constant 
gap between two consecutive gratings, and each grating has a constant width and length. 
This dual-port antenna is developed from the single-port rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings, which was presented in Chapter 4. The configuration of the 
single-port and dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings is shown 
in Figures 5.1 (a) and (b), respectively. In addition to the single-port rectangular DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings, an additional port is applied to the far end of the single-
port antenna, resulting in a dual-port antenna. In this dual-port antenna design, the 
positioning of the gratings is such that they are symmetric with the centre of the antenna. 
Two ports are placed at an equal distance from the centre of the antenna, that is the spacing 
between the first grating, and the waveguide is dg = 82 mm, as shown in Figure 5.1. The 
same design of waveguide feed that was used in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figure 3.5) was replicated 
here with the same impedance matching and values of d1, d2, a, and b. 
 
The previous chapter, Chapter 4, briefly presented the reflection coefficient and radiation 
performance of the single-port rectangular DRA when grating width Wg, grating gap Gg, 
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and grating height h varied; this study will not be returned to in this chapter. However, this 
section will cover the transmission coefficients of the dual-port antenna with the changes 
of the grating width Wg, grating gap Gg, and grating height h, separately, so that maximum 
isolation between two ports is achieved. This isolation ensures maximum power radiation 
from the antenna while the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the antenna cover 
the entire X-band frequency range.  
 
Figure 5.1: Configuration of the (a) single port and (b) dual-port rectangular DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings (not to scale). Here, dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, 































The effect of the variation of grating width Wg on the transmission coefficients of the dual-
port rectangular DRA with periodic gratings is shown in Figure 5.2. The results are 
presented for the variation of grating width Wg from 6 to 10 mm with a step size of 1 mm. 
The maximum transmission coefficient is -8.23, -8.03, -8.31, -8.11, and -8.95 dB at the 
frequency of 9.47, 8.89, 8.59, 8.28, and 8.2 GHz when the grating width Wg = 6, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10 mm, respectively. In addition, from the study presented in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figure 
4.10), the maximum reflection is -7, -7.3, -11.6, -8.7, -7.8 dB at the frequency of 8.84, 8.3, 
8.8, 10.2, and 9.2 GHz for the grating width Wg = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm, respectively. 
Therefore, the antenna covers the entire X-band when grating width Wg = 8 mm and 
minimum isolation between two ports of the antenna is -8.31 dB. In addition, the minimum 
transmission coefficient is -21.83, -22.83, -22.98, -32.85, -37.75, and -50 dB at the 
frequency of 8.42, 10.05, 9.92, 9.7, and 9.09 GHz when the grating width Wg = 6, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.2. Consequently, the frequency of minimum 
and maximum transmission coefficients varied when the grating width varied. 
 
The radiation patterns and electric field intensity distributions at the frequency of minimum 
and maximum transmission coefficients will be studied with the antenna parameters of dg 
= 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, n = 16, and h = 3 mm. The radiation patterns and electric 
field intensity distribution are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. At the frequency 
of maximum transmission coefficient (8.59 GHz) the gain of the antenna is 0.77 dBi only, 
as shown in Figure 5.3 (a), indicating the antenna has very poor radiation at that frequency. 
From the electric field intensity distribution at the frequency of 8.59 GHz, shown in Figure 
5.4 (a), most of the energy travels from one port to the other, and a small amount of electric 
field is released along the +y-direction. On the other hand, at the frequency of minimum 
transmission coefficient (9.92 GHz), the antenna has a very high gain of 10.6 dBi, as shown 
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in Figure 5.3 (b). In addition, from the electric field intensity distribution shown in Figure 
5.4 (b), most of the energy radiated towards the +y-direction and a very small amount of 
energy travelled from one port to the other. 
 
Figure 5.2: S21 of the dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings when 
grating width Wg changes from 6 mm to 10 mm, and dg = 82 mm, and Gg = 8 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Radiation patterns of the dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings at the frequency of (a) maximum (8.59 GHz) and (b) minimum (9.92 





Figure 5.4: Electric field intensity distribution of the dual-port rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings at the frequency of (a) maximum (8.59 GHz) and (b) minimum 
(9.92 GHz) transmission coefficients and when dg = 82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, n = 
16, and h = 3 mm 
 
The transmission coefficient of the antenna with the change of the grating gap Gg = 6 to 10 
mm with a step of 1 mm is shown in Figure 5.5. The maximum transmission coefficient is 
-8.59, -8.13, -8.31, -7.81, and -7.84 at the frequency of 8.91, 8.72, 8.59, 8.48, and 8.2 GHz 
when the grating gap Gg = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm, respectively. In addition, from the study 
presented in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figure 4.10), the maximum reflection coefficient is -7.4, -11.3, 
-11.6, -9.2, and -8.1 dB at the frequency of 8.2, 8.8, 8.3, 10.7, and 10.2 GHz for the grating 
gap Gg = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm, respectively. Hence, the dual-port rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings cover the entire X-band when grating gap Gg = 7 and 8 mm with minimum 
isolation is -8.13 and -8.31 dB, respectively, indicating the antenna with Gg = 8 mm has 






Figure 5.5: Transmission coefficient for dual-port uniform rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings when grating gap Gg changes from 6 mm to 10 mm, and dg = 82 
mm, Wg = 8 mm, n = 16, and h = 3 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Reflection coefficient for dual-port uniform rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when dielectric gratings height h changes from 1 mm to 5 mm, and dg = 
82 mm, Wg = 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
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In the following study, the transmission coefficients of the antenna will be considered for 
the change of height, h, of the dielectric gratings. The maximum transmission coefficient 
is -8.46, -8.31, -8.31, -8.07, and -8.14 dB at the frequency of 8.99, 8.77, 8.59, 8.51, and 
8.44 GHz when the dielectric gratings height h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 5.6. In addition, from the study presented in Chapter 3 (c.f. Figure 4.9), 
the reflection coefficient value is always below -10 dB within the entire X-band for h = 3, 
4, and 5 mm. Therefore, the antenna has better isolation between two ports for h = 3 mm 
than the isolation achieved for h = 4 and 5 mm. 
 
The transmission coefficient of the dual-port antenna with periodic gratings were studied 
when the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varied separately (c.f. Figures 5.2 and 5.5), 
and it was found that the antenna has better isolation between two ports when grating width 
Wg = 8 mm and grating gap Gg = 8 mm, that is grating period is Wg + Gg = 16 mm for both 
cases. The transmission coefficient of the antenna will be studied when the grating width 
Wg and grating gap Gg varies at the same time such that the grating period Wg + Gg = 16 
mm is maintained. The maximum transmission coefficient is -7.87, -7.94, -8.31, -8.24, -
8.88, and -11.3 dB at the frequency of 8.78, 8.83, 8.59, 8.36, 8.2, and 8.2 GHz when grating 
width and grating gap is (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6) and (11, 5) mm, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.7. The antenna reflection coefficient bandwidth does not 
cover the entire X-band when (Wg, Gg) = (9, 7), (10, 6) and (11, 5) mm, since reflection 
coefficient -9.96, -8.21, and -7.54 dB at the frequency of 9.11, 9.01, and 8.93 GHz, 
respectively, and the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the antenna cover the entire 
X-band when (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), and (8, 8) mm, see study presented in Chapter 4 
(c.f. Figure 4.11). Therefore, the antenna has better isolation between two ports when (Wg, 
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Gg) = (8, 8) mm, and -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the antenna cover the entire 
X-band. 
 
Figure 5.7: Transmission coefficient for dual-port uniform rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varies together and 
when dg = 82 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
In summary, after optimising the dual-port rectangular DRA with periodic gratings using 
parameter analysis in CST microwave studio, the antenna parameters are: dg = 82 mm, Wg 
= 8 mm, Gg = 8 mm, n = 16, and h = 3 mm. The following section compares the performance 
of single-port and dual-port rectangular DRA with periodic gratings. 
 
5.3. Comparison between Single- and Dual-Port Rectangular 
DRAs with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents a performance comparison between the single and dual-port 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. The magnitude of reflection 
coefficients S11 and S22 are the same for this dual-port rectangular DRA with the metal 
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loaded dielectric gratings, since the antenna is symmetric with respect to the centre of the 
antenna. For the same reason, the magnitude of transmission coefficients S12 and S21 are the 
same for this dual-port rectangular DRA. The reflection coefficient of the single-port 
rectangular DRA was briefly studied in the previous chapter. Figure 5.8 presents a 
comparison of reflection coefficients of the single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs with 
periodic gratings. It is evident from the figure that the antenna reflection coefficient with 
or without second port are the same, and the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth of the 
antenna in either case covers the whole X-band. From the magnitude of reflection 
coefficient, the six resonant frequencies are 8.89, 9.44, 9.96, 10.54, 11.08, and 11.51 GHz 
with reflection coefficient value -15.8, -22.51, -21.76, -17.69, -39.34, and -32.89 dB, 
respectively, for single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings. 
 
Figure 5.8: Reflection coefficient in free-space for single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs 
with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
 
Here follows a comparison of the radiation performance of the single- and dual-port 
rectangular DRAs with metal loaded dielectric gratings. The gain versus frequency 
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response of the single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings is shown in Figure 5.9. From the figure, both antennas have similar gain versus 
frequency response within the entire X-band, except a minor difference within the 
frequency range 8.4 - 8.8 GHz, which is due to the second port at the far end of the single-
port antenna that acts as a 50 Ω load [69]. This second port absorbs all the energy travelled 
from the first port, which is in transmit mode. On the other hand, in the absence of second 
port, that is a single-port DRA, there is minor radiation that exists since there is no load at 
the far end of the antenna, and hence the gain within the frequency range 8.4 - 8.8 is higher 
for a single port antenna than a dual-port antenna. The direction of the main lobe of the 
single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs with periodic gratings are compared. Both antennas 
have scattered radiation within the frequency range of 8.2 - 8.7 GHz, and the directed 
radiation within the frequency range of 8.8 - 12.4 GHz. 
 
Figure 5.9: Gain versus frequency in free-space for single- and dual-port rectangular DRAs 




5.4. Characterisation of Concrete using Dual-Port Rectangular 
Dielectric Resonator Antenna with Periodic Gratings 
In the previous chapter the two-antenna setup was used for concrete characterisation where 
a transmitting antenna is placed in free-space and a receiving antenna is embedded into the 
concrete block, which is the two-antenna setup for wireless powering of embedded sensors. 
For this two-antenna setup, the embedded/receiving antenna must be accounted for, to 
measure the electrical properties of the concrete block. Nevertheless, the dual-port 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings is suitable to be used as a surface 
mounted electromagnetic sensor for characterisation of concrete. This dual-port antenna is 
independent of the antenna placed inside the concrete for characterisation. Therefore, 
estimation of electrical properties of the concrete, loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant 
εr, is possible without using an embedded antenna that simplifies the characterisation 
method.  
 
The antenna-concrete setup using the dual-port surface mounted electromagnetic sensors is 
shown in Figure 5.10. In this setup, the length LC, which is equal to the separation between 
two ports of the dual-port antenna, height HC and width WC of the concrete block is 418, 
50, and 100 mm, respectively. This section showed the characterisation of concrete when 
the separation between the antenna and the concrete block along the +y-axis is DT = 10 and 
0 mm, to illustrate the performance of the surface mounted electromagnetic sensor. The 
loss tangent tan δ and the dielectric constant εr of concrete are 0.0125 and 4, respectively. 
For the purpose of this study, to evaluate the performance of the antenna, when the loss 
tangent tan δ of the concrete varied, the dielectric constant of the concrete is kept constant, 
that is εr = 4. Similarly, when the dielectric constant εr of concrete varied to evaluate the 
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performance of the antenna, the loss tangent of the concrete is kept constant, that is tan δ = 
0.0125. 
 
Figure 5.10: Configuration of the dual-port rectangular DRA with gratings-concrete setup 
for characterisation of concrete (WC = 100 mm, HC = 50 mm, LC = 428 mm, and DT = 10 
mm) (not to scale). 
 
5.4.1. Concrete Characterisation with Gap DT = 10 mm 
This section presents the estimation of electrical properties of concrete when the gap 
between the antenna and concrete is DT = 10 mm. Figure 5.11 shows the magnitudes of 
transmission coefficients when the loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes from 0.0125 
to 0.0525 with a step of 0.0125. The minimum transmission coefficient is -43.57, -41.41, -
39.89, and -39.53 dB at the frequency of 9.85, 9.81, 9.79, and 9.78 GHz when the loss 
tangent of the concrete tan δ = 0.0125, 0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, respectively, which 














minimum transmission coefficients varied with the changes of the loss tangent tan δ values. 
A similar effect has been observed when the dielectric constant εr of the concrete varies, as 
shown in Figure 5.12, where the minimum values of the transmission coefficient is -43.57, 
-43.17, -42.38, -44.21, -43.11, and -42.33 dB at the frequency of 9.85, 9.835, 9.83, 9.83, 
9.8, and 9.81 GHz when the dielectric constant of concrete is εr = 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 
4.5, respectively. From the Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the frequency of minimum transmission 
coefficient for the dual-port rectangular DRA varies with the change of the loss tangent tan 
δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, which is shown in Figure 5.13. The overall changes 
of the frequency are 70 MHz (from 9.85 to 9.78 GHz) when loss tangent of concrete 
changes from 0.0125 to 0.0525, and the overall change of the frequency is 40 MHz (from 
9.85 to 9.81 GHz) when the dielectric constant of concrete changes from 4 to 4.5. 
 
Figure 5.11: Transmission coefficients versus frequency for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with gratings and concrete setup when loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes from 





Figure 5.12: Transmission coefficients versus frequency for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with grating-concrete setup when dielectric constant εr of the concrete changes from 4 to 
4.5 and gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 10 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, for the dual-port rectangular 
DRA with grating-concrete setup with gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 10 
mm, when the (a) loss tangent and (b) dielectric constant of the concrete varies. 
 
The following study covers the sensitivity of the antenna-concrete setup to the changes of 




rectangular DRA with periodic gratings and concrete setup when the loss tangent tan δ and 
dielectric constant εr of concrete varies is shown in Figure 5.14. The maximum sensitivity 
is 159.14 dB/tan δ and 24.2 dB/εr at the frequency of 9.85 and 9.28 GHz when the loss 
tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies, respectively. Figure 5.15 
extracted the transmission coefficient of the dual-port antenna-concrete setup when the loss 
tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete vary at the frequency of maximum 
sensitivity. The transmission coefficient of the dual-port antenna-concrete setup increases 
with the increase of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, as shown 
in Figure 5.15. Overall, the transmission coefficient of the antenna-concrete setup changes 
from -43.5 to -37.5 dB when the loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes from 0.0125 to 
0.0525. In addition, the transmission coefficient changes from -37.9 to -25.8 dB when the 
dielectric constant εr of concrete changes from 4 to 4.5. 
 
Figure 5.14: Sensitivity versus frequency, for the dual-port rectangular DRA with the 
grating-concrete setup with the gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 10 mm, when 





Figure 5.15: Magnitude of transmission coefficients, for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with grating-concrete setup with gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 10 mm, at 
the frequency of maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete 
varies: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 9.85 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 9.28 GHz. 
 
5.4.2. Concrete Characterisation with Gap DT = 0 mm 
This section presents the estimation of electrical properties of concrete when the gap 
between the antenna and concrete is DT = 0 mm, hence no gap is allowed between the 
surface mounted electromagnetic sensor (dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings) and the concrete. The magnitudes of transmission coefficients versus 
frequency with the changes of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of the concrete 
are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, respectively, where the concrete is directly placed on 
top of the antenna without any gap. It is evident from the figures that the magnitudes of 
transmission coefficients are highly sensitive to the changes of the loss tangent tan δ and 
dielectric constant εr of the concrete. Also, the frequency of the minimum transmission 






Figure 5.16: Transmission coefficients versus frequency for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with periodic gratings and concrete setup when loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes 
from 0.0125 to 0.0525 and the gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 0 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5.17: Transmission coefficients versus frequency for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with periodic gratings and concrete setup when dielectric constant εr of the concrete 




The minimum value of the transmission coefficient is -47.55, -32.11, -28.69, and -27.17 dB 
at the frequency of 9.86, 9.64, 9.54, and 9.49 GHz when the loss tangent of concrete is tan 
δ = 0.0125, 0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, respectively. In addition, the minimum 
transmission coefficient is -47.55, -32.91, -32.94, -31.4, -30.93, and -41.41 dB at the 
frequency of 9.86, 9.45, 9.05, 9.29, 8.92, and 10.64 GHz when the dielectric constant of 
concrete is εr = 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively. Therefore, the frequency of 
minimum transmission coefficient for the dual-port rectangular DRA with periodic gratings 
and concrete setup varies with the change of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant 
εr of concrete, which is shown in Figure 5.18. The overall frequency variation is 370 MHz 
(from 9.86 to 9.49 GHz) when the loss tangent of concrete tan δ varied from 0.0125 to 
0.0525, and the overall frequency variation is 780 MHz (from 9.86 to 10.64 GHz) when 
the dielectric constant of concrete εr varied from 4 to 4.5. In addition, it is clear that the 
overall frequency variation is large for the dual-port antenna-concrete setup with DT = 0 
mm, compared to the change of frequency observed with DT = 10 mm with the change of 
the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete. 
 
The following study considers the sensitivity of the dual-port rectangular DRA with 
gratings and concrete setup when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of the 
concrete varies and the gap DT = 0 mm. From the sensitivity versus frequency plot, shown 
in Figure 5.19, sensitivity is maximum at 9.86 GHz for the change of loss tangent tan δ and 
dielectric constant εr of concrete. The maximum sensitivity is 636.5 dB/tan δ and 66.5 dB/εr 
when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies, respectively. The 
transmission coefficient of the dual-port antenna-concrete setup when the loss tangent tan 
δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete vary at the frequency of maximum sensitivity (9.86 
GHz) is shown in Figure 5.20. It can be seen from the Figure 5.20, that the transmission 
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coefficient of the dual-port antenna at the frequency of maximum sensitivity increases with 
the increase in the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete.  
 
Figure 5.18: Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, for the dual-port rectangular 
DRA with grating-concrete setup with the gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 0 
mm, when the (a) loss tangent and (b) dielectric constant of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 5.19: Sensitivity versus frequency, for the dual-port rectangular DRA with grating-
concrete setup with the gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 0 mm, when the (a) 
loss tangent and (b) dielectric constant of concrete varies. 
 
The transmission coefficient of the antenna at 9.86 GHz (where sensitivity is maximum) is 





0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, respectively; and the transmission coefficient of the antenna at 
9.86 GHz is -47.55, -27.66, -20.16, -15.59, -14.76, and -14.33 dB when the dielectric 
constant of concrete is εr = 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively. Therefore, overall 
transmission coefficient variation is 23.87 dB (from -47.55 to -23.68 dB) when the loss 
tangent of concrete tan δ varied from 0.0125 to 0.0525, and the overall transmission 
coefficient variation is 33.22 dB (from -47.55 to -14.33 dB) when the dielectric constant of 
concrete εr varied from 4 to 4.5. 
 
Figure 5.20: Magnitude of transmission coefficients, for the dual-port rectangular DRA 
with grating-concrete setup where the gap between the antenna and concrete is DT = 0 mm, 
at the frequency of maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and dielectric constant of 
concrete varies: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 9.86 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 9.86 GHz. 
 
In summary, the estimation of electrical properties of concrete, loss tangent and dielectric 
constant, is shown using the developed dual-port surface mounted electromagnetic sensors. 
This sensor is highly sensitive to the changes of the electrical properties of concrete with 
zero gap between the sensor and the concrete compared to that for the gap of 10 mm. 
However, the estimation of electrical properties of concrete is possible when the gap 




5.4.3. Comparison with Other Characterisation Antennas 
Different techniques are available in the literature for determining the dielectric constant of 
concrete such as open-ended coaxial dielectric probe technique [101, 102], rectangular 
waveguide technique [103, 104], free space technique [105, 106]. Coaxial probe technique 
requires a very close contact (distance in the order of micrometres) between the probe and 
the specimen to eliminate the measurement error induced by air gap [106]. Certain 
conditions with respect to the surface roughness and thickness of the material are pre-
requirement for application of the technique. Such as to minimize the air gap error it is 
suggested in [107] that the specimen surface roughness should be less than 0.5 m. The 
method used in this thesis for characterization of concrete is possible to use without 
contacting with the concrete specimen directly. 
On the other hand, instead of using two antennas only one antenna is being used in this 
system. Method for determining the dielectric constant of a concrete block using horn 
antennas are presented in [105, 106]. In these papers’ authors placed two horn antennas 
(transmitting and receiving antennas) face to face and at a certain distance. The concrete 
specimen in kept at the middle of the two horn antennas. Both the transmitting and 
receiving antenna should be in line of sight to each other whereas in case of dual port DRA 
it is not needed to do the extra work for setting the antennas in line of sight. 
 
5.5. Concrete Crack Detection using Dual-Port Rectangular 
Dielectric Resonator Antenna with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the estimation of crack location and crack width using the developed 
dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a surface mounted 
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electromagnetic sensor. An antenna-concrete setup will be used for crack detection using a 
surface mounted electromagnetic sensor. 
 
The direction of the main lobe (direction of radiation) for this surface mounted 
electromagnetic sensor (or dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings) changes with the change of the operating frequency, as listed in Table 5.1, which 
means the direction of the strong electric field intensity along the +y-axis varies, along with 
the strength of the electric field along the antenna axis (along the +z-axis) (c.f. Figures 4.13 
and 4.14). These properties of the dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings will be used to locate a crack in concrete without altering the antenna-concrete 
setup, which is identical to the antenna-concrete setup shown in the previous section. In 
addition, the same antenna-concrete setup will be used for the detection of the size of the 
crack at a specific location. For this study, the antenna-concrete setup is shown in Figure 
5.21. 
 
To estimate the crack location and width, four different arbitrary crack locations are chosen, 
P1, P2, P3, and P4, at Z = 256 mm, Z = 200 mm, Z = 145 mm, and Z = 60 mm, respectively, 
(see Figure 5.21). Here, the distance Z is calculated from Port 1. The crack P1 is located at 
the centre of the antenna, crack P4 is located close to Port 1, and crack P2 and P3 are evenly 
spaced between P1 and P4. In addition, the location of the crack in P1, P2, P3 and P4 is 
206, 150, 95, and 10 mm away from the right edge of the concrete, as shown in Figure 5.21. 
These four crack locations are chosen to evaluate the crack detection performance of the 
antenna in a large distance. In addition, the crack width g in each location varied from 0.5 




Figure 5.21: Configuration of the antenna-concrete setup for crack detection at the location 
of (a) Z = 256 mm (P1), (b) Z = 200 mm (P2), (c) Z = 145 mm (P3), and (d) Z = 60 mm 
(P4). 
 
Figure 5.22 shows the magnitude of transmission coefficients for the dual-port rectangular 
DRA with grating-concrete setup, when the location of the crack within the concrete block 
varies from location P1 to P4, and crack width varies from 0.5 to 2 mm, with a step of 0.5 
mm. The frequency and magnitudes of minimum transmission coefficient with the change 
of crack location are shown in Figure 5.23. The frequency of the minimum transmission 
coefficient changes with the change of crack location. This change almost same for the 
crack width g = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 mm (see Figure 5.23 (a)). However, the variation of the 
magnitude of minimum transmission coefficient for the crack width g = 0.5 to 1.5 mm is 
significantly higher than the variation was observed for the crack width g = 2 mm. 
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Therefore, when the crack location changes with 2 mm crack width it is hard to estimate 
the crack location using the minimum transmission coefficient value. Hence, further study 
of transmission coefficients is required to estimate the crack width and location using this 
surface mounted electromagnetic sensor. 
 
Figure 5.22: Simulated magnitudes of transmission coefficients versus frequency for the 
dual-port rectangular DRA with grating-concrete setup for crack width g is (a) 0.5 mm, (b) 




g = 0.5 mm 
g = 1.0 mm 
g = 1.5 mm 




Figure 5.23: (a) Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient versus crack location and 
(b) minimum transmission coefficient versus crack location when the crack width changes 
from 0.5 mm to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm at the location P1, P2, P3 and P4. 
 
The following study explores the transmission coefficient of the antenna when the crack 
width changes in each crack location. The magnitudes of transmission coefficients when 
the crack width g varies from 0.5 mm to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm at the location of P1, 
P2, P3 and P4, respectively, are shown in Figure 5.24. The extracted results from Figure 
5.24 that are frequency versus crack width and transmission coefficient versus crack width 
are shown in Figure 5.25. It is clear from Figures 5.24 and 5.25 that the frequency of 
minimum transmission coefficient varies with the change of the crack width in each 
location. Importantly, the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient at the location 
P1, P2, P3, and P4 increases slightly with the increase of the crack width, as shown in 
Figure 5.25 (a). In addition, the minimum transmission coefficient changes slightly with 
the change of the crack width at location P3 and P4, but the transmission coefficient 
changes significantly when the crack widens at location P1 and P2. Considering the results 
presented in Figure 5.25 (a) and (b), it is quite difficult to identify the width of the crack at 





Figure 5.24: Simulated magnitudes of transmission coefficients versus frequency for the 
dual-port rectangular DRA with grating-concrete setup when crack width g changes from 
0.5 mm to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm at the location (a) P1 (Z = 256 mm), (b) P2 (Z = 
200 mm), (c) P3 (Z = 145 mm), and (d) P4 (Z = 60 mm). 
 
From Figures 5.24 and 5.25, it is clear that the antenna is highly sensitive to the change of 
crack width at location P2 (Z = 200 mm), while the antenna is least sensitive to the change 
of the crack width at location P4 (Z = 60 mm). The antenna is moderately sensitive to 
change of crack width at location P1. The sensitivity of the antenna decreases when the 
crack location moved from P2 to P4. To study these phenomena, the electric field intensity 
distribution of the dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings will be 
studied. Since the antenna has scattered radiation within the frequency range of 8.2 - 8.8 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
P2 (Z = 200 mm) 
P3 (Z = 145 mm) 
P4 (Z = 60 mm) 
P1 (Z = 256 mm) 
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GHz, most of the energy from one port transferred to the other port and a minor amount of 
energy radiated from the antenna which, was illustrated by studying the radiation pattern 
and electric field intensity distribution at 8.59 GHz (c.f. Figures 5.3 and 5.4). It also showed 
that at 9.92 GHz (frequency of minimum transmission coefficient), the least amount of 
energy transferred from one port to other (c.f. Figure 5.4). Therefore, this antenna can be 
used for crack detection for the frequency range of 8.89 - 12.4 GHz. In addition, the antenna 
is least sensitive to the variation of the crack width at Z = 60 mm (P4) because of the minor 
electric field towards the concrete. 
 
 
Figure 5.25: (a) Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient versus crack width and 
(b) minimum transmission coefficient versus crack width when the crack location changes 
from P1 to P4. 
 
A sensitivity study was undertaken, examining the antenna when the crack width changed 
from 0.5 to 2 mm. The sensitivity of the rectangular DRA with grating-concrete setup when 
crack width varies at the location P1, P2, P3, and P4 is shown in Figure 5.26. From the 
figure, the antenna-concrete setup shows a clearly identifiable highly sensitive point. The 




10.19, and 9.86 GHz when the crack location is P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively. For further 
clarification of the gap width, the magnitudes of transmission coefficients are studied at the 
frequency of maximum sensitivity.  
 
Figure 5.26: Sensitivity versus frequency for the dual-port rectangular DRA with grating-
concrete setup when crack width g changes from 0.5 mm to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm at 
the location (a) P1 (Z = 256 mm), (b) P2 (Z = 200 mm), (c) P3 (Z = 145 mm), and (d) P4 
(Z = 60 mm). 
 
The transmission coefficient versus crack width at the frequency of maximum sensitivity 
is shown in Figure 5.27. The overall variation of the transmission coefficient at the 
maximum sensitive frequency point is 15.45 dB (from -55.15 to -39.7 dB), 16.58 dB (from 
-59.39 to -42.81 dB), 1.97 dB (from - 39.24 to -41.21 dB), and 4.26 dB (from -44.92 to -
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
P1 (Z = 256 mm) 
P2 (Z = 200 mm) 
P3 (Z = 145 mm) 
P4 (Z = 60 mm) 
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40.66 dB) at the crack location of P1, P2, P3, and P4 when the crack width changes from g 
= 0.5 mm to g = 2 mm, respectively. Therefore, using the variation of the minimum 
transmission coefficient, change in the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, 
sensitivity, and change of transmission coefficient at the frequency of maximum sensitivity 
the crack location and crack width estimation is possible using the developed dual-port 
rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings, which acts as a surface mount 
electromagnetic sensor. This antenna is more sensitive to the crack at location P1 and P2, 
but less sensitive to the crack at location P3 and P4. 
 
Figure 5.27: Magnitude of transmission coefficients at the frequency of maximum 
sensitivity when crack width varies at the location: (a) P1 at the frequency of 9.92 GHz, (b) 
P2 at the frequency of 9.91 GHz, (c) P3 at the frequency of 10.19 GHz, and (d) P4 at the 






In this chapter, a dual-port rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings was designed, optimised and analysed. The performance of the 
dual-port antenna was compared with the performance of a single-port antenna, and a 
negligible difference between two antennas was observed. 
 
An antenna-concrete setup was presented for concrete characterisation and crack detection 
using a dual-port rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings as a surface 
mounted electromagnetic sensor. The performance of the antenna as a concrete 
characterisation sensor were studied when the gap between the concrete and antenna varied 
(0 and 10 mm) and electrical properties of concrete varied (loss tangent = 0.0125, 0.0258, 
0.0392, and 0.0525, dielectric constant = 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5).  
 
In addition, a similar antenna-concrete setup was constructed to find out the crack location 
and estimate the size of the crack using the antenna. It was found that, crack location and 
width estimation is possible, using the developed dual-port rectangular DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings. This estimation is possible using the variation of the minimum 
transmission coefficient, change in the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, 
sensitivity, and change of transmission coefficient at the frequency of maximum sensitivity. 
Moreover, this antenna is more sensitive to the crack when it is located close to the centre 
of the antenna and less sensitive to the crack located close to the feed point. Therefore, 
using this antenna, a better estimation of crack width and location is possible when it is 
located close to the centre of the antenna, compared to the crack located close to the feed 




The following chapter will present planar DRAs with periodic gratings to overcome the 
poor wireless power transmission (WPT) performance that was observed in the frequency 
range of 8.2 - 8.8 GHz, using the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
The planar DRAs with periodic gratings will design to improve the sensitivity of the 




Planar Dielectric Resonator Antennas 




The rectangular DRA with periodic gratings suffers from scattered radiation in the 
frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz, which was illustrated in Chapter 4. Because of the 
scattered radiation, the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings has worse WPT 
performance in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz, compared to the WPT performance 
in the frequency range of 8.89 – 12.4 GHz. This chapter presents the design and 
optimisation of dual-port planar dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) with periodic 
gratings; such antennas does not have scattered radiation at any frequency within the X-
band frequency range (8.2 – 12.4 GHz). Three planar antennas with periodic gratings are 
developed in this chapter: rectangular-, hexagonal-, and octagonal-shaped planar DRAs 
with periodic gratings are developed in this chapter. Because of the planar structure these 
antennas allow better electric field coupling between the transmitting antenna and 
embedded/receiving antenna. The planar structure also allows better estimation of crack 
location and width estimation. This chapter presents the performance analysis of these 
planar DRAs, and the following chapter (Chapter 7) presents the application of these 
antennas for WPT in free-space and concrete medium, concrete characterisation and crack 
detection. Due to the symmetrical structure with respect to the centre of the antenna, the 
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reflection coefficients for both ports are the same, and the transmission coefficients 
between these two ports are also the same.  
 
6.2. Rectangle-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the design and optimisation of a dual-port rectangular-shaped planar 
DRA with periodic gratings (metal loaded dielectric gratings). The three dimensional (3-
D) and side views of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with ground plane are shown in 
Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1: Configuration of the dual-port rectangular-shaped planar DRA: (a) three-
dimensional (3-D), and (b) side views (not to scale). Here, LW = 50 mm, d1 = 25 mm, d2 = 






















Initially, the length and width of the dual-port rectangular-shaped planar DRA with ground 
plane is optimised so that the -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth covers the entire X-
band frequency range and maximum isolation is achieved between two ports of the antenna. 
Using the parameter analysis in CST Microwave Studio it is found that the optimised length 
and width of the rectangular-shaped planar DRA with ground plane is 220 and 200 mm, 
respectively, where the length of the ground plane is equal to the length of the planar DRA. 
In addition, the optimised width of the ground plane is 220 mm. The reflection and 
transmission coefficient of the antenna is shown in Figure 6.2. The reflection coefficient of 
the antenna with ground plane is always below –10.23 dB (at 8.43 GHz), and the 
transmission coefficient is always below -13.4 dB (at 11.95 GHz) within the X-band 
frequency range. 
 
Figure 6.2: S-parameters of the dual-port rectangular-shaped planar DRA with ground 
plane when LW = 50 mm, d1 = 25 mm, d2 = 10 mm, a = 22 mm, b = 9 mm, length of the 
planar DRA/ground plane = 220 mm, width of the planar DRA = 200, and width of the 




The three-dimensional (3-D) view of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric grating is shown in Figure 6.3. The antenna and the gratings are made from the 
same Acrylic material. Like the design presented in the previous chapter (c.f. Figure 4.5 in 
Section 4.3), the metal loaded dielectric grating is formed by adding an aluminium layer of 
thickness 0.035 mm on top of each acrylic grating, as can be seen in Figure 6.3.  
 
Figure 6.3: Configuration of the dual-port rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings (note to scale). Here, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, L 
= 228 mm, and n = 14. 
 
It was found in Chapter 4 that the metal loaded dielectric gratings can be used to direct the 
radiation pattern of the DRA towards the boresight direction (along the +y-axis). The 
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four steps, targeting to achieve maximum isolation between two ports and the reflection 
coefficient of the antenna remain below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range. A 
parametric study is performed, using CST Microwave Studio, to optimise the rectangle-
shaped DRA with periodic gratings by investigating the effect of, firstly, the grating number 
n; secondly, the gap dg between the waveguide and the n
th/2 grating; thirdly, the dielectric 
gratings height h; and fourthly, grating width Wg and grating gap Gg. 
 
The gain versus frequency of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA is shown in Figure 6.4 when 
the number of gratings varies from n = 6 to 14. The peak gain of the antenna is 10.41, 12.16, 
13.67, 14.7, and 15.55 dBi at the frequency of 11, 10.4, 10.4, 10.4, and 10 GHz when the 
grating number n = 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, respectively. It is clear from the figure that the 
antenna gains when the X-band frequency range increases with the increase of the number 
of gratings. As it was shown in Chapter 5, in the case of the dual-port antenna with gratings, 
as the number of gratings is increased more electromagnetic energy is radiated towards the 
+y axis.  
 
The following study details the radiation patterns of the antenna when the number of grating 
changes from n = 4 to 14. The scan range of the antenna and single beam formation 
frequency with the change of the grating number are listed in Table 6.1. Note that the single 
beam formation frequency is the lowest frequency within the X-band at which the antenna 
has radiation with single directed beam, and the antenna has scattered radiation any 
frequency that is below. For example, for grating number n = 6, the single beam formation 
frequency is 8.8 GHz, which means the antenna has scattered radiation in the frequency 
range of 8.2 – 8.7 GHz, and no scattered radiation is observed in the frequency range of 8.8 
– 12.4 GHz. In addition, the direction of the main lobe at 8.8 GHz is θ = 111o, and the 
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direction of the main lobe at 12.4 GHz is θ = 77o, which indicates the scan range for the 
antenna with grating number n = 6 is θ = 77o to 111o. Here, the scan angle θ = 90o along 
the +y-axis, and θ = 0o along the +z-axis. From Table 6.1, the scan range becomes wider 
with the increase of the grating number.  
 
Figure 6.4: Gain versus frequency in free-space for rectangle-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings when number of gratings n = 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, and when 
Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, and L = 228 mm. 
 
The reflection and transmission coefficients of the antenna when the number of gratings 
varies from n = 6 to 14, as seen in Figure 6.5. The reflection coefficient of the antenna is 
always below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range. Moreover, the maximum values 
of the transmission coefficients S21 vary with the changes of the total number of gratings. 
For n = 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 the maximum transmission coefficients within the X-band are 
-14.5, -13.6, -14.9, -12.7, and -14.5 dB. Considering the antenna gain and the transmission 





Table 6.1: Scan range and the lowest frequency at which a single beam is formed with the 
changes of the number of gratings for the dual-port rectangle-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
No. of grating (n) Scan range (θ)7 Single beam formation frequency8 
6 77o – 111o 8.8 GHz 
8 77o – 117o 8.6 GHz 
10 77o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
12 77o – 119o 8.6 GHz 
14 76o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
 
 
Figure 6.5: (a) Reflection coefficients and (b) transmission coefficients of the rectangle-
shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings for number of grating n = 6, 8, 
10, 12, and 14, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, and L = 228 mm. 
 
                                                 
7 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 




The following study covers the effect of the gap dg, the gap between the waveguide and the 
nth/2 grating, on transmission, reflection coefficients and antenna gain when the total 
number of grating n = 14. Note here, with the change of the gap dg the length of the planar 
DRA varies. The antenna results are studied when the gap dg varies from 2 to 10 mm with 
a step of 2 mm. The reflection coefficient of the antenna is always below -10 dB within the 
X-band, and the maximum values of the transmission coefficients varies with the changes 
of the gap dg. For the gap dg = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm the transmission coefficients S21 are 
always below -14.5, -14.6, -15.5, -14.8, and -14.1 dB, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.6.  
 
Figure 6.6: Effect of the distance dg on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) transmission 
coefficients of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings for 
gap dg = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 14. 
 
The effect of the gap dg on the antenna gain is shown in Figure 6.7, and the peak gain of 
the antenna is -15.6, -15, -15, -15.2, and -15.2 dBi for the gap dg = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, 
respectively. In addition, the change of the gap dg has minor effects on the antenna gain in 
the frequency range of 8.2 – 10.5 GHz, but has a significant effect in the frequency range 
of 10.5 – 12.4 GHz, which is due to the electric field propagation along the antenna axis. 
In addition, this gap significantly affects the electric field coupling between the waveguide 




achieved when dg = 6 mm. However, the electric field coupling between the waveguide 
and the antenna is nearly unaffected in the frequency range of 8.2 – 10.5 GHz with the 
change of the gap dg. Therefore, the optimised length of the DRA (between two 
waveguides) is L = 228 mm. 
 
Figure 6.7: Effect of the gap/distance dg between the waveguide and the n
th grating on gain 
of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings for gap dg = 2, 4, 
6, 8, and 10 mm, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 14. 
 
Here follows a study of the effects of the dielectric gratings height h on reflection 
coefficients, transmission coefficients, and gains of the antenna within the X-band 
frequency range. The reflection coefficient of the antenna is always below -10 dB within 
the X-band with the change of the dielectric gratings height h from 1 to 5 mm with a step 
of 1 mm, as shown in Figure 6.8 (a). The maximum transmission coefficients are always 
below -13.8, -14.2, -15.5, -14.2 and -13.5 dB when the dielectric gratings height h = 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.8 (b).  The variation of the antenna gain 
with the change of the dielectric gratings height h is shown in Figure 6.9, and the peak gains 
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are -16.6, -16, -15, -14.5, and -13.6 dBi when the dielectric gratings height h values are 1, 
2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively.  
 
Figure 6.8: (a) S11 versus frequency, and (b) S21 versus frequency for rectangle-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings when dielectric gratings height h varies 
from 1 mm to 5 mm, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg = 6 mm, L = 228 mm, and n = 
14. 
 
Figure 6.9: Gain versus frequency for rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when dielectric gratings height h varies from 1 mm to 5 mm, and when 





The reflection and transmission coefficients and gain of the antenna will be studied for the 
different combinations of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg so that the grating period 
(Wg + Gg = 16) is maintained. It was found from the study presented in the Chapter 5 that 
the transmission coefficients of the dual-port DRA with gratings were significantly affected 
with the variation of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg, and the transmission 
coefficient was minimum when the period of the gratings was (Wg + Gg) = 8 + 8 = 16 mm. 
The reflection and transmission coefficients of the antenna with the changes of the grating 
width Wg and grating gap Gg is shown in Figure 6.10, and the gain of the antenna is shown 
in Figure 6.11. With the changes of the grating width and grating gap, the reflection 
coefficient of the antenna is always below -10 dB within the X-band, and the magnitudes 
of the reflection coefficients at the resonant frequencies varies, as shown in Figure 6.10 (a).  
 
Figure 6.10: (a) S11 versus frequency, and (b) S21 versus frequency for rectangle-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap 
Gg varies together and when h = 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, L = 228 mm, and n = 14. 
 
The transmission coefficient of the antenna varies significantly in the frequency range of 
8.2 – 10.7 GHz, in contrast to the variations observed in the frequency range of 10.7 – 12.4 




are -11.7, -12.2, -15.5, -17, -16.6, and -16.5 dB when the grating width and gap 
combinations are (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm.  
 
Figure 6.11: Gain versus frequency for rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varies together, and when h 
= 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, L = 228 mm, and n = 14. 
 
The gain versus frequency of the dual-port rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
gratings is shown in Figure 6.11, when the grating width and grating gap varies together. It 
is clear from the figure that the antenna gain is highly affected in the frequency range of 
8.2 – 10.5 GHz, in contrast to the gain variation in the frequency range of 10.5 – 12.4 GHz. 
In addition, Table 6.2 listed the scan range, and the lowest frequency within the X-band at 
which the antenna produces a single directed beam, where the upper frequency limit is 12.4 
GHz (the upper frequency limit of the X-band). With the increasing grating width, the 
single beam formation frequency decreases and for the grating width Wg =10 and 11 mm, 
the antenna has a single beam at each frequency within the X-band frequency range. In 
addition, the antenna has a wider scan range when the grating width is Wg = 10 and 11 mm, 
that is the grating gap is 6 and 5 mm, respectively. The minimum scan range (θ = 76o – 
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109o) is achieved when the grating width is 6 mm and grating gap is 10 mm, and maximum 
scan range (θ = 76o – 124o) is achieved when the grating width is 10 mm and grating gap is 
6 mm. Therefore, unlike the antenna presented in Chapter 5, the dual-port rectangle-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings has directional radiation at each 
frequency within the X-band frequency range when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, 
dg = 6 mm, L = 228 mm, and n = 14, which indicates that the antenna has no scattered 
radiation within the X-band frequency range. 
 
Table 6.2: Scan range and the lowest frequency at which a single beam is formed with the 
changes of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg together for the dual-port rectangle-
shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
Period (16 mm) Scan range (θ)9 Single beam formation frequency10 
Wg (mm) Gg (mm) 
6 10 76o – 109o 9.2 GHz 
7 9 76o – 117o 8.8 GHz 
8 8 76o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
9 7 76o – 122o 8.4 GHz 
10 6 76o – 124o 8.2 GHz 
11 5 74o – 123o 8.2 GHz 
 
 
                                                 
9 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 
10 Scan range in the y-z plane, where θ = 90o along the +y-axis and θ = 0o along the +z-axis. 
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The following study explores the electric field intensity distribution and the three-
dimensional radiation patterns at the resonant frequencies of the antenna. As seen in Figure 
6.9 (a), the antenna has five resonant frequencies at 8.72, 9.39, 10.47, 12.15, and 12.38 
GHz. The electric field intensity distribution and the 3-D radiation patterns of the antenna 
at the resonant frequencies are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. The maximum 
electric-field intensity along the +y-axis is observed at the location of Z = 50, 60, 62, 87, 
and 90 mm at the frequency of 8.72, 9.39, 10.47, 12.15, and 12.38 GHz, respectively, as 
indicated by the magenta circle in Figure 6.11. From the 3-D radiation patterns, the peak 
gains of the antenna are 11.7, 13.6, 14.7, 13.3, and 12.2 dBi, and direction of the main lobe 
is at θ = 115o, 107o, 94o, 77o, and 76o at the resonant frequency of 8.72, 9.39, 10.47, 12.15, 
and 12.38 GHz, respectively, see Figure 6.12. Therefore, with the increasing frequency, the 
direction of the main lobe changes from the region between the -z-axis and +y axis to the 
region between the +z-axis and +y-axis when Port 1 in ON, and the opposite is true when 
Port 2 in ON. In addition, the gain is higher, and the scan range of this planar DRA is wider 





Figure 6.12: Electric field intensity distribution of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm and when h = 3 mm, dg = 6 
mm, L = 228 mm, and n = 14 at the resonant frequency of (a) 8.72 GHz, (b) 9.39 GHz, (c) 






Z = 0 mm 








Figure 6.13: Radiation patterns of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm and when h = 3 mm, dg = 6 mm, L = 228 
mm, and n = 14 at the resonant frequency of 8.72 GHz, 9.39 GHz, 10.47 GHz, 12.15 GHz, 
and 12.38 GHz. 
 
8.72 GHz 9.39 GHz 




6.3. Hexagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the design and optimisation of the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar 
DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. Similar to the design presented in the previous 
section, initially, the antenna with ground plane is optimised through parameter analysis in 
CST Microwave Studio to achieve maximum isolation between two ports, while having a 
reflection coefficient value below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range. The top and 
cross-sectional side views of the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with ground plane 
is shown in Figure 6.14. 
 
Figure 6.14: (a) Top and (b) cross-sectional side views of the dual-port hexagon-shaped 












Port 2 250 mm 
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The reflection and transmission coefficients of the optimised antenna with ground plane 
are shown in Figure 6.15. It is seen from the figure that the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of the antenna are always below -10 and -15.5 dB, respectively, within the X-
band frequency range. 
 
Figure 6.15: S-parameters of the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with ground plane 
when length of the planar DRA/ground plane = 250 mm, width of the planar DRA = 350, 
and width of the ground plane = 370 mm. 
 
Like the optimisation steps followed for dual-port rectangular-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings, the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings is optimised in four steps, firstly, for grating number n, secondly 
for gap dg, thirdly, for dielectric gratings height h, and fourthly, for grating width Wg and 
grating gap Gg. The aim of this optimisation is to achieve maximum isolation between two 
ports, to have a wider scan range, and to achieve no scattering radiation from the antenna 
within the X-band frequency range. The three-dimensional view of the hexagon-shaped 




Figure 6.16: Three-dimensional view of the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings (not to scale). Here, L = 264 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, 
dg = 6 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The antenna gains and reflection and transmission coefficients of the antenna with the 
change of the number of grating n from 8 to 16 are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, 
respectively. The gain of the antenna within the X-band increases with the increase of the 
grating number from n = 8 to 16. The peak gain of the antenna is 11.55, 12.66, 14.34, 15.22, 
and 15.5 dBi when the grating number n = 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, respectively. The scan 
range of the antenna remains nearly the same with the changes of the grating number, see 
results listed in Table 6.3. However, the single beam formation frequency changes, that is 
9 GHz for n = 8 and 8.8 GHz for n = 10. The antenna produces a single beam at each 
frequency within the frequency range of 8.6 – 12.4 GHz when the grating number n = 12, 




















Figure 6.17: Gain versus frequency in free-space for hexagon-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric grating when number of grating n = 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, and when 
L = 264 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm and dg = 6 mm. 
 
The reflection coefficient of the antenna varies when the number of grating changes but 
remains below the -10 dB value within the frequency range of 8.2 – 12.4 GHz, as shown in 
Figure 6.18 (a). The maximum values of the transmission coefficients are -17.2, -16, -16.9, 
-17.6 and -16 dB when the grating number n = 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16. Here, it is noted that 
the isolation between two ports is higher when the n = 14 compared to the isolation for n = 
16. This is due to the change in the gap dg between the n
th/2 grating and the waveguide of 
the antenna, as indicated in Figure 6.15. Therefore, further optimisation is required for the 
gap dg to find out whether the maximum isolation can possibly be achieved with n = 16, 
compared to the isolation between two ports with n = 14. The reflection and transmission 
coefficients of the antenna are shown in Figure 6.19, and the gain is shown in Figure 6.20 




Table 6.3: Scan range and the lowest frequency within X-band at which a single beam is 
formed for the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings 
when number of grating vary. 
No. of grating (n) Scan range (θ)11 Single beam formation frequency12 
8 78o – 112o 9 GHz 
10 77o – 116o 8.8 GHz 
12 77o – 116o 8.6 GHz 
14 77o – 117o 8.6 GHz 
16 77o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
 
 
Figure 6.18: Effect of the number of grating on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) 
transmission coefficients of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings for number of grating n = 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, and when L = 264 mm, Wg = 10 
mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and dg = 6 mm. 
                                                 
11 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 





Figure 6.19: Effect of the gap dg on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) transmission 
coefficients of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric grating for dg 
= 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
 
Figure 6.20: Effect of the gap dg on gain of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings for dg = 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm, and when Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 
mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
As seen in Figure 6.19, the reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB within the 




the gap dg. The magnitude of transmission coefficient is always below -16 dB and for dg = 
4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 mm the maximum transmission coefficient is -16.1, -17.8, -18.8, -17.4, 
and -16.4 dB, respectively, indicating the better isolation is achieved between two antenna 
ports when dg = 8 mm and n = 16. In addition, this isolation is better than the isolation 
previously achieved with n = 14. Peak gain of the antenna is 15.2, 15.4, 15.5, 15.3, and 
14.9 dBi for the gap dg = 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.20. 
 
Figure 6.21: Effect of the dielectric gratings height h on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) 
transmission coefficients of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings for h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, and when L = 264 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg 
= 6 mm, and n = 16. 
 
Another important parameter that significantly affects the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, and the gain of the antenna, is the height h of the dielectric gratings (c.f. Figure 
6.16). The reflection and transmission coefficients are shown in Figure 6.21, and the gain 
is shown in Figure 6.22 when the height h of the dielectric gratings varies from 1 to 5 mm 
with a step of 1 mm. With the change of the grating height h, the reflection coefficient is 
always below -10 dB within the X-band, and the maximum transmission coefficient is -
16.7, -17.2, -18.8, -18.3, and -17.9 dB when the dielectric gratings height is h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 




maximum when h = 3 mm. The peak gain of the antenna is 15.8, 16.1, 15.5, 15, and 13.8 
dBi for the grating height h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively, indicating higher gain at h 
= 1 and 2 mm compared to the gain at h = 3, 4, and 5 mm. However, the gain of the antenna 
is 7.6, 6.8, 10.7, 12.4 and 10.9 dBi for h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively, at the frequency 
of 8.6 GHz. Note that, in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.5 GHz, the antenna has scattered 
radiation. Therefore, considering the gain pattern within the frequency range of 8.6 – 12.4 
GHz, and the isolation between two ports of the antenna, the dielectric gratings height is 
chosen to be 3 mm.  
 
Figure 6.22: Effect of the dielectric gratings height h on gain of the hexagon-shaped planar 
DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings with h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, and when L = 264 
mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg = 6 mm, and n = 16. 
 
Finally, the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings is optimised for 
grating width Wg and grating gap Gg while the grating period is constant, because from the 
study presented in Chapter 5 it was shown that the antenna with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings have maximum isolation between two ports when the period of the grating (Wg + 
Gg) is 16 mm. The reflection and transmission coefficients of the antenna is shown in Figure 
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6.23, and the gain of the antenna is shown in Figure 6.24 when the grating width Wg and 
grating gap Gg varies. The reflection coefficient always remained below -10 dB within the 
X-band, while the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varies. The maximum transmission 
coefficient is -17.3, -18, -18.8, -18.2, -17.2, and -16.7 dB for the (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), 
(8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm, respectively. Therefore, maximum isolation is 
achieved when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg are 8 and 8 mm, respectively.  
 
Figure 6.23: (a) S11 versus frequency, and (b) S21 versus frequency for hexagon-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap 
Gg varies and when L = 264 mm, dg = 6 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The maximum values of the gain are 14.7, 15.6, 15.5, 15.5, 15.7, and 15.6 dBi, and the 
minimum values of the gain are 8.2, 8.4, 8.2, 8.2, 9.4, and 10.2 dBi for the grating width 
and gap values (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm, respectively, 
indicating the antenna has a lower gain variation within the X-band when (Wg, Gg) = (10, 
6) and (11, 5) mm. Table 6.4 listed the scan range and single beam formation frequency for 
the antenna while the grating gap and width varies with constant period 16 mm. From the 
table, the antenna produces a single directed beam in the entire X-band for the grating width 




almost equal. Therefore, considering the peak gain, the isolation between two ports, and 
the scan range, the grating width and gap are chosen to be Wg = 10 and Gg = 6 mm. 
 
Figure 6.24: Gain versus frequency for hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varies together, and when L 
= 264 mm, dg = 6 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The antenna has six resonant frequencies of 8.52, 9.46, 10.79, 11.84, 11.09, and 12.35 GHz 
when the grating width Wg = 10 mm and grating gap Gg = 6 mm, as shown in Figure 6.23 
(a). The electric field intensity distribution and the 3D gain pattern of the antenna at the six 
resonant frequencies are shown in Figures 6.25, and 6.26, respectively. The location of the 
maximum electric field intensity along the +y-axis is at Z = 50, 76, 80, 92, 97, and 96 mm 
at the resonant frequency of 8.52, 9.46, 10.79, 11.84, 11.09, and 12.35 GHz, respectively. 
Here, the location Z = 0 mm is the location of the feed point for Port 1, that is, the outer 
edge of the waveguide. The antenna has a single directed beam along the +y-axis and the 
maximum gain of the antenna is 12.6, 15.1, 12.4, 14, 13, and 11 dBi at the resonant 
frequency of 8.52, 9.46, 10.79, 11.84, 11.09, and 12.35 GHz, respectively, as shown in 
Figure 6.26. The main lobe of the antenna is pointing at θ = 118o, 106o, 88o, 80o, 78o, and 
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77o at the resonant of 8.52, 9.46, 10.79, 11.84, 11.09, and 12.35 GHz, respectively, where 
θ = 0o is along the +z-axis. Therefore, like the previous antenna, the beam of the antenna 
scan from the left to right side with the increase of frequency. 
 
Table 6.4: Scan range and the lowest frequency within X-band at which a single beam is 
formed with the changes of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg together for the 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
Period (16 mm) Scan range (θ)13 Single beam formation frequency14 
Wg (mm) Gg (mm) 
6 10 76o – 111o 9.2 GHz 
7 9 76o – 114o 8.8 GHz 
8 8 76o – 117o 8.6 GHz 
9 7 76o – 120o 8.4 GHz 
10 6 76o – 122o 8.2 GHz 
11 5 75o – 122o 8.2 GHz 
 
                                                 
13 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 




Figure 6.25: Simulated electric-field intensity distribution of the rectangle-shaped planar 
DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm at resonant 
frequency (a) 8.52 GHz, (b) 9.46 GHz, (c) 10.97 GHz, (d) 11.84 GHz, (e) 11.09 GHz, and 











Figure 6.26: Radiation patterns of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm at resonant frequency 8.52 GHz, 9.46 
GHz, 10.97 GHz, 11.84 GHz, 12.09 GHz, and 12.35 GHz. 
 
8.52 GHz 9.46 GHz 
10.79 GHz 11.84 GHz 
12.35 GHz 11.09 GHz 
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6.4. Octagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
The dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with ground plane is shown in Figure 6.26 
where the length of the ground plane and the length of the planar DRA is equal, and width 
of the ground plane is 20 mm wider than the width of the planar DRA. The antenna with 
ground plane is optimised to achieve maximum isolation between the two ports, using 
parameter analysis in CST Microwave Studio. The optimised dimensions of the antenna 
are indicated in Figure 6.27 and the reflection and transmission coefficients of the 
optimised antenna is shown in Figure 6.28. The reflection coefficient of the antenna is 
always below -10.4 dB, and the transmission coefficient is always below -16.2 dB within 
the X-band frequency range, as shown in Figure 6.28. 
 
Figure 6.27: (a) Top and (b) cross-sectional side views of the octagon-shaped planar DRA 
with ground plane (not to scale). 
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Figure 6.28: Reflection and transmission coefficients of the dual-port octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with ground plane when length of the planar DRA/ground plane = 280 mm, 
width of the planar DRA = 340, and width of the ground plane = 360 mm. 
 
The antenna will be optimised after placing metal loaded dielectric gratings on top of the 
antenna. The optimisation method and steps are like the methods and steps followed for the 
rectangle- and hexagon-shaped planar DRAs. Therefore, the octagon-shaped planar DRA 
is optimised, firstly, for number of grating n; secondly, for the gap dg between the n
th/2 
grating and the waveguide; thirdly, for dielectric gratings height h; and fourthly, for the 
grating width Wg and gap Gg, targeting to achieve maximum isolation between two ports of 
the antenna as well as the reflection coefficient value to be below -10 dB within the X-band 
without scatting radiation within the X-band. The three-dimensional view of the dual-port 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings (metal loaded dielectric gratings) is 




Figure 6.29: A perspective view of the octagon-shaped planar DRA with ground plane and 
metal loaded dielectric gratings (not to scale). Here, L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, Wg = 10 
mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg = 8 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
For the change of the number of gratings n = 8 to 18, the antenna gain is shown in Figure 
6.30. The scan range and the frequency at which the antenna produces single directed beam 
are listed in Table 6.5. The antenna has a higher gain when n = 18 compared to the gain for 
n = 8 to 16. The peak gain of the antenna is 11.8, 13.7, 13.5, 14.7, 15.7, and 16.7 dBi when 
the number of gratings n = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18, respectively. From Table 6.5, the 
antenna has an almost equal scan range for the change of the grating number n = 8 to 18, 
but the lowest frequency varies within the X-band at which the antenna has a single directed 
beam. The antenna produces single directed beam within the frequency range of 8.8 – 12.4 
GHz for n = 8, within the frequency range of 8.6 – 12.4 GHz for n = 10, 12, 14, and 18, 
and within the frequency range of 8.4 – 12.4 GHz for n = 16. Therefore, the antenna has a 
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wider scan range and narrow frequency range (8.2-8.3 GHz) with scattered radiation when 
grating number n = 16. 
 
Figure 6.30: Gain versus frequency in free-space for octagon-shaped planar DRA with 
metal loaded dielectric gratings when number of grating n = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18, and 
when L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and dg = 8 mm. 
 
The reflection coefficient of the antenna is always below -11.4 dB within the X-band 
frequency range, see Figure 6.31 (a), and the transmission coefficient of the antenna is -17, 
-15, -15, -17.7, -16.8, and -16.5 dB when the number of gratings n = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 
18, respectively, see Figure 6.31 (b). Considering the peak gain, scan range, and isolation 
between the two ports, the grating number is chosen to be 16, but further optimisation is 
required to find out the optimum values of the gap dg to achieve better isolation with n = 





Table 6.5: Scan range and the lowest frequency within X-band at which a single beam is 
formed for the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings 
when number of gratings vary. 
No. of grating (n) Scan range (θ)15 Single beam formation frequency16 
8 78o – 116o 8.8 GHz 
10 78o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
12 78o – 117o 8.6 GHz 
14 77o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
16 77o – 122o 8.4 GHz 
18 77o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
 
 
Figure 6.31: Effect of the number of grating on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) 
transmission coefficients of the octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings for number of grating n = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18, and when L = 296 mm, W = 
340 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and dg = 8 mm. 
                                                 
15 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 




The reflection and transmission coefficients for the change of the gap dg (gap between the 
nth/2 grating and waveguide) is shown in Figure 6.32, and the antenna gain is shown in 
Figure 6.33. The antenna has better isolation between two ports when dg = 8 mm compared 
to the isolation observed for dg = 2, 4, 6, and 10 mm; the maximum transmission coefficient 
is -16.2, -16.7, -17.8, -20, and -19.5 dB for the gap dg = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, respectively, 
and the reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB within the X-band frequency range. 
The antenna gains in the frequency range of 10.5 – 12.4 GHz is greatly affected by the 
change of the gap dg, compared to the effect on the antenna gain observed in the frequency 
range of 8.2 – 10.5 GHz, and a moderate effect on antenna gain observed in the frequency 
range of 8.2 – 9.5 GHz when the gap dg varies. Considering the isolation and gain, the gap 
dg is chosen to be 8 mm. With the change of the gap dg the electric field coupling between 
the antenna and the waveguide is greatly affected, which also affects the electric field 
propagation along the antenna axis and results in a significant change of the antenna gain 
in the higher frequency range of the X-band. 
 
Figure 6.32: Effect of the gap dg on (a) reflection coefficients and (b) transmission 
coefficients of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings for dg 
= 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, and when L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h 





Figure 6.33: Effect of the gap dg on gain of the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric grating for dg = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, and when L = 296 mm, W = 340 
mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, h = 3 mm, and n = 16. 
 
Following the previous studies, the optimisation was carried out for the height h of the 
dielectric grating (c.f. Figure 6.29). The transmission and reflection coefficients are shown 
in Figure 6.34, and the gain is shown in Figure 6.35 where the dielectric grating height h 
varies from 1 to 5 mm with a step of 1 mm. The transmission coefficient is always below -
18, -18, -20, -19.5, and -18.9 dB for the dielectric gratings height h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, 
respectively; therefore, better isolation between two ports is observed when h = 3 mm, and 
the reflection coefficient is always below -10 dB within the X-band. The peak gain of the 
antenna is 16.8, 16.1, 16.6, 15.7, and 15.2 dBi for the grating height h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
mm, respectively. Considering the isolation between the two ports and the gain of the 




Figure 6.34: Effect of the height h of the dielectric gratings on (a) reflection coefficients 
and (b) transmission coefficients of the octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings for h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, and when L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, Wg = 
10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
 
Figure 6.35: Effect of the height h of the dielectric gratings on gain of the octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings with h = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm, and when 
L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
 
Finally, the periodic gratings of the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA is optimised for 




below -13.4 dB within the X-band frequency range when the grating width Wg and grating 
gap Gg varies. Also, the isolation between the two ports significantly varies within the 
frequency range of 8.2 – 10.2 GHz, compared to the variation in the frequency range of 
10.2 – 12.4 GHz for the changes of the grating width Wg and gap Gg, as shown in Figure 
6.36.  
 
Figure 6.36: (a) S11 versus frequency, and (b) S21 versus frequency for octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap 
Gg varies, and when L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The maximum transmission coefficient is -16.5, -17.4, -19.8, -19.6, -19.5, and -18.9 dB, 
and the peak gain is 15.4, 16.3, 16.6, 16.6, 16.3, and 16 dBi for the grating width and gap 
values (Wg, Gg) = (6, 10), (7, 9), (8, 8), (9, 7), (10, 6), and (11, 5) mm, respectively. The 
scan range and the single beam formation frequency are listed in Table 6.6 for the changes 
of the grating width and gap, while keeping the grating period constant (Wg + Gg = 16 mm). 
It is clear from the table that the antenna produces a single directed beam in the entire X-
band with a wide scan range when the grating width Wg = 10 and 11 mm, and grating gap 
Gg = 6 and 5 mm, which indicates no scattering radiation from the antenna at any frequency 




the gain of the antenna, the grating width Wg and gap Gg are chosen to be 10 and 6 mm, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 6.37: Gain versus frequency for octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded 
dielectric gratings when grating width Wg and grating gap Gg varies together, and when L 
= 296 mm, W = 340 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16. 
 
The octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings, with the following parameters Wg 
= 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, n = 16, h = 3 mm, has five resonant frequencies at 8.52, 9.44, 10.37, 
10.99, and 12.20 GHz. The electric field intensity distribution and the 3D radiation patterns 
at the five resonant frequencies are shown in Figures 6.38 and 6.39, respectively. The 
location of the maximum electric field intensity distribution along the +y-axis is at Z = 48, 
67, 79, 84, and 93 mm at the resonant frequency of 8.52, 9.44, 10.37, 10.99, and 12.20 
GHz, respectively. Here, Z = 0 mm is the location of the feed point for Port 1. From the 3D 
radiation patterns of the antenna the peak gain at the five resonant frequencies are 12.5, 
14.2, 16.3, 12.9, and 12.5 dBi, and the direction of the radiation is θ = 117o, 107o, 95o, 88o, 
and 76o at the frequency of 8.52, 9.44, 10.37, 10.99, and 12.20 GHz, respectively. 
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Therefore, the antenna scans from the region between the -z and +y-axes to the region 
between the +z and +y-axes when Port 1 is ON, and the opposite is true when Port 2 is ON. 
 
Table 6.6: Scan range and the lowest frequency within the X-band at which a single beam 
is formed with the changes of the grating width Wg and grating gap Gg together for the dual-
port octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings. 
Period (16 mm) Scan range (θ)17 Single beam formation frequency18 
Wg (mm) Gg (mm) 
6 10 76o – 111o 9.2 GHz 
7 9 76o – 117o 8.8 GHz 
8 8 75o – 118o 8.6 GHz 
9 7 75o – 120o 8.4 GHz 
10 6 75o – 122o 8.2 GHz 
11 5 74o – 121o 8.2 GHz 
 
 
                                                 
17 This is the lower frequency limit within the X-band at which the antenna starts to radiate with a single 
directed beam. 




Figure 6.38: Simulated electric-field intensity distribution of the rectangle-shaped planar 
DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, L = 296 mm, W 
= 340 mm, h = 3 mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16 at the resonant frequency of (a) 8.52 GHz, (b) 









Figure 6.39: Radiation patterns of the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with metal 
loaded dielectric gratings with Wg = 10 mm, Gg = 6 mm, L = 296 mm, W = 340 mm, h = 3 
mm, dg = 8 mm, and n = 16 at the resonant frequency of 8.52 GHz, 9.44 GHz, 10.37 GHz, 
10.99 GHz, and 12.20 GHz. 
8.52 GHz 9.44 GHz 





Three dual-port planar dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) with periodic gratings were 
presented in this chapter. The three planar antennas are rectangle-, hexagon-, and octagon-
shaped and the periodic gratings are metal loaded dielectric gratings. These dual-port planar 
antennas were optimised with periodic gratings, so that the antennas have directed radiation 
at each frequency within the entire X-band frequency range. Directed radiation ensures 
there is no scattered radiation from the antenna and allows minimum power transfer from 
one port of the antenna to another. It was found that all three planar DRAs with periodic 
gratings have no scattered radiation within the X-band frequency range when the width of 
the gratings was 10 or 11 mm, and the gap between two consecutive gratings was 6 or 5 
mm, while the period of the gratings was 16 mm (grating width + grating gap). The planar 
DRAs with grating width and gaps of 10 and 6 mm, respectively, have better isolation 
between two ports, and a higher gain than antennas with grating width and gaps of 11 and 
5 mm, respectively. In addition, the isolation between the two ports of the hexagon- and 
octagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings are higher than the isolation achieved 
between the two ports of the rectangle-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings. The next 
chapter (Chapter 7) presents the wireless powering of embedded sensors, concrete 
characterisation, and crack location and width estimations using the dual-port hexagon- and 













Planar Dielectric Resonator Antennas 




In the previous chapter the design and optimisation of planar dielectric resonator antennas 
with periodic gratings were presented. This chapter presents the wireless power 
transmission in free-space and concrete medium using the hexagon- and octagon-shaped 
planar DRAs with periodic gratings as a transmitter, and the long and short DRAs are 
embedded/receiving antenna. These planar antennas have better WPT performance over 
the X-band frequency range than the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings, as presented 
in Chapter 4, because of the planar structure and no scattered radiation within the X-band. 
Moreover, the octagon-shaped planar DRA is least sensitive to the changes in the electrical 
properties of concrete for WPT, indicating stable WPT performance, compared to the WPT 
performance using other DRAs with periodic gratings. Besides, using these planar antennas 
as surface mounted electromagnetic sensors, the concrete characterisation and crack 
location and width estimation are presented. The hexagon-shaped planar DRA has better 
sensitivity than other DRAs with periodic gratings for the crack width estimation at 




7.2. WPT using Hexagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic 
Gratings 
This section presents WPT in free-space and concrete, using the two-antenna setup with 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings as transmitter and short/long DRA as 
embedded/receiving antennas. The sensitivity for the WPT performance are analysed when 
the electrical properties of concrete varies.  
 
7.2.1. WPT in Free-Space and Concrete Medium 
The two-antenna setup in free-space is shown in Figure 7.1. The transmitting antenna is a 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings and a receiving antenna with a long 
DRA. The antennas are 50 mm vertically spaced. A similar setup is used when the receiving 
antenna is short a DRA. It is clear from the electric field intensity distribution (c.f. Figure 
6.25) that the location of a strong electric field intensity along the +y-axis varies with the 
frequency. Therefore, this antenna can be used to power multiple sensors without making 
any change to the two-antenna setup which is investigated by changing the location of the 
embedded/receiving antenna along the +z-axis with respect to the transmitting antenna. In 
Figure 7.1 the placement of the receiving antenna is at Z = 60 mm from the Port 1 (Z = 0 
mm). 
 
The transmission coefficient S31 (dB) for the two-antenna setup in free-space using long 
and short DRAs is shown in Figures 7.2. For this investigation, the location of the receiving 
antenna varied as Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm, where Z = 0 is the location of the feed 
point with Port 1. The maximum transmission coefficient S31 (dB) is -15.3, -13.9, -13.2, -
16.2, and -17.4 dB at the frequency of 9.1, 9.2, 9.9, 11.2, and 11.4 GHz when the location 
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of the receiving long DRA is Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm, respectively, shown in Figure 
7.2 (a). When a short DRA is the receiving antenna, the maximum transmission coefficient 
is -15, -14.2, -14.2, -15.2, and -15.6 dB at the frequency of 8.9, 9.1, 9.9, 11.2, and 11.3 GHz 
when the location of the receiving antenna is Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm, respectively, 
shown in Figure 7.2 (b). Therefore, the two-antenna setup with a short DRA as a receiving 
antenna has better WPT performance in free-space than the WPT performance using a long 
DRA as receiving antenna, while the transmitting antenna is common for both setups, 
which is hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings.  
 
Figure 7.1: Three-dimensional (3-D) view of the two-antenna setup in free-space using 
dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitting and long 













Figure 7.2: S31 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup in free-space using 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a transmitting, and (a) long and (b) short DRA 
as a receiving antenna. 
 
The two-antenna setup for WPT in a concrete medium is shown in Figure 7.3, where the 
transmitting antenna is a hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings in the free-
space, and the receiving antenna is a long or short DRA embedded into the concrete block. 





(DT). The transmission coefficient for the two-antenna setup with concrete, where the 
embedded antenna is a long and short DRAs, and the transmitting antenna is a hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings is shown in Figures 7.4.  
 
Figure 7.3: Two-antenna setup for wireless powering of sensors embedded in concrete 
using dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitter and a 
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Figure 7.4: S31 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete using 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a transmitting, and (a) long and (b) short 
DRAs as an embedded/receiving antenna. 
 
The maximum transmission coefficient is -20.1, -19.5, -18.7, -19.2, and -21.3 dB at the 
frequency of 8.83, 9.83, 9.85, 9.88, and 9.94 GHz when the location of the receiving long 
DRA is Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm, respectively, and the long DRA is an embedded 





the maximum transmission coefficient is -18.1, -18, -17.7, -18.1, and -19 dB at the 
frequency of 8.87, 8.89, 9.86, 9.9, and 11.61 GHz when the location of the receiving 
antenna is Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm, respectively, shown in Figure 7.4 (b). The 
maximum transmission coefficient within the frequency range of 10.7 – 12.4 GHz is -21.8 
and -21.6 dB at the frequency of 11.27 and 11.6 GHz, respectively, with a long DRA, and 
-19.7 and -19 dB at the frequency of 11.3 and 11.61 GHz, respectively, with a short DRA. 
Therefore, the two-antenna setup with a short DRA as an embedded antenna has better 
WPT performance in comparison to the WPT performance using a long DRA as an 
embedded/receiving antenna. In addition, the WPT performance with concrete significantly 
improves in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz using a hexagon-shaped planar DRA 
with periodic gratings as transmitter, compared to the WPT performance observed using 
rectangular DRA with periodic gratings (c.f. Figure 4.26). This WPT performance 
improvement in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz is achieved, because the transmitting 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings does not have scattered radiation in 
that frequency range, whereas the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings has scattered 
radiation in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz (c.f. Figure 4.27). 
 
The electric field intensity distribution for the two-antenna setup will be analysed at two 
different frequencies while the embedded antenna positioning is fixed, to understand how 
the operating frequency of the transmitting antenna affects the WPT performance of the 
setup due to the beam scanning capability of the transmitting antenna. The electric field 
intensity distribution for the two-antenna setup with a long DRA as an embedded antenna 
at the frequency of maximum transmission coefficient 9.85 GHz (embedded antenna 
located at Z = 70 mm) and 11.6 GHz (embedded antenna located at Z = 90 mm) is shown 




Figure 7.5: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 9.85 GHz, and (b) 11.6 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete using hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a 
transmitter and long DRA as an embedded antenna placed at Z = 70 mm. 
 
Figure 7.6 shows the electric field intensity distribution for a two-antenna setup with a short 
DRA as an embedded antenna, at the frequency of maximum transmission coefficient 9.86 
GHz (embedded antenna located at Z = 70 mm) and 11.61 GHz (embedded antenna located 
at Z = 90 mm), where the positioning of the embedded antenna is fixed at Z = 70 mm.  It 
is clear from both figures that the maximum electric field coupling takes place between the 
transmitting and receiving antenna at a low frequency (9.85 and 9.86 GHz for long and 





and 11.61 GHz for long and short DRA, respectively), which means better WPT at low 
frequencies than higher frequencies for the receiving antenna location Z = 70 mm. Better 
WPT performance at 9.85 and 9.86 GHz is observed because the direction of the main lobe 
of the transmitting antenna is aligned with the embedded antenna located at Z = 70 mm, 
while the direction of the main lobe at 11.6 and 11.61 GHz is not aligned with the embedded 
antenna located at Z = 70 mm, resulting in a poor electric field coupling between the 
transmitting and embedded antenna. 
 
Figure 7.6: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 9.86 GHz, and (b) 11.61 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete using hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a 






7.2.2. Sensitivity Analysis 
This section analyses the sensitivity of the WPT performance with a two-antenna setup 
when the electrical properties are the loss tangent tan δ and the dielectric constant εr of 
concrete varies. This investigation does not consider the reflection coefficient of 
transmitting and receiving antennas, because the transmission coefficient is enough to 
analyse the sensitivities of a WPT system. The variation of transmission coefficient for the 
two-antenna setup with the variation of the electrical properties of concrete is shown in 
Figure 7.7. The peak transmission coefficient value decreases with the increase of the loss 
tangent of concrete but no specified patterns have been observed when the dielectric 
constant of concrete varies. The transmission coefficient is maximum (-17.8 dB) when the 
loss tangent of concrete is tan δ = 0.0125, and the dielectric constant of concrete is εr = 4. 
 
Figure 7.7: S31 (dB) for the two-antenna setup with concrete using hexagon-shaped planar 
DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitter and long DRA as an embedded antenna, and 
when the (a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
The sensitivity for the two-antenna setup with concrete is shown in Figure 7.8 when the 
loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. The maximum sensitivity is 




tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, respectively. Figure 7.9 presents the 
magnitude of transmission coefficient at the maximum sensitive frequency point, as a 
function of loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete. The transmission 
coefficient decreases linearly with the increase of the loss tangent, and the transmission 
coefficient almost linearly increases with the increase of the dielectric constant of concrete. 
 
Figure 7.8: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete using long 
DRA as a receiver, and hexagon-shaped planar DRA with gratings as a transmitter when 
(a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 7.9: (a) S31 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.6 GHz, (b) S31 (dB) versus εr at 8.3 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with hexagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings as 






The peak transmission coefficient value decreases for a short DRA with the increase of the 
loss tangent of concrete, but no specified patterns have been observed when the dielectric 
constant of concrete varies which is similar to the observation for short DRAs, see Figure 
7.10. The transmission coefficient is at its maximum at 9.86, 9.87, 9.88, and 9.88 GHz with 
transmission coefficient values of -17.7, -18.4, -19, and -19.7 dB when the loss tangent of 
concrete tan δ = 0.0125, 0.0258, 0.0392, and 0.0525, respectively; but with the change of 
the dielectric constant of concrete the peak transmission coefficient is not changed 
significantly, see Figure 7.10 (b). The results show that there is minimal impact from the 
variations of the electrical properties of concrete on the WPT system which reflects the 
reliability of the WPT system with the hexagon-shaped planar DRA. 
 
Figure 7.10: S31 (dB) for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using a hexagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings as a transmitter and a short DRA as an embedded 
antenna, when the (a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
The sensitivity for the two-antenna setup in concrete using a short DRA is shown in Figure 
7.11. Figure 7.12 presents the transmission coefficient as a function of loss tangent and 
dielectric constant of concrete at the frequency of peak sensitivity, for the changes of the 




10.8 GHz with values 80.3 dB/tan δ and 3.9 dB/εr when the loss tangent and dielectric 
constant of concrete varies, respectively. The transmission coefficient at the peak average 
sensitive point decreases linearly with the increase of the loss tangent of concrete, while 
almost linearly increasing with the increase of the dielectric constant of concrete, which is 
similar to the observation seen for long DRAs. 
 
Figure 7.11: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using a 
short DRA as a receiver, and a hexagon-shaped planar DRA with gratings as a transmitter, 
when (a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 7.12: (a) S31 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.8 GHz, (b) S31 (dB) versus εr at 10.8 GHz for 
the two-antenna setup with hexagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings as 





7.3. WPT using Octagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic 
Gratings 
This section presents the WPT performance of the two-antenna setup in free-space and 
concrete medium when the octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings is 
transmitter and long and short DRAs are embedded/receiving antenna. The sensitivity for 
the WPT performance in concrete are analysed when the electrical properties of concrete 
varies. Note that, the two-antenna setup for the octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic 
gratings is the same as previously shown for hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic 
gratings (c.f. Figures 7.1 and 7.3). 
 
7.3.1. WPT is Free-Space and Concrete Medium 
The transmission coefficient S31 (dB) of the two-antenna setup in free-space using long and 
short DRAs as receiving antenna is shown in Figures 7.13. In addition, the S31 (dB) for the 
two-antenna setup in concrete using long and short DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna 
is shown in Figures 7.14. The transmission coefficients are presented when the positioning 
of the embedded/receiving antenna is at Z = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mm with respect to the 
transmitting antenna, where Z = 0 is the location of the feed point with Port 1.  
 
The maximum transmission coefficient S31 (dB) in free-space is -13.9 dB at the frequency 
of 9.07 GHz, when the location of the receiving long DRA is at Z = 60 mm, see Figure 7.13 
(a). The maximum transmission coefficient within the frequency range of 10.7 – 12.4 GHz 
is -17.6 dB at the frequency of 11.19 GHz, when the long DRA is a receiving antenna. 
When the short DRA is a receiving antenna, the maximum transmission coefficient is -13.9 
dB at the frequency of 9.04 GHz, when the location of the receiving antenna is Z = 60 mm, 
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shown in Figure 7.13 (b). From Section 7.2, the maximum transmission coefficient is -13.2 
and -14.2 dB while the receiving antenna is a long and short DRAs, respectively, and the 
transmitting antenna is a hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings. Therefore, 
using the octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings the peak WPT performance 
in free-space is almost similar to the WPT performance with hexagon-shaped planar DRA 
with periodic gratings, but the WPT performance has improved with octagon-shaped planar 
DRA when the receiving antenna placed at Z = 80 and 90 mm. 
 
The transmission coefficients of the two-antenna setup in concrete using a long DRA and 
short DRA as an embedded/receiving antenna are shown in Figures 7.14. The peak 
transmission coefficient values are -20.5, -19.7, -19.1, -19.6, and -21.2 dB at the frequency 
of 8.85, 9.77, 9.75, 9.75, and 11.55 GHz, respectively. For the short DRA as an embedded 
antenna, the peak transmission coefficient values are -18.4, -17.8, -17.9, -18.3, and -18.9 
dB at the frequency of 9.07, 9.09, 9.68, 9.7, and 11.56 GHz, respectively. In addition, for 
the long and short DRA, respectively, the maximum transmission coefficient in the 
frequency range of 10.7-12.4 GHz is observed at the frequency of 11.25 GHz is -19.5 dB, 
when the positioning of the receiving antenna at Z = 80 mm. The maximum WPT 
performance for the octagon-shaped planar DRA at different embedded antenna placements 
is nearly equal to the WPT performance with hexagon-shaped planar DRA. However, the 
WPT performance in the frequency range of 10.7 – 12.4 GHz is improved by 2 dB using 
the octagon-shaped planar DRA than the WPT performance with hexagon-shaped planar 
DRA, indicating overall WPT performance over the X-band frequency range is improved 




Figure 7.13: S31 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup in free-space using 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as transmitting, and (a) long and (b) short DRAs 










Figure 7.14: S31 (dB) versus frequency for the two-antenna setup in concrete using octagon-
shaped planar DRA with grating as transmitting, and (a) long and (b) short DRAs as a 
receiving antenna. 
 
Figure 7.15 shows the electric field intensity distribution for a two-antenna setup with a 
long DRA as an embedded antenna, and the positioning of an embedded antenna at Z = 70 
mm with the frequency of 9.75 and 11.55 GHz (frequency of maximum transmission 





the electric field intensity distribution for the two-antenna setup, with short DRA as an 
embedded antenna, at the frequency of 9.68 and 11.56 GHz (frequency of maximum 
transmission coefficient when the embedded antenna placed at Z = 70 and 90 mm) and the 
embedded antenna located at Z = 70 mm.  
 
Figure 7.15: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 9.75 GHz, and (b) 11.55 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete, using octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a 
transmitter and long DRA as a receiver, while the receiving antenna is positioned at Z = 70 
mm. 
 
The Figures 7.15 and 7.16 present the maximum electric field coupling that took place 
between the transmitting and receiving antenna at a low frequency (9.75 and 9.68 GHz for 





frequency (11.55 and 11.56 GHz for long and short DRA, respectively). A significant 
variation in the electric field coupling is observed with the change of the frequency for a 
fixed embedded antenna placement, due to the beam scanning capability of the transmitting 
antenna. Therefore, there is better WPT performance at low frequencies than WPT 
performance at high frequencies for the embedded antenna placed at Z = 70 mm, which is 
due to the embedded antenna alignment with the main lobe direction of the transmitting 
antenna. 
 
Figure 7.16: Electric field intensity distribution at (a) 9.68 GHz, and (b) 11.56 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with concrete, using octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a 







7.3.2. Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity for the WPT performance will be analysed in this section using the 
transmission coefficient of the two-antenna setup with concrete, when the loss tangent tan 
δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. The variation of transmission coefficients for 
the two-antenna setup with concrete and a long DRA as an embedded antenna are shown 
in Figure 7.17, and the transmission coefficient is maximum (-19.1 dB) at the frequency of 
9.75 GHz, when the loss tangent of concrete tan δ = 0.0125, and the dielectric constant εr 
= 4. 
 
Figure 7.17: Transmission coefficients for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a transmitter and long DRA as an embedded 
antenna, and when the (a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
The sensitivity for the two-antenna setup with concrete is shown in Figure 7.18, when the 
loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. The maximum sensitivity is 
82.9 dB/tan δ and 8 dB/εr at the frequency of 12.3 and 8.3 GHz for the variation of loss 
tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete, respectively. The WPT performance 
with octagon-shaped planar DRA is more sensitive to the change of the electrical properties 




DRA. The magnitude of transmission coefficient at the maximum sensitive frequency point 
as a function of loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete are shown in Figure 
7.19. The transmission coefficient variation is almost 4 dB for the change of the electrical 
properties of concrete, whereas 3 dB variation for the transmission coefficient is observed 
when the transmitting antenna is a hexagon-shaped planar DRA. 
 
Figure 7.18: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using 
long DRA as a receiver and octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a transmitter, when 
(a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 7.19: (a) S31 (dB) versus tan δ at 12.3 GHz, (b) S31 (dB) versus εr at 8.3 GHz for the 
two-antenna setup with hexagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings as 





The variation of transmission coefficients for the two-antenna setup with concrete are 
shown in Figure 7.20 where the embedded antenna is a short DRA. The peak transmission 
coefficient is -17.9 dB at the frequency of 9.68 GHz when the loss tangent of concrete tan 
δ = 0.0125 and the dielectric constant of concrete εr = 4. The sensitivity for the two-antenna 
setup with concrete is shown in Figure 7.21 where the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric 
constant εr of concrete varies. The maximum sensitivity is 79.9 dB/tan δ and 4.1 dB/εr at 
the frequency of 11.6 and 10.76 GHz for the variation of loss tangent tan δ and dielectric 
constant εr of concrete, respectively. The magnitude of transmission coefficient at the 
maximum sensitive frequency point as a function of loss tangent tan δ and dielectric 
constant εr of concrete are shown in Figure 7.22. The sensitivity of the WPT performance 
with octagon-shaped planar DRA as transmitter and a short DRA as an embedded antenna 
is reduced more than the sensitivity observed for the hexagon-shaped planar DRA as a 
transmitting antenna. Overall, 3 dB variation for the transmission coefficient is observed 
when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies with an octagon-
shaped planar DRA as transmitting antenna and a short DRA as an embedded antenna. 
 
Figure 7.20: S31 (dB) for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using octagon-shaped planar 
DRA with gratings as a transmitter and short DRA as an embedded antenna, and when the 






Figure 7.21: Sensitivity versus frequency for the two-antenna setup with concrete, using 
short DRA as a receiver and octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating as a transmitter, 
when (a) loss tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
Figure 7.22: (a) S31 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.6 GHz, (b) S31 (dB) versus εr at 10.8 GHz for 
the two-antenna setup with hexagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings as 







7.4. Concrete Characterisation using Dual-Port Planar DRAs 
with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the characterisation of concrete using dual-port surface mounted 
electromagnetic sensors, that are dual-port hexagon and octagon-shaped planar DRAs. To 
characterise the concrete, the same method is used as presented in Chapter 5, that is the 
dual-port antenna and concrete setup (antenna-concrete setup) where the antenna is located 
outside the concrete block, as shown in Figure 7.23.  
 
Figure 7.23: Three-dimensional (3-D) view of the antenna-concrete setup for concrete 
characterisation using dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with metal loaded dielectric 
gratings. Here, HC = 50 mm, WC = 100 mm, LC = 264 mm, DT = 10 mm. 
 
This study considers a concrete block of length LC = 264 mm (for hexagon-shaped planar 
DRA), and 296 mm (for octagon-shaped planar DRA) which is equal to the separation 
between two ports of the dual-port antennas: height HC = 50 mm and width WC = 100 mm. 
The separation between the antenna and the concrete block along the y-axis, which is a 
vertical separation, is DT. The antenna-concrete setup shown in Figure 7.23 uses a dual-











better illustration of the antenna-concrete setup, a vertical separation between antenna and 
concrete is DT = 10 mm, shown in the figure, but during simulation or characterisation of 
concrete in CST Microwave Studio this gap is set to zero, that is DT = 0 mm. 
 
7.4.1. Using Hexagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
Figure 7.24 presents the transmission coefficient versus frequency with the changes of the 
loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of the concrete for the antenna-concrete setup 
(with DT = 0 mm) using hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating. It is evident from the 
figure that the magnitudes of transmission coefficients are highly sensitive to the changes 
of the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of the concrete. In addition, the frequency 
of the minimum transmission coefficient varied with the changes of the loss tangent tan δ 
and dielectric constant εr of the concrete, which is illustrated is Figure 7.25, and the 
frequency of minimum transmission coefficient increases with the increase of the loss 
tangent of concrete, but no linear relationship between the dielectric constant of concrete 
and the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient is observed (see Figure 7.25 (b)). 
The sensitivity of the antenna-concrete setup when the loss tangent tan δ and dielectric 
constant εr of concrete varies, as shown in Figure 7.26. The variation of transmission 
coefficient at the maximum sensitive frequency point is shown in Figure 7.27. The 
maximum sensitivity is 586 dB/tan δ and 41.3 dB/εr at the frequency of 11.6356 GHz for 
the change of loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete, respectively. The maximum 
sensitivity for the rectangular DRA with metal loaded dielectric gratings was 636.5 dB/tan 
δ and 66.5 dB/εr when the electrical properties of concrete vary (c.f. Figure 5.19). 
Therefore, the hexagon-shaped planar DRA is less sensitive to the change of the electrical 





Figure 7.24: Simulated magnitudes of transmission coefficients versus frequency for the 
dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating and concrete setup when (a) loss 
tangent tan δ of the concrete changes from 0.0125 to 0.0525 and (b) dielectric constant εr 
of the concrete changes from 4 to 4.5, and vertical separation DT = 0 mm. 
 
 
Figure 7.25: Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, for the dual-port hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with grating and concrete setup with vertical separation DT = 0 mm, 







Figure 7.26: Sensitivity versus frequency, for the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA 
with grating and concrete setup with vertical separation DT = 0 mm, when the (a) loss 
tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 7.27: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.7 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 11.7 GHz, for 
the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating and concrete setup with vertical 
separation DT = 0 mm, at the frequency of maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and 







7.4.2. Using Octagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
The transmission coefficient for the antenna-concrete setup (with DT = 0 mm) using 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating is shown in Figure 7.28, where the loss tangent 
tan δ and dielectric constant εr of the concrete varies. The frequency of the minimum 
transmission coefficient with the change of the electrical properties of concrete is shown in 
Figure 7.29, and there is no linear relationship between the transmission coefficient and 
electrical properties of concrete. The sensitivity of the antenna-concrete setup, when the 
loss tangent tan δ and dielectric constant εr of concrete varies, is shown in Figure 7.30, and 
the variation of transmission coefficient at the maximum average sensitive frequency point 
is shown in Figure 7.31. The maximum sensitivity is 270 dB/tan δ and 31.7 dB/εr at the 
frequency of 8.6998 and 8.704 GHz for the change of loss tangent and dielectric constant 
of concrete, respectively. The transmission coefficient varies between -40.6 and -30.5 dB 
when loss tangent of concrete varied, and the transmission coefficient varies between -40.6 
and -23.1 dB when the dielectric constant of concrete varied. Therefore, the octagon-shaped 
planar DRA is the least sensitive to the change of the electrical properties of concrete, in 
contrast to the hexagon-shaped planar and rectangular DRAs with periodic gratings. On the 
other hand, rectangular DRA is highly sensitive to the change of the electrical properties of 






Figure 7.28: S21 (dB) versus frequency for the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with 
grating and concrete setup when (a) loss tangent tan δ of the concrete changes from 0.0125 
to 0.0525 and (b) dielectric constant εr of the concrete changes from 4 to 4.5, and vertical 
separation DT = 0 mm. 
 
 
Figure 7.29: Frequency of minimum transmission coefficient, for the dual-port octagon-
shaped planar DRA with grating and concrete setup with vertical separation DT = 0 mm, 







Figure 7.30: Sensitivity versus frequency, for the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA 
with grating and concrete setup with vertical separation DT = 0 mm, when the (a) loss 
tangent tan δ, and (b) dielectric constant εr of concrete varies. 
 
 
Figure 7.31: (a) S21 (dB) versus tan δ at 11.7 GHz, (b) S21 (dB) versus εr at 11.7 GHz, for 
the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating and concrete setup with vertical 
separation DT = 0 mm, at the frequency of maximum sensitivity when loss tangent and 
dielectric constant of concrete varies. 
 
7.4.3. Comparison with Other Characterisation Antennas 
The open-ended coaxial dielectric probe technique [101, 102], rectangular waveguide 





area) resulting in lower electric field interaction between the concrete and the sensing 
antenna. However, the antennas, hexagon- and octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic 
gratings, presented in this chapter have greater surface area allowing better interaction of 
the antenna’s electric field with the concrete specimen to be tested. Because of the higher 
electric field interaction these dual port surface mounted planar electromagnetic sensors 
can be used without minimizing the air gap error, that is suggested in [107] that the 
specimen surface roughness should be less than 0.5 m. Similar to the antenna presented 
in Chapter 5, instead of using two antennas only one antenna is being used in this 
characterisation system. In addition, there are no alignment issues when the developed dual 
port sensors used to characterise the concrete but is a mandatory requirement for the sensors 
developed in the literature like rectangular waveguide or open-ended dielectric probe 
technique.  
 
7.5. Crack Detection Using Dual-Port Planar Dielectric 
Resonator Antennas with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the crack detection performance using dual-port surface mounted 
electromagnetic sensors (hexagon and octagon-shaped planar DRAs) and the transmission 
coefficients of the antennas. The minimum transmission coefficient values between two 
ports for the rectangle, hexagon, and octagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic grating 
are -40, -45 and -45 dB, respectively, which indicates better isolation is achieved for the 
hexagon and octagon-shaped planar DRAs than maximum isolation achieved for 
rectangular-shaped planar DRA. This section presents the crack detection using hexagon-
shaped and octagon-shaped planar DRAs. It was showed in Chapter 6 that the strong 
electric field intensity distribution along the +y-axis with frequency varied (c.f. Figures 
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6.25 and 6.38), and this knowledge will be used for crack detection in a concrete at different 
locations without changing the antenna-concrete setup. Such an antenna-concrete setup is 
shown in Figure 7.32. 
 
7.5.1. Using Hexagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents the crack width and location estimation using dual-port hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings. For this study four different crack locations P1, 
P2, P3, and P4 are considered at Z = 182 mm, Z = 140 mm, Z = 100 mm, and Z = 60 mm, 
where the distance Z is calculated from the Port 1, as shown in Figure 7.32.  Here, Z = 182 
is the centre of the dual-port antenna. Also, an investigation of the detection of crack width 





Figure 7.32: Configuration of the antenna-concrete setup for crack detection using 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating at the location of (a) Z = 182 mm (P1), (b) Z = 
140 mm (P2), (c) Z = 100 mm (P3), and (d) Z = 60 mm (P4). 
 
The transmission coefficients for the antenna-concrete setup is shown in Figure 7.33 where 
the crack width varies from 0.5 to 2 mm at the location Z = 182, 140, 100, and 60 mm 
indicated as P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. It is clear from the figure that the frequency 
at which the transmission coefficient is minimum varies when the crack width g at each 
location, which is shown in Figure 7.34, and it is clear from the figure that the minimum 





























frequency of minimum transmission coefficient for the crack width 0.5 to 2 mm shows 
similar trends when the location of the crack changes, except for crack P2 where the 
frequency shift is significantly different when the crack width g changes from 1.5 to 2 mm. 
This is because with the increase of the crack width g, the isolation between two ports of 
the antenna decreases within the frequency range of 11.6 – 11.8 GHz, and the isolation 
increases within the frequency range of 11.8 – 12 GHz.  
 
Figure 7.33: S21 (dB) versus frequency for the antenna-concrete setup using hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with grating when the crack width g changes from 0.5 mm to 2 mm 
with a step of 0.5 mm at the location (a) P1 (Z = 182 mm), (b) P2 (Z = 140 mm), (c) P3 (Z 




P1 (Z = 182 mm) P2 (Z = 140 mm) 




Figure 7.34: The variation of (a) minimum transmission coefficient, and (b) frequency of 
minimum transmission coefficient when the crack width g changes from 0.5 mm to 2 mm 
with a step of 0.5 mm at the location P1, P2, P3 and P4 for the antenna-concrete setup using 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating. 
 
The sensitivity of the antenna-concrete setup using the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with 
grating is shown in Figure 7.35, and the transmission coefficient versus crack width g at 
the frequency of maximum sensitivity is shown in Figure 7.36, where the crack width g 
varies at the location P1, P2, P3, and P4. From Figure 7.35, it is clear that the antenna-
concrete setup shows the identifiable peak sensitive point. The maximum sensitivity is 
14.04, 11.87, 7.38, and 8.4 dB/mm at the frequency of 11.6482, 11.6524, 11.6902, and 
11.6524 GHz for the crack at the location Z = 182, 140, 100, and 60 mm, respectively. 
From the study presented in Chapter 5, the maximum sensitivity is 13.65, 16.29, 3.38, and 
2.91 dB/mm for the crack location P1, P2, P3 and P4, using the rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings (c.f. Figure 5.26). Hence, the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic 
gratings is more sensitive to the crack located close to the feed (crack P3 and P4) than the 






Figure 7.35: Sensitivity versus frequency for the antenna-concrete setup using dual-port 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating at the location (a) P1 (Z = 256 mm), (b) P2 (Z = 
200 mm), (c) P3 (Z = 145 mm), and (d) P4 (Z = 60 mm) with crack width g = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 
and 2 mm. 
 
To approximate the crack width, the magnitudes of transmission coefficients are studied at 
the frequency of maximum sensitivity (results presented in Figure 7.36). The transmission 
coefficient of the antenna increases with the increase of the crack width g for the crack P1, 
P2, and P4, but for the crack P3 the transmission coefficient decreases with the increase of 
crack width g from 0.5 to 1.5 mm, and the transmission coefficient increases with the 
increase of the crack width g from 1.5 to 2 mm. Considering the results presented in Figures 
7.33 to 7.36, it is possible to identify the crack location and width estimation using the 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
P1 (Z = 182 mm) 
P2 (Z = 140 mm) 
P3 (Z = 100 mm) P4 (Z = 60 mm) 
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proposed antenna-concrete setup, where the surface mounted electromagnetic sensor is the 
dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings. Overall, the hexagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings is more sensitive to the crack width variation at location 
P1, P2, P3, and P4 than the rectangular DRA with periodic gratings, because the hexagon-
shaped planar DRA has no scattered radiation within the X-band frequency range, while 
the rectangular DRA has scattered radiation in the frequency range of 8.2 – 8.8 GHz. 
 
Figure 7.36: S21 (dB) at the frequency of maximum sensitivity for the antenna-concrete 
setup using hexagon-shaped planar DRA with grating at the location: (a) P1 (at 11.6482 




P1 (Z = 182 mm) 
P2 (Z = 140 mm) 
P3 (Z = 100 mm) 
P4 (Z = 60 mm) 
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7.5.2. Using Octagon-Shaped Planar DRA with Periodic Gratings 
This section presents a crack location and width estimation, using the octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings. The antenna-concrete setup using the octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings is similar to the antenna-concrete setup shown in the 
previous section. The crack location for the antenna-concrete setup using octagon-shaped 
planar DRA is Z = 198, 152, 106, and 60 mm marked as crack P1, P2, P3, and P4, 
respectively, where the distance Z is calculated from the Port 1. Here, Z = 198 is the centre 
of the dual-port antenna. The results are studied when the crack width g in each location 
changes from 0.5 to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm. The magnitude of transmission 
coefficients for the antenna-concrete setup when the crack width g varies at the location 
P1, P2, P3 and P4 are shown in Figure 7.37, and the minimum transmission coefficient and 
frequency of minimum transmission coefficient as a function of crack width are shown in 
Figure 7.38. The minimum transmission coefficient shows a similar pattern when the crack 
width changes at each location, and the frequency of minimum transmission coefficient for 
the crack width 0.5 to 2 mm shows similar trends at each crack location.  
 
The following study presents the sensitivity of the antenna to the changes of the crack 
width, for further clarification of crack width and location estimation. The sensitivity of the 
antenna as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 7.39, and the transmission coefficient 
of the antenna at maximum sensitive frequency point as a function of crack width g is 
shown in Figure 7.40. The maximum sensitivity is 3.43, 3.18, 3.67, and 3.15 dB/mm at the 
frequency of 8.7082, 8.7082, 11.8204, and 11.704 GHz for the crack width variation at the 
location Z = 198, 152, 106, and 60 mm, respectively. Comparing the sensitivity of the 
antennas shown in Figures 5.26 (rectangular DRA with periodic gratings), 7.35 (hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings), and 7.39 (octagon-shaped planar DRA with 
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periodic gratings), the hexagon-shaped planar DRA is most sensitive, and the octagon-
shaped planar DRA is least sensitive as a surface mounted electromagnetic sensor to the 
variation of the crack width at four different crack locations.  
 
Figure 7.37: Simulated magnitudes of transmission coefficients versus frequency for the 
antenna-concrete setup using octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating when the crack 
width g changes from 0.5 mm to 2 mm with a step of 0.5 mm at the location (a) P1 (Z = 




P1 (Z = 198 mm) P2 (Z = 152 mm) 




Figure 7.38: The variation of (a) minimum transmission coefficient, and (b) frequency of 
minimum transmission coefficient when the crack width g changes from 0.5 mm to 2 mm 
with a step of 0.5 mm at the location P1, P2, P3 and P4 for the antenna-concrete setup using 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating. 
 
For further clarification of the crack width using the octagon-shaped planar DRA with 
periodic gratings, the magnitudes of transmission coefficients are studied at the frequency 
of maximum sensitivity. The values of the transmission coefficient are -37.94, -35.9, -
34.16, and -32.8 dB for the crack P1, -36.9, -34.92, -33.39, -32.12 dB for the crack P2, -
36.75, -34.8, -32.8, and -31.24 dB for the crack P3, and -42.16, -41.48, -39.24, and -37.43 
dB for the crack P4 when the crack width g = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 mm, respectively. Therefore, 
the transmission coefficient of the antenna increases with the increase of the crack width at 
each crack location, see Figure 7.40. Using the results presented in Figures 7.37 to 7.40, it 
is possible to estimate the crack width and location using this octagon-shaped planar DRA 
with periodic gratings. However, better estimation of crack location and width is possible 
using the hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings, because the hexagon-shaped 




location compared to the sensitivity observed for other dual-port DRAs with periodic 
gratings. 
 
Figure 7.39: Sensitivity versus frequency for the antenna-concrete setup using dual-port 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating at the location (a) P1 (Z = 256 mm), (b) P2 (Z = 
200 mm), (c) P3 (Z = 145 mm), and (d) P4 (Z = 60 mm) with crack width g = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 





P1 (Z = 198 mm) P2 (Z = 152 mm) 




Figure 7.40: Magnitude of transmission coefficients for the antenna-concrete setup using 
octagon-shaped planar DRA with grating at the location: (a) P1 at the frequency of 8.7082 
GHz, (b) P2 at the frequency of 8.7082 GHz, (c) P3 at the frequency of 11.8204 GHz, and 
(d) P4 at the frequency of 8.704 GHz. 
 
7.6. Summary 
The wireless power transmission (WPT) in free-space and concrete medium using hexagon 
and octagon-shaped planar dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) were presented in this 
chapter. The octagon-shaped planar DRA has better WPT performance over the X-band 
frequency range, compared to the WPT performance with hexagon-shaped planar DRA. In 
addition, both planar DRAs have better WPT performance in the X-band frequency range 
than WPT performance with a rectangular DRA and periodic gratings which suffers from 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
P1 (Z = 198 mm) P2 (Z = 152 mm) 
P3 (Z = 106 mm) P4 (Z = 60 mm) 
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scattered radiation in the frequency range 8.2-8.8 GHz. Furthermore, the WPT performance 
for both planar DRAs was studied when the electrical properties of concrete changes, and 
it was found that the octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings was least sensitive 
to the changes of the electrical properties of concrete, in contrast to the other two DRAs 
with periodic gratings. 
  
The dual-port hexagon and octagon-shaped planar DRAs with periodic gratings were 
studied to characterise the electrical properties of concrete, and to estimate the crack 
location and width using the antennas as a surface mounted electromagnetic sensor. The 
hexagon-shaped planar DRA is more sensitive to the changes of the electrical properties of 
concrete than the sensitivity observed in the octagon-shaped planar DRA, but both planar 
DRAs are less sensitive compared to the sensitivity observed in the rectangular DRA with 
periodic gratings (results presented in Chapter 5). On the other hand, the hexagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings is highly sensitive to the change of the crack location 
and width, compared to the sensitivity observed when using octagon-shaped and 
rectangular DRA with periodic gratings. 
 
In summary, in comparison with the performance between the DRAs with periodic 
gratings, the octagon-shaped planar DRA showed better WPT performance, while the 
rectangular DRA is highly sensitive to the changes of the electrical properties of concrete, 
and the hexagon-shaped planar DRA is highly sensitive to the crack width variation at 











Wireless sensors embedded into civil structures, such as concrete, are capable of 
monitoring the health of infrastructures from a remote location. Wireless power 
transmission (WPT) is a key attribute in achieving the long operational life of embedded 
wireless sensors. 
 
In this thesis, rectangular dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) with a relatively long length 
(long DRA with length 110 mm) and a relatively short length (short DRA with length 33 
mm) were developed for the X-band frequency range, see Chapter 3. The feed for these 
antennas, both short and long DRAs, were provided by an open-ended waveguide (OEW). 
These antennas have highly directional radiation along the antenna axis, which is the 
endfire direction, but moderate radiation along the boresight direction, which is 
perpendicular to the antenna axis. Secondly, rectangular DRA with periodic gratings was 
developed to shift the endfire radiation towards the boresight direction, so that no leakage 
radiation exists, see Chapter 4. However, negligible radiation along the antenna axis was 
present, which was removed by developing a dual-port rectangular DRA with a periodic 
gratings. These rectangular DRAs, with periodic gratings, can radiate along the boresight 
direction, and are able to point the main beam at different directions in the region between 
the boresight and endfire direction. The direction of the main beam is dependent on the 
operating frequency of the antenna. The rectangular DRA with periodic gratings were 
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designed to be operated as a transmitting antenna, while the long or short DRAs are the 
receiving embedded antennas. Because of the narrow width of these rectangular DRAs with 
periodic grating, these antennas suffer from low electric field coupling between the 
transmitting and receiving antennas. The short and long DRAs, and rectangular DRA with 
periodic grating, were fabricated and their reflection coefficient was measured in free-
space. The measured results were compared with the simulation results and a good 
agreement was observed. In order to increase the electric field coupling between the 
transmitting and receiving antennas, planar DRAs with periodic gratings were developed, 
as presented in Chapter 6. Three planar DRAs (rectangle, hexagon, and octagon-shaped), 
were developed and investigated for infrastructure health monitoring. Similar to the 
rectangular DRAs with periodic gratings, these planar DRAs with periodic gratings were 
developed as transmitting/wireless powering antenna. Because of the planar structure these 
antennas have better electric field coupling with the embedded antennas since these 
antennas have a wider radiating surface area. 
 
A two-antenna setup was developed for WPT and concrete characterisation. The 
performances of the WPT were investigated in free-space and a concrete medium using the 
two-antenna setup. For the two-antenna setup in the concrete medium, the transmitting 
antenna was placed in free-space while the receiving antenna was embedded into the 
concrete-block. In the case of short and long DRAs, the transmitting and receiving antennas 
were the same in the two-antenna setup. However, the rectangular and planar DRAs with 
periodic gratings were designed to operate as a transmitting/wireless powering antenna, 
while the WPT performance was tested using the two-antenna setup with both the short and 
long DRAs as embedded antennas. For all antennas, the WPT performance in free-space 
was better than the WPT performance with concrete, because of the associated loss in the 
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concrete-block. The short DRA has a better WPT performance than the long DRA over the 
whole X-band frequency range. The WPT performance in the frequency range of 9.2-12.4 
GHz was improved when the transmitting antenna was replaced with the rectangular DRA 
with periodic gratings. Further improvement of the WPT performance in the whole X-band 
frequency range was achieved when the transmitting antenna is planar DRAs, because the 
radiating surface of the planar DRAs allowed more electric field coupling between the 
transmitting and receiving antenna. The sensitivities of the two-antenna setup with concrete 
for WPT were briefly analysed when the loss tangent and dielectric constant of concrete 
varies, in order to understand how the change of the electrical properties of concrete affects 
the WPT. 
 
This thesis demonstrated the use of two-antenna setup with concrete for concrete 
characterisation, i.e. estimation of electrical properties of concrete the loss tangent and 
dielectric constant, using short and long DRAs. However, this two-antenna setup accounts 
for the embedded antenna, while estimating the electrical properties of concrete. In order 
to simplify the estimation of these electrical properties of concrete, a new method of 
antenna-concrete setup was developed. The proposed antenna-concrete setup only uses 
dual-port transmitting antenna for the characterisation of concrete, i.e. without accounting 
for the embedded antenna. The antenna-concrete setup for the estimation of loss tangent 
and dielectric constant of concrete were demonstrated using dual-port rectangular-DRA 
with periodic grating, dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings, and 
dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings. The sensitivities of the 
antenna-concrete setup with the change of the electrical properties of concrete were 
investigated and indicated the rectangular DRA with period grating was the most sensitive 
antenna for concrete characterisation among the developed dual-port DRAs with periodic 
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gratings. In addition, the dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings is 
highly sensitive compared to the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic 
gratings when the electrical properties of concrete vary. 
 
The developed dual-port DRAs with periodic gratings are able to point a main beam in 
different directions in the region between the endfire and boresight directions, and are able 
to point a beam along the boresight direction. The direction of the main beam depends on 
the frequency of operation of the antenna. Bearing in mind the aforementioned feature of 
the dual-port DRAs with periodic gratings, and using the developed antenna-concrete setup, 
the estimation of the concrete crack location and width at a specific location were 
demonstrated in this thesis. In addition, the sensitivities of the antenna-concrete setup for 
change of the crack width at a specific location were analysed. The dual-port hexagon-
shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings was the most sensitive, and the octagon-shaped 
planar DRA with periodic gratings was the least sensitive antenna among the developed 
dual-port DRAs with periodic gratings when the crack width varied. 
 
In summary, the dual-port octagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings have better 
WPT performance over the whole X-band frequency range. The dual-port rectangular DRA 
with periodic gratings was the most sensitive antenna for concrete characterisation, and the 
dual-port hexagon-shaped planar DRA with periodic gratings was the most sensitive 





8.2. Future Work 
This thesis presents the design and development of rectangular dielectric resonator antenna 
(DRA) with different lengths, dual-port rectangular DRA with periodic gratings, and dual-
port planar DRAs with periodic gratings for infrastructure health monitoring, particularly, 
wireless power transmission or wireless powering of embedded sensors, concrete 
characterisation, estimation of crack location and width. The main focus of this thesis is to 
design high-performance transmitting antennas for infrastructure health monitoring. 
Considering the promising results of DRAs with periodic grating, the following suggestions 
can be considered for future research: 
• Measurement of the developed two-antenna setups for wireless power transmission 
in free-space, and concrete. Measurement of the developed antenna-concrete setup 
for concrete characterisation and crack detection and width estimation. 
• Miniaturisation of the receiving antenna embedded inside concrete by utilising 
different miniaturisation techniques such as utilizing high dielectric constant 
material [108, 109] and metal shorting plate technique [110]. Moreover, using a 
suitable material such as Teflon instead of airbox for creating a box for surrounding 
the embedded antenna [50] and optimisation of the size of the box according to the 
need of the application will miniature the embedded system significantly. 
• Using DRAs for WPT in the X-band in concrete structures with aggregates. In this 
thesis, homogenous concrete medium was used for the simplicity of simulation and 
more emphasis was given on the feasibility of DRA for WPT in concrete. For more 
practical scenario inhomogeneous aggregate with concrete would be considered in  
future researches.  
• Application of a different available method to improve the gain of the antenna over 
the entire X-band frequency range. 
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• Since the efficiency of DRA is high, it is possible to develop highly efficient 
millimetre-wave rectangular DRA with periodic gratings. Hence, the highly 
directive antenna is possible to design which is a fundamental requirement for 
antennas operating in the millimetre-wave band to compensate the free space path 
loss. Consequently, highly efficient WPT system is possible to develop at 
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